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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION : A SURVEY OF THE HISTORICAL-CRITICAL METHODS USED

IN STUDIES OF NEW TESTAMENT PARABLES

The parables of the synoptic gospels have been of special

interest to students of the New Testament because o'f a belief, as

J.Jeremias (195-\:12) stated it, that "in reading· the parables we

are dealing with a particularly trustworthy tradition, and are

brought into immediate relation with Jesus." Since the

publica tion o'f Jeremias' work in Germany in 1917, this opinion

has been widely held and only in recent years have questions been

raised about Jeremias' approach to parable research.

In the first chapter of this study first. the history of parable

research prior to the work of Jeremias is surveyed, With the

purpose of indica ting the historical-critical foundations upon

which Jeremias built; second, the contributions o'f Jeremias

himself are summarised; and third, those areas in which major

developments have occurred since his work appeared are examined.

1.1 THE HISTORY OF PARABLE RESEARCH PRIOR TO THE WORK OF JEREMIAS

To begin with Jeremias as a point o'f departure secures proper

appreciation for the contributions of' form critics at perhaps

their most Significant stage. Any inadequacies that might be
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uncovered at this stage may suggest that the exegete should look

beyond the methods of form criticism for further solutions to

problematic phenomena in the New Testament.

From New Testament times to the Reformation, allegory in one form

or another supplied the chief key for the interpretation of the

parables. In the New Testament itself allegory is not commonly

employed. Some allegorical interpretati~ns are found in the

epistle to the Hebrews (especially 3:1-6 and 1:11ff.) and may

have been the result of Alexandrian influences. There is also an

allegorical use of the olive tree in the epistle to the church at

Rome (11:17ff.). The first attempts to allegorise the parables

occurs in the Interpretation added to the parable of the Sower

(Mk.1:1-20par.), the parable of the Tares (Mt.13:36-13), and the

parable of the Drag Net(Mt.13:17-S0). Much later (c.18S - c.253)

Origen Justified his allegoriSing by appeal to these examples set

by the evangelists. One may also detect the beginnings of

allegorical interpretation in Matthew especially in his

understanding of the "marriage feast" (Mt.22) where probably "the

king"represents God, and "the king'S son-, Christ; or in the Ten

Virgins whiCh doubtless he understood as an allegory of the

return of Christ, the heavenly bridegroom (Mt.2S). These

instances aside, the only real allegories in the New Testament

are Paul's allegories of Sarah and Hagar (Gal.1) and of the Olive

Tree (Rom.ll) and our Lord's tale about the Wicked Vinedressers

(Mk.12). It was only natural, therefore, that the Church Fathers
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would seek to ded lice the full riches of the divine incarnation by

the same kind of allegorical exegesis of all the parables.

In subsequent centuries, the overwhelming maJority of biblical

exegetes continued to "discover" in the parables hidden meanings

'for christian doctrine, ecclesiology, ethics, and eschatology.

Only at the end of the nineteenth century was there a recognition

tha t a historical-critical method was required if the original

and proper meaning of the parables was to be discovered. It was

the German scholar, A.Julicher who first outlined a method for

the interpretation of the parables as an attempt to counter the

excesses of allegorisation and determined the first principles

upon which later research was compelled to consider.

JUl1cher's fundamen tal presupposi tion was his strictI y

historical-cri tical approach to the sources of Jesus' parables.

At the very outset of his first volume (1910) he criticised the

parable research of S.Gobel for failing to equate exegesis with

historical work and omitting to make a clear distinction between

the parables of Jesus and the parables as they were presented to

us by the evangelists. In view of the present interest in the

crea ti ve activi t y of the evangelists, it is interesting that

JUlicher (1910:195) af'f'irmed that the "evangelists were not in

f'act helpless compilers. In spite o'f all their dependence on

wri t ten sources. they were strongl y marked personalities."

JUl1cher (1910;21) nevertheless concluded that
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"it cannot be contested that the synoptic parables contain an

authentic kernel and belong to the most certain elements and best

traditions which we possess of the words of Jesus." He further

added (1910:21) that there was clear evidence that the

evangelists had failed to understand their original purpose. Not

onl y did the evangelists (and their sources) engage in

supplementa tion but in Mk.1:10-13par. they had imposed a

completely alien theory about the intention of the parable

method:

the interpretation of the evangelists concerning this

way of speaking is undependable. The parables are in no

sense obscure sayings which constantly reqUire speCial

elucidation. If a 'few o'f them still remain unclear to

us, then the incomplete, disconnected and fragmentary

tradi tion must alone bear the blame. A correct and

completely preserved parable requires no explanatory

word... for everything in it is clear (1910:21).

This view arose when the commands o'f Jesus were related to the

division between the Jewish nation and the christian community.

JUlicher (1910:117) sees the only conclusion which the early

church could draw was that Jesus ·spoke in parables to the

hardened, Messiah-hating and Messiah-murdering Jewish people! The

view ot the nature of parables and the view of the nature o'f the
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people to whom they were present.ed - both brought the view of the

purpose of the parables."

Al t.hough JUlicher (1910:1"i6) doubted tha t Jesus ever expressed an

opinion on t.he reason for his use of parabolic speech, 1t was

nevertheless eVldent from its function as a rhetorical device

tha t Jesus found it especially sui t.able for enhancing the

distlnctiveness and persuasive power of his teaching. In

communicating with all enemies. t.he uncommi t. ted. zealous devotees

alike he used this paedogogical device to ill ustrate the

unknown by the commonly known, to lead gently from the easily

understood to the abstract. Having deduced that at the basis of

every parable was a simile (Vergleichung). JUlicher proceeded to

"discover" this common element in all parables of the synoptic

gospels. Within the general "form of word-picture" (Gattung von

Bilderen) Julicher (1910:117) distinguished three major classes:

1. The similitude (Gleichnis) which contained a commonly

recognised occurrence from this sphere of daily life;

2. The parable (Parabel) and

3. The example-st.ory (BeiSpielerzahlung)

The last two categories were freely invented stories; the first

two categories both referred the listener to an external reality

whilst the last was an illustration of a moral truth. Thus. the

parable of the Good Samaritan is an example-story because it
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embodies within itself an actual illustration of the principle of

loving the neighbour. The parable of the Sower. on the other

hand. is a parable because it is an invention and requires the

nota tion t.ha t. it is about the kingdom of God to make sense.

Whereas the story of the children playing in the market-place

(Mt.l1:16ff. and Lk.7:31ff.) is a similitude because it is a

common dail y even t but also requires an applica tion to

communicate its meaning. On the basis of Greek theory. JUlicher

(1910:118) assumed for the synoptic parables a principle which

was to dominate subsequen t research: "just as every parable

consti t u tes a homogeneous, closed whole. so each one requires

only onet;p.eme.... this one thought was a rule of ethical

conduct. a moral law of the kingdom of God."

Jeremias (195"'l:19) judged this three-fold distinction to be a

fatal error in the work of Julicher. albeit a serious effort to

saf'eguard against arbitrary allegorisation. Nevertheless. as a

methodological principle JUlicher's "one-point ll rule was a

necessary and effective corrective to previous fancif'ul

in terpretations. The historical-critical contribution of JUlicher

consisted. in his clari f'ica tion of what he himself called Das

Bild. that is. the image or symbolic aspect of the parable. The

Sache or the object of' symbolism. however. was left for a

sUbsequen t genera tion of scholars to explicate. But Julicher

recognised the communicative purpose of the parables: that is,

tha t their images were rooted in everyday lif'e. that they were
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produced in and "for the publ1c ministry of Jesus, and that they

were in tended to aid understanding. Al though he seemed to have

been one-sided in assuming that every parable originally was

per"fectl y 1ucid. he nevertheless corrected the more dangerous

tendency to discover "mystery· meanings in the parables which had

no rela tion to the historical situation either o"f Jesus or of

the tradition.

An analysis o"f Jul1cher'S contribution convinces one o"f the need

for a more clearly de"fined methodological framework which would

adequately explain the symbol1c language of parables. Let us now

briefl y consider the value of Jesus' parabolic teaching in

comparison with its Old Testament and Greek predecessors and

rabbinic succesSors. It was Jiilicher's opinion that Jesus so

perfected the form of parabolic teaching and so compellingly

invested it with his divine message that the rabbis were torced

to imitate his superior example. It was to this particular issue

that P.Fiebig(1912),the next major German scholar of New

Testament parables. addressed himself. Fiebig sought to strike

a balance between critics like Jiil1cher who omitted rabbinic

material to confirm that the synoptic Christ-figure was a myth

invented out of contemporary traditions. He accepted Jiil1cher's

historical-critical methodology. his distinction between Jesus'

original teaching and its subsequent transmission and espeCially

his major service in clearing away the rubble created by the
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allegoriSing method. Fiebig's major criticism (1912:128) was that

his predecessors made Jesus into

a German prof'essor, a philosopher or educated man of'

the nineteenth century who lived in Germany and who was

instructed more in the learnings o'f the Greeks than in

the teaching o'f his Jewish contemporaries.

JUlicher there 'fore, he maintained, had been 'far too rigid in

seeking only pure parables as original to Jesus and thus

excluding any possibility o'f allegorical motits. From Fiebig's

studies it was eVident that rabbinic parables consisted o'f short

metaphorical sayings, pure parables, allegories, and mixed torms

(Misch'formen). However, Fiebig did agree With his predecessor

that the synoptic parables had all the marks of haVing originated
.~ .... ~~~----::..--- . ---

With a single creative individual. They were by no means an

imitation of contemporary materials. On the one hand, they

possess an ethical seriousness which is lacking in Jewish

apocalyptic; on the other hand, in contrast to Rabbinic parables

they are marked by an escha tological interest but lack the

"exegetical tr1£les· (Exegetische Klelnkram) of the rabbis. Thus

Fiebig confirmed that the originality ot Jesus' parables lay not

in their form DUt in their con tent.
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Julicher's interest in the "form-analysis o"f the parables, and

Fiebig's appeal for a great.er appreciation o"f the role played by

oral transmiSSlOn in their formation, bore "fruit in the work of

the form CrltlcS, particularly that of R.Bultmann (1968:166-205).

Bul tmann (1968:2-3) made it clear tha t the object of form

cri ticism is not ca tegorisa tion "for its own sake but to discover

"what the original units of the synoptics were, both sayings and

stories, to try to establish what their historical setting was,

whether they belonged to a primary or secondary tradition or

whether they were the product o"f editorial activity." BUltmann

also agreed wi th Julicher's basic distinctions between the

different "forms" of the parables. He further acknowledged that

these boundaries fluctuate and that there is no point in debating

the exact category of parables. Bultmann's analysis of certain

characteristics which are- typical· OT the paral51e, was orspeocial

importance. Its narrative is characterised by conciseness - only

persons necessary to the story appear; and by the law ot single

perspective - there is only one series of events taking place at

anyone time. The characters in the narrative are portrayed in

terms of wha t they do or sa.y, rather than in terms of some

at tribu te; their -feelings and moti ves are men tioned only if

essen tial Tor the point of the parable; secondary participants

are dealt with summarily. The parables are "further characterised

by such "features as direct speech or soliloquy, repetition, end

stress, and the antithesis o"f two types of character.
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Much more important, however, were Bultmann's observations about

the types of editorial activi t y which had occurred in the

transmission of the parables. Firstly, many of their applications

are secondary and cannot be relied upon to demonstrate their

original intention. Secondly, the parables have been introduced

into artificially contrived contexts or have been Joined together

on purely formal grounds (for example, Mk.~; Mt.13; Lk.1~).

Thirdly, many parables have undergone secondary expansions and

in terpreta tions as well as allegorical in trusions. This is

clearly indicated by comparison with the parallel versions and by

the presence of obVious ecclesiastical interests. For these three

reasons, "the original meaning of many similitudes has become

irrecoverable in the cause of the tradition. In other instances

the general meaning is clear enough, but not the special poin t,
- --

because the occasion which prompted the similitude is not known"

(1968:199). Fourthly, Bultmann believed that the church had, in

many instances, placed contemporary Jewish parables on the lips

of Jesus. He (1968:205) therefore conclud.ed that "we can only

count on possessing a genuine similitude of Jesus where, on the

one hand, expression is given to the contrast between Jewish

moral1 t y and piety and the distincti ve escha tological temper

which characterised the teaChing of Jesus; and. Where on the other

hand we 'find no speCifically christian features." Because

BUltmann's work was an analYSis of the synoptic parable material

itself, his first three conclusions are basically sound, but his
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fourth conclusion, although possible, tends to separate Jesus'

preaching too radically both ~rom his contemporaries and ~om the

early church.

The ~orm critics' clarification of the Sltz-im-Leben o~ the

parables in the ear ly church was a necessary step in the

investigation of the sYnoptic parable. It revealed the extent to

which the transmitters of the tradition were theologically rather

than historically motivated. This theological motivation rather

than the ~orm-analysis of the parable, should be regarded as

their main ~eature.

It was largely in response to the ~orm critics' negative

estimation o~ the possibility of recovering the original core and

specl ~ i c - fntenti on of Jesus' parables that §UbsequellL scho lax g=

have devoted their attention to developing a methodology ~or

determining the li~e situation of the parables in the ministry of

Jesus himsel~. This endeavour culminated in the work of Jeremias.

one of the first, however, to move in this direction was

W.H.Robinson (1928) who in advance of A.T.Cadoux (1931) gave

expression to the methodological principle which was to dominate

subsequent research, namely that each parable must be treated in

isolation, With the critic seeking to identify both the

historical situation and the particular lesson of its ~irst

utterance by Jesus.
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Robinson (1928:1"10-1"19) recognised.. that as "child..ren of the

momen t, child..ren ot circumstances", _ the parables ot Jesus were

"weapons... arguments at the bar of the soul, inducements to

accept high principles, assaults of love, attempts to reverse

wrong decisions in the hearts at frien<1s and toes, and.. to lead..

them to make new and higher ones." However, because Robinson

ignored.. the 'form critics, he did not look behind the synoptic

set tings in his search 'for the parable's original situation.

Furthermore, Jul1cher's stranglehold on him, ensured that he also

saw the original purpose ot the parables lying on the bedrock ot

personal moral improvement.

The tirst to go behind the synoptic setting was A.T.Cadoux.

Whilst agreeing essentially with BUltmann that the synoptic

set t1ngs- cannot; be-'tcr-usted -to- sUpply the parable's prima!:,¥__~

meaning, Cadoux attacked both the allegorisers and their chiet

opponen t, JUl1cher. He (1931:53) wrote,

Both generally ignore what would seem to be the

simplest and.. surest conclusion ot common sense, that 1n

the point ot the story as a story we may expect to find

the point ot its application. The allegorising

interpreter misses it because he dissolves the unity ot

the story into a numher ot separate items: and his

cri tics tend to miss it, heca use they look on the

parable as in tend.ed to en '.force one single moral
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principle, instead of finding in it an answer to the

problem of concrete circumstance.

Thus where one does not have the setting in life, or where the

set ting may be doubtful, one would do well first to seek the

point of the story itself, and then only to posit an appropriate

setting in Jesus' recorded experience. As the parables are likely

to have been used where plain speech was ineffective, Cadoux

(1931:56) expects to discover their application "in the concrete

conditions of Jesus' work, in his endeavour to win acceptance for

a conception of the kingdom of God that was new and likely to be

distasteful to his people." Cadoux assigned indiYidual parables

to appropriate si t ua tions in the ministry of Jesus: conflict,

vindica tion, crisis and opportuni ty, ethical and eschatological

teaching. These insights prepare the ground for the two major

in vestiga tions of C.H. Dodd (1936) and Jeremias (195'\).

Dodd (1936:1'\7) held to the thesis that," while Jesus employed

the traditional symbolism of apocalypse to indicate the other

worldly or absolute character of the kingdom of God, he used the

parables to enforce and illustrate the idea that the kingdom of

God has come upon men there and then." Although this thesis has

been questioned in its extreme form of "realised eschatology",

Dodd's work was a demonstration of the eschatological setting of

selected parables in the ministry of Jesus. In greater detail

than Cadoux, Dodd indicated that· Jesus' parables were concerned
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with the consequences Tor the natIon in the light o£ Jesus'

assumptIOn that his ministry was the culmination o£ God's dealing

with Israel. Like Cadoux. he discovered that the parables of the

kingdom were concerned with justifying and vindicating this

convictlOn . in response to the conflicts which it created. He

supplemented the contrIbutions oT Bultmann by showing that the

ch nrch in terpreted in terms oT the Tuture parables which in

Jesus' ministry had reTerred to the present; and that, in the

transmission oT the tradition, general applications had been

given to parables, the original intent oT which had been specific

and concrete. Against Bul tmann, however, Dodd was prepared to

accept that many synoptic frameworks and applications reflected

the original situation of certain parables. For those cases where

the original setting was clearly lost, Dodd employed two

principles for recovery: firstly. the motifs must be investigated

for their moSt probable meaning for Jesus' hearers, that is,'

their Old Testament background must be explicated; and secondly,

the parables themselves should make sense within the

interpretation which Jesus gave to his own ministry - this being

ded uced Trom certain "explicit and unambiguouS sayings" which

were independent of the parabolic teaching.

1.2 A SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF JEREMIAS

Al though JUlicher had "cleared away the rubble" of centuries oT

alleg9rising the synoptic parables and had established that Jesus

used this form of speech to elucidate not obscure, his message.
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it was Julicher's successors who demonstrated that the parables

were largely oral creations uttered by Jesus in a context of

escha tologlcal crisis. Yet the problems of analysis remained.

They were re la ted to the difficulties of identifying the original

kernel of indi vid ual parables, of specifying the precise concrete

si t ua tlOn In which each was first uttered, and of ascertaining

the exact nature or Jesus' eschatology as revealed in the

parables. These three di:fficulties were linked with the degree

or creativity that the early church had exercised during the

period of the parables' transmission - a creativity in terms both

of structure and emphases which they were made to serve. Jeremias

a t tempted to clarify these problems.

In the foreword to the 1972 English translation of his The

Parables of Jesus, Jeremias (1972:9) summarised his own

contribution as "the attempt to arrive at the earliest attainable

form of Jesus' parabolic teaching." He divided his work into two

main parts: firstly, a thorough investigation of the kinds of

al tera tion which occurred in the process of the parable'S

transmission; and secondly, a recovery of the main themes Which

the parables served in the ministry of Jesus. Jeremias began by

addressing himself to the problem that the tradition had obscured

the original in ten tion or each· parable by an allegorising

tendency. This tendency was occasioned by the desire to seek

deeper meaning in Jesus' simple teaching in the fashion of

Hellenistic esoteric CIrcles. Above all, the greatest impetus to
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thIS tendency came from the "hardening" theory which regarded

the parables as Intended to conceal the mystery of the kingdom of

God from outsiders. To Julicher subsequent research owed the

"final discarding of the allegorical method of interpretation"

(1910:18). However, he had le'ft the work hal:f- done by regardIng

single moral prInciples as original to the parables. and thereby

failed to discover their original historical settings. Jeremias

(195"\:21) expressed gratitude to Dodd for achieving a major

breakthrough in this quest. Nevertheless Dodd's selection of the

parables of the kingdom was too restrictive 'for him because the

one-sided nature o'f his conception of the kingdom resulted in a

contraction of eschatology. In order to incorporate both present

and 'future aspects of Jesus' announcement of the kingdom,

Jeremias pre'ferred the German term Sich Realisierende

Escha tologie which is translated as "eschatology - in - the

process - of - realisation." Jeremias rejected as wasteaetfort

previous attempts at 'form - analysis of the synoptic parables. In

earlier editions of his work he simply noted that the parables of

Jesus were much superior to that of the rabbis. But, in the

seventh German edition (1965) he asked "whether Jesus' example

has not contributed deCisively to the development of the literary

genre o'f rabbinic parable?"(1972:12) As to the authenticity of

the parables. Jeremlas (1972:11-12) was in no doubt:
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The parables a.re a fragment of the original rock of

traditlOn."(They possess) "a definIte personal style,

a singular clarity and simplicity, a matchless mastery

of construction. The conclusion is inevitable that we

are dealing with particularly trustworthytradi tion. We

stand ngh t before Jesus when reading his parables.

Jeremias (195-4:21) agreed with W.H. Robinson, A.T. Cadoux and

especiall y Dodd tha t the parables were primarily spontaneous

responses in a situation of controversy. First uttered by Jesus

at quite specific moments of his life, the parables are concerned

with "justification, defence, attack and even challenge. For the

most part, though not exclusively, they are weapons of

con troversy."

In the first part of his book (195-4:23"':DA), Jeremias addressed

himself to ten "prinCiples of transformation" by which the

primi ti ve ch urch adopted the parables "in relation to its own

situation between the Cross and the Parousia" (1972:23). Jeremias

also incorporated into his book the in terpretations given to the

parables in the gospel or Thomas. A brief presentation of these

ten laws will now be given in the order that Jeremias (1954:25

ff.) analysed them.

1. The fact that the original parables of Jesus were translated

from Aramaic in to Greek involveti innumerable al terations in their
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Thus, to retranslate the parables into Jesus' mother-

tongue is "perhaps the most important aid to the recovery o"f

their original meaning."

2. The trans"ference o"f the parables "from a Palestinian to a

Hellenistic environment involved appropriate representational

changes. Although there are instances where Jesus may have used

non-Palestinian illustrations because they were more appropriate

to his point, the researcher should still pre"fer Palestinian

descriptions as the more original.

3. Comparison o"f parables common to two or more gospels reveals

a tendency towards embellishment ot details. Although the simpler

parable should be preferred, Jeremias advocated caution because

exaggerations are characteristic of Oriental story-telling and

trequently point to a parable's meaning. Furthermore, the

"frequency o"f exaggeration in the parables suggests that Jesus

a~opted this style intentionally.

1. Although Jesus himsel"f employed Old Testament and "folk-story

themes, the tradition has been responsible "for remodelling many

parables along such lines. Thus the parable o"f the Wi cked

Husbandmen in Mk. 12 and Mt. 21 re"flects details from Is. 5 which

are absent "from the versions in Lk. 20 and the gospel of Thomas,

logion 65.
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of numerous

early stage

of aud1ence

parables le~ Jeremias to the

and 1n all layers o~ the

occurred. Parables originally

addresse~ to the crowd or Jesus' opponents were later addressed

to the disciples. The gospel of Thomas, in which the entire

collection of parables is addressed to true gnost1cs, represents

the ~1nal stage in this process.

6. Understanding itself as standing between the Cross and the

reappearance of Christ, the early church was ~orced to ~ind a

hortatory use for those parables in which Jesus originally warned

the mUltitude about the graVity of the eschatological crisis.

Such parables were now used to direct the conduct of the

christian community.

7. In a similar way, the influence of the church's situation

between the Cross and the Parousia determined that parables

originally directed to the crowds or the leaders of Israel about

the gravity of the moment became admonitions and exhortat1ons to

the christian community to prepare for the coming of Christ.

Because of this shift of interest, metaphors such as "bridegroom"

and "~oorkeeper" assumed christological' Significance, Which

others such as "servant" and "shepherd" took on ecclesiastical

meaning. Under the same influence, a parable like the Great

church's missionary enterprise-

Supper. originally addressed

interpreted in the light of the

to Jesus' critics, was later
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not only publicans and sinners are invited, but also Gentiles

(Lk. 11.22 "f"f.).

8. A thorough investigation o"f allegorisation led Jeremias

(1951:88) to the yollowing conclusion:

We arrive thus at a strange result: the discourse - material in

Matthew and Luke, the Markan material, the special Matthaean

material, the gospel as we have it in Matthew, Mark, Luke and

John. all contain allegorical interpretations. but the Lukan

special material and the gospel o"f Thomas have none. From the

fact that the allegorical interpretations can be recognised as

almost entirely secondary, it would seem to "follow that the whole

parabolic material was originally as free "from allegorising

tnterpretations__as._wer_e the spee-ia-l Lukan material and the Gospel

o"f Thomas.

Jesus con"fined himself to employing "familiar Old Testament

metaphors such as ""father"; "King"; or "judge " "for God,

"chi lc1ren"; "servants"; or "debtors" for men in relati on to God

and so on.

9. In the course o"f transmission there has been a tendency

towards collection and con"flation o"f parables, some being

transmitted in pairs, some in larger groups, or (as in the Great

Supper in Mt. 22:1-11) by a fusion of two parables. Although we
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shoul~ not be gui~e~ by such secondary associations, it is

probable that on occasions Jesus could have illustrat~ his

message by means o~ the re~uplication o~ similes.

10. As the 'form critics ha~ ~emonstrate~ with regar~ to the

'framework of the gospel narrative, the present setting of the

parables too is largely secondary. Jeremias (1951:96) noted that

~the parabolic element has been transmitted with greater ~idelity

than the introduction, interpretation and context. ~ The

appearance o~ stylistiC peculiarities o~ the evangelists and

particular introductory ~ormulas suggest that these are also

largely secondary. The most common tendency o~ the tradition was

to conclude parables wi th general1sing log1a, that

is, eschatological promises, threats, and warnings. However

because-' Sonte' paFables lack any appJ j cat 1 on - at- al-l.-= J~as-=~~

asserted that it was more usual ~or Jesus t~ leave his hearers to

draw their own conclusions.

These ten laws o~ trans~ormation, Jeremias (1951:111) affirmed,

"are ten aids to the recovery o'f the original meaning o'f the

parables of Jesus. They will help to li'ft in some measure here

and there the veil, sometimes thin, sometimes almost

impenetrable,which has fallen upon the parables o~ Jesus. Our

task is to return to the actual living voice o~ Jesus."
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In the second part of his work, (195~: 115-230) Jerem1as analysed

in a more thorough manner than previOus investigators the major

concerns ot this "living voice of Jesus." Essentially, Jesus'

message, according to Jerem1as, was that the Day of Salvation was

at hand, that God was merciful to sinners. that in the coming

eschatological catastrophe the penitent would be saved and the

opponents ot Jesus would be condemned. Now was the time to act

betore it was too late. Although Jeremias did not discover an

explicit Messianic claim by Jesus in his parabolic teaching he

discerned what has come to be called an "implicit Christology."

Jeremias' contributions have been greatest in the areas of the

transition ot the parables trom JesUs to our present gospels and

of the content ot Jesus' original eSChatolog1cal preaching.

Because his investigation of the ways in which the parables have--

been altered was based on a thorough analysis of the text,

Jeremias' ten "principles ot transtormation" have not been

seriously questioned. However, at two pOints, he has been

challenged by James C. Little (1976:12). Firstly, Jeremias'claim

(1951:25) that translation ot the parables into Aramaic provides

us With the "most important aid. to the recovery of their

original meaning", 1S open to question. Can we be so certain

about the original language ot Jesus? Research by R.H. Grundy

(1983:101-108) in particular. indicates that Hebrew, Aramaic and

Greek were all used by first-century Jews in Palestine.

Therefore Little (1976:12) concludes that "it would. seem that
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such retranslation is at best hypothetical, at worst extremely

mlsleading, in view of the uncertain ty amongst speciallsts

concernlng the language or languages used by Jesus." Secondly,

Li t tIe questlons Jeremlas' 'If'llllngness to look at versions of the

parables in the gospel of Thomas as a means of identifying thelr

most original form. ThlS makes sense only if Thomas represents

an independent tradition from that found in the synoptlc gospels.

The opinion which Jeremias shared With Dodd that the parables

origina ted in a conflict situa tion as Jesus vindica ted his

mission to outcasts, has been regarded as substantially correct.
,

Norman Perrin (1967:102-108) goes a step further in suggesting

tha t a possible context for many of the parables was in the

course of heated table-talk in homes to which Jesus had been

invi ted as he defended his table-fellowship with outcasts.
====~~====~--~-- --

Finally, the majority of scholars would probably agree with

Jeremias that any chrlstological interest served by the parables

in Jesus' situation was implicit only. What Jeremias (195'1:132)

wrote regarding the Prod.igal Son is most expressive of his

positlon.

The parable, Without making any kind. of christologlcal

sta temen t, reveals i tsel f as a veiled assertion o:f

authority:Jesus makes the claim for himself that he is

acting in God's stead, that he is God's represen ta ti Ye.



Jeremlas (195"1:122) noted further with reference to Jesus' use

of certain tradItional symbols for the "dellverer" (such as

shepherd, ph y siclan., teacher) tha t in such metaphors "the

meaning is self-eVIdent only for believers, while "for the

outsiders they keep the secret of the hidden Son of man still

unrevealed." Of the achievement of Jeremias, N. perrin

(1967:3-'0) has wri t ten: "They can be no going back from this

work of Jeremias. It is perhaps the greatest Single, contribution

to the historical understanding of the parables."

1.3 MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS SINCE THE WORK OF JEREMIAS

At ten tion will now be given to three areas in which there have

been considerable development since the work of Jeremias.

1.3.1. ALLEGORISATION IN THE PARABLES

Four distinguishable strands have emerged in this discussion. At

the outset it should be noted that none of those who have

suggested tha t Jesus used allegory wish to ret urn to the

extravagant allegorising of earlier interpreters. Instead, there

has developed an atti t ude which is best expressed in the words of

M. Black (1960:275-276) :" On purely a priori grounds there does

not seem to be any reason why there should not be allegory in the

teaching of Jeslis The Old Testament does not know of any

distinction between allegory and. parable, for the one can easily
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pass in to the other or more than one detail comes to assume

symbolic significance."

(1) Jeremlas (195~:88-89) identified a number of metaphors in

Jesus' original parables, but basically agreed with Bultmann

against Fiebig tha t an accumula tion of metaphors did not

consti t u te allegorising. Jeremias accepted that the "vineyard"

in the earliest form of the Wicked Husbandmen is "a potential

allegorical element" through which Jesus implied that the tenants

represen ted Israel's leaders. However, only the later versions

in Mark and Matthew were pure allegory in which the owner of the

vineyard is God, the messengers are the prophets, the son is

Christ, the punishment of the h usbandmen symbolises the ruin of

Israel, the other people (Mt.21:13) are the Gentile Church

(1972:70-77).M.Black (1960:280-283) was among the first to

challenge Jeremias on this analysis. If we assume that Luke

preserves the most original form, we have a parable in which

t.hree servants and t.hen t.he son of t.he owner are successively

rejected. If the parable port.rays "the crescendo o-f

rebelliousness and wickedness of the rules of Israel now reached,

af'ter a long history of' similar crimes, in the ministry of Jesus,

then it is unnatural and illogical to deny that the "servants"

symbolise Israel's rep ea tedly rejected prophets, and that the

"son"isJesus (Black 1960:282). Black is correct in allowing f'or

the probability of Jesus having employed. images Which, in the

ligh t of their tradi tional meaning wi thin Jewish history and
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expecta Llon. provided a clue to the in ten Llon of a parable or to

Jesus' own understanding of his mission.

(2) One of the main reasons why Jeremias (195"\:88-89) denied

tha t the gospel "in terpreta tions" of certain parables could have

orIginated with Jesus, was his observation that they treat their

referen ts as allegorIes. R.E. Brown (1962: 36-45), among others,

has argued that the Interpretation of the Sower could stem from

Jesus. While conceding that the parable's main point is the

ul tima te escha tological success of the kingdom, Brown (1962:45)

suggests that "its failure to succeed completely among certain

groups gives background for the final overwhelming victory." The

three groups who fail to heed the Good News are contrasted with

the true disciples who leave all things for the sake of the

kingdom and whose reward will be great."

(3) Jeremias was prepared. to conclud.e that Jesus' parables were

originall y as free from allegorical elements as the versions now

found in Special-Luke and the gospel of Thomas (1972:86-88).

With the aid. of a mathematical formula, M.D. Goulder (1968:51-69)

has confirmed that Matthew is the most addicted to allegorising,

Luke the least, and Mark has a tend.ency to allegorise though not

as much as Matthew. Goulder's main challenge to Jeremlas lies in

his conclusion that Luke is a conscious de-allegoriser of Markan

and. Matthaean versions of the parables. He is also no

allegorlser in parables peculiar to his gospels. Furthermore,
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Goulder's argument is a suggestive correction to the hypothesis

that the simplest torm of a parable is always the most original,

or that the most original is always the simplest.

(1) In the three preceding strands ot the discussion it was

assumed that the essential criterion of an allegory is that its

image part has more than one point of relationship with its

object. Recent scholars of the parables. particularly D.O. Via

Jr., (1967) and J.D. Crossan (1973), have sought to clarify the

terms involved. Their contributions make it clear that because

the allegory has the interrelationships of its images determined

by the reality (or old story) to which the allegory points, its

narrative can often appear to be illogical or impossible. In

the allegory of the eagles in Ezek. 17:3-10, in which the

narrative is determined by the historical relations between the

kings of Judah and Baby Ion, it is incomprehensible that lithe vine

bends its roots towards the eagle" (Ezek. 17:7) except as this

mirrors the pro-Babylonian policy of Zedekiah. Thus, the

allegory is didactic in purpose and requires that the hearer be

initiated into the reality to Which it refers, otherWise the

narrative will be weird or even nonsensical. The essential

criterion, by which the parable is distinguished from the

allegory is not, at least,primarily, that the parable has one

central point, but that its many elements "relate first of all

to each other within the parable" (Via 1967:25). This is

because the structure of the inter-connections is determined, not
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by the lIauthor's creative

although a parable may

it is

composition" (Via 1967:25).

contain images which refer

religious tradition in WhlCh

the or

need not be

situation

it

historical

formulated,

but

Thus,

to

ideas,oreventsexternalby

regarded as an allegory or cease to function as a parable. In

the case of the Wicked. Husbandmen, Via (1967:131) argues that

"the pattern of connections is still primarily within the story

and runs only suJ:>sidiarily to the outside. 11 According to Via

(1967:132-137) its point is contained Within the internal

dynamics of the parable's narrative: a IIdownward moving plot" in

which the wicked tenant's experience give formal shape to a

story about the Ultimate self-destruction for those who lack

faith "in the benevolence of the universe."

The preceding analysis is not purely semantic. On the assumption

that Jesus formUlated his parables primarily to clarify his

interpretation of God's will to those who were unable or un

Willing to grasp it, these recent researchers have shown why the

parable was more suitable than the allegory to Jesus' purpose.

Basically, the parable seeks to reconcile opposition by inviting

the listeners to partiCipate indirectly in a new insight of the

situation and to agree With the narrator's pOint of view. But,

the pressure on a parable to become an ,allegory increases the

more the images and their interconnections are determined by the

external events which prompted the formUlation of the story. It

is for this reason, as Via admits, that the Wicked Husbandmen "is
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more nearly allegorIcal than most o-f Jesus' other narrative

parables" (1967:134). For the very same reason, the early

church's developing theology became a new external reality which

exercised a deter mIna ti ve infl uence on the reformulation of the

parables in an allegorising direction. If Gould.er is correct,

then Luke and Thomas have countered this tendency, the former out

of his concern for historicising the trad.i tion, the latter

because those having knowledge would perceive the true meaning

of the parables Without the intrusion of gnostic interpretations.

1.3.2. THE NEW HERMENEUTIC AND THE PARABLES

In the late sixties and early seventies, a number o'f scholars

took Dodd and Jeremias to task for restricting the full meaning

of the parables by a one-sided at ten tion to their original

set ting and purpose in Jesus' ministry. Therefore, G.V. Jones

(1964) sought to identify the truth of Jesus' parables in terms

of their timeless artistry. The synoptic parable, as an

instrument of the creative imagination of Jesus, "has imparted

the quali t y of time-and-place transcend.ence to its characters

which is typical of all great. narrative creations" (1964:125).

Whilst other scholars, such as, R.W. Funk, D.O. Via Jr., and. J.D.

Crossan share and develop Jone's appreciation of t.he aest.hetic

quality of Jesus' parables, they have also been d.eeply influenced

by the so-called New Hermeneutic. Representatives o-f the new

hermeneu tic, such as G. Ebeling and. E. Fuchs, had. criticised.

Bultmann because, by his d.emyt.hologiSing, he implied that.
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bIblical language is a barrier t.o underst.anding, In t.hat. it tends

to obJectify rather trlan to communIcate its eXistentIal meanIng.

Th us, in Bul tmann's reading, "the escha tologlcal becomes an

external history of last thIngs rather than a crisls and

movement in t.he historical existence of the individual" (Via

1967:33). The new hermeneutic, on the other hand, affirms that

biblical language is uniquely revelat.ory of God's intention and

is understandable to the fait.h'ful listener. Concerning the

parables, the new hermeneu tic asserts that, because Jesus

emboc1iec1 the word of God in his actions as well as in his words,

his language was and is now pregnant With the divine message,

tha t is, the call to decision in response to the divine juc1gement

and grace. The parables are especially appropriate to the divine

message because its function is to engage the hearer's

participation anc1 compel a response. ThUS, we may conclude, the

'form to Jesus' parabolic language is uniquely appropriate to the

con ten t of Jesus ' message (Fuchs 196<\:213-228).

Funk (1966:12) took issue Wi th t.he "sin" of Jeremias, namely,

tha t he understood the parables as originally "argumentative."

The result was a repetl tion of Julicher's one-point principle,

wi th Jesus' parables now ac1dressed to only one situa tion in his

ministry. In contrast., Fu.nk emphasised t.he diversity of the

parables sett.ing. They invited all hearers hostile,

ind1f:ferent, :friend.ly. dOUbtful - to participate in the parable's

viewpoin t and to make their own indi vid ual response. Jesus'
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parables were in tended to interpret the hearer rather than to be

in terpreted. by him. They con fron t the hearer wi th the

\

responsibility of understanding himself vis-a-vis Jesus' message

of God's judgement and grace. Thus, ln his exposition of the

parables of the Grea t Supper and the Good Samaritan, Funk

analyses them hlstorically by iden tlfylng what they must have

meant to their varied audience in the ministry of Jesus and FunI<

leaves the reader to interpret his own eXistence in that light.

Via and. Crossan whilst equally concerned to employ the insights

of historical criticism in identifying the original form of each

parable, direct their at ten tion towards the function of the

parable in terms of its specific theological meaning for man as

man. Thus, Via (1967:"i9) divides Jesus' parable in to two major

groups accord.ing to their emphases:the tragic parables where one

sees realistic imagery and ordinary people in dramatic encounters

and conflicts moving downward toward catastrophe (for example,

. the Wicked Husbandmen);and the comic parables which present us

wi th realistic imagery and ordinary people in dramatic, face-to-

"face confrontations moving upward toward. well-being (for example,

the workers in the Vineyard). Whereas, Crossan (1973:26) regards

Jesus as an "oral poet" who employs the parables to proclaim

what Crossan calls a "permanent eschatology," that is,"the

permanent presence of God as the one who challenges the world and

shatters its complacency repeatedly."
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this new approach has two chief

meri ts. Firstly, it provides a check to purely historlcal-

cri tical analysis which threatened "to leave the parables in the

past with nothing to say to t_he present." Secondly, it has shown

that the aesthetic form of the parable is uniquely suited. to its

function of in vi ting participation in Jesus' understandlng of

eXistence uncier Goci.

1.3.3. REDACTION CRITICISM AND THE PARABLES

All the afore-mentioned scholars focussed their attention on one

or more of three main concerns : the meaning of the parables in

the ministry of Jesus; their interpretation in the oral stage of

the t~adition; their significance for man today. Jeremias and

his predecessor spoke only incic1entally about the emphases which

the parables were made to serve by the individual evangelists,

tha t is, the redaction-critical analysis of the parables. Like

the form critics, Jeremias based his analysis of the ten laws of

transforma tion on a close comparison of the gospels but he

generalisec1 the principles and regarded them as characteristic

of the tradi tion before 1t was comm1 t ted to writing (195~:23).

He men tioned, in passing, that some law of transformation was

more typical of one evangelist than another. He cites examples

like Ma t thew's ac1diction tp allegory (1951:89). or Luke's high
. .

proportion of representational changes to SUlt the Hellenistic

environment (195"!:26-27). In keeping With contemporary interest

in the evangelists as authors in their own right, increasing
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attention is being given to the function of the parables in the

presentation of the evangelists. From the considerable amount of

studies with this approach two contributions have been selected

as illustrative of the insights which has been obtained regarding

this stage in the development of the parabolic tradition.

The first is the aforementioned article by M.D. Goulder. He

considers the parabolic material in the synoptic gospels

according to five separate aspects. Firstly, regarding their

content, Mark is found to follow the Old Testament pattern of

including mainly nature parables, while Matthew (both where he

adopts his Markan source and where he introduces new parables) is

concerned with people: nobles and slaves, farmers and workmen,

fathers and sons. Luke, on the other hand, prefers people of the

towns: bUilders, robbers, beggars. Secondly, regarding scale,

Mark's world is the village, perhaps Galilean while Matthew's is

that of the grandiose; Luke brings matters back to reality.

Thirdly, with regard to elements of contrast, all thirteen of

Matthew's long parables are contrast-parables, for example, two

builders, a man and his enemy. Also, people are stylized:

either good or bad. Luke, while also fond of contrast-parables,

1s more realistic: his characters. are of all shades of opinion.

Fourthly, With regard to allegory, we have already noted

Goulder's sliding-scale where Mark has allegorised to some

extent, Matthew to a considerable extent, and Luke has de-

allegorised. Fifthly, in terms of response, Mark's and Matthew's
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parables placeGo~ and his klng~om before men, while Luke's

summon to ethical concerns, that is, faithful endurance, care for

the poor, prayer and such like. Goul~er concluded tPAt Jeremias'

thesis that there was a homogeneous pool of original, simple

parables stemming from Jesus, ha~ been undermined. Goulder

(1968:67) considere~ it improbable that Jesus used all the types

of parables represented by the evangelists with each selecting

accor~ing to his inclinations. More probable is the hypothesis

that: "Jesus taught the Markan parables wi th their vi llage

milieu and their eschatological message. and also their highish

allegory content." As for Matthew and Luke, Goul~er (1968:69)

affirmed "These men were not e~itors but mic1rashists. The

parables of Matthew and Luke at least are by St. Matthew and St.

Luke, no less than the Johannine parables are by St. John."

Goul~er's research is a very important contribution to parable

research base~ as it is on a thorough investigation and

symstematisation of features typical of each evangelist.

However, it is difficult to see why Mark should be regarded as

reflecting Jesus' original use of the parables. Too little

account is taken of Mark's special interests, a point which

Goulder himself admits (1968:67). ,

contribution is

argued that the

chapter thirteen

The second

(1969:131)

parables in

that of J.D. Kingsbury (1969). He

author of Matthew has employed the

at a turning point in the gospel
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when Jesus turns away from the Jews and moves towar~s the

~isciples. ThiS turning-point is emphasise~ by the unifying

theme of the chapter. All the parables, except the Sower

" are explicitly ~esignate~ as parables about the kingdom

of heaven; and the closing pericope of the parable chapter

(13:51 ff.) tells us, first, that through Jesus' speech in

parables the ~isciples have been instructe~ about the king~om of

heaven (13:52, cf. 13:35), second, that this instruction has met

w1th (Go~-g1ven) understand1ng on the part of the ~isc1ples

(13:52, cf. 13:11), and th1r~, that such understanding has for

its object the doing of Go~'s will (13:52, cf. 13:23) .....

Therefore knowing and doing God's will is the unifying thought

beh1nd chapter 13." Kingsbury (1969:135) also note~ that while

Matthew has incorporated the Markan theory that the parables are

riddles he has introduced another theory whereby the disciples or

the church, but not the obdurate Jews, are able to understand

these revelatory rid~les. "The result is that Matthew is able to

depict the disciples, or the church, as the true people of God,

but the Jews as hardened and standing under God's judgement

(13:1-3, 16 ff.)."

Kingsbury's research is a very important study in the area of

redact10n criticism. It forms a continuum with the historical

critical interest in the parables and confirms much that has

alrea~y been de~uce~ about Matthew and his community. It has
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also deepened our understanding of the different influences in

the literary prod.uctions of primitive church.

A major challenge to the work or Jeremlas' hlstorical'::critical

analysis of the parables has come in the area of redaction

crltic1sm. ThlS 1S a study of the evangelist as a creatlve

author and theologian, and an attempt to identify the character

of the communities for which he wrote and in which his materlal

had been preserved.

Despite the implications of redaction criticism for the research

of parables, no frame of reference has been advanced to explain

symbolic and metaphoric language usage. Whilst it took the likes

of JUlicher et al. to counter the excesses of allegorisation, no

methodological framework emerged to serve as a control and

facilitator in the interpretation of parables. This study wlll

propose a "theoretically - rounded" exegetical framework that

will both offer safeguards to fanciful in terpretations of symbols

and metaphors present in parables and also expedite a convincing

in terpretation of a text that is compatible with the meaning of

the text as a whole. An analYSls of the kingdom parables of the

fourth chapter of the gospel according to Saint Mark will be made

to illustrate and evaluate this "theoretically - founded" method.

Chapter three, the thrust of this study, will entail an

application of all the relevant aspects of Linguistic and

LIterary theory to the text. What are these aspects of
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Linguistic and Literary theory? The next chapter, chapter two

has been set aside for this explicit purpose. Here a detailed

account of the working method will be presented.
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CHAPTER TWO

AIM AND WORKING METHOD: AN EXPLICATION OF "THEORETICALLY-FOUNDED"

EXEGESIS

2. INTRODUCTION

This chapter will provide a detailed exposition of a working

-m.:e...t_hQ-<lQ~:tpgy ror st ud ying parables. The methodology that is

utilised in this study derives rrom the work or Maartens (1977;

1980; 1985 and 1987). We have, however, been selective in

including only those aspects that are salient to the rocus of our

study. In chapter one we allud.ed to the term "theoretically

founded" exegesis which in the words of Maartens (1980:iii) is

explication of the language structure or a given text against

socio-cul t ural and historical background in order to give, the

eader a better und.erstanding or the text."

The word exegesis is or Greek origin and is used as a technical

term ror interpretation. According to Deist (1980:1) exegesis is

the scientific term ror the "process by which one und.erstands a

text and by which one is able to tell what one has understood."

It now remains to be explained what is meant by the qualifying

adjectives "theoretically-founded." This is the designation

gi ven to a defini te theoretical rramework within which the

process of in terpreta tion of the text is controlled. It also

provides a framework within which the in terpreta tion given to the

text may be motivated. Exegeting in this way will result, it

will be shown, in an interpretation given to the text

substantiated by arguments based on evidence in the text. The
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results of "theoretlcally-founded" exegesis are consequently

testable within the framework supplied by the theory. Should the

results be incompatible with evidence produced from the text, the

theory may itself be proven to be inadequate or may be revised.

Th us the purpose of "theoretically-founded" exegesis is to

provide a framework for exegesis in which substantiating evidence

can be produced for a convinc1ng interpretation of a text. It

goes wi thou t saying that to be convincing the results of exegesis

must be compatible with the meaning of the text as a whole.

Exegesis involves the method followed by the reader in which he

explains what he has read. The meaning of much of what one reads

in the New Testament is quite clear. Exegesis does not want to

explain tha t which is obvious trom the reading of the New

Testament. Exegesis is more concerned with the problems we

encounter while reading the New Testament text. Such problems

are not in themselves a matter of scientific research.

Scientific research looks behind the problematic phenomenon for

possible causes of the problem.

The object of exegesis is a study of the underlying causes of the

problematic phenomena encountered in the reading of a text.

There are a variety o'f such problems. It might be an expression

such as "lead us not into temptation" (Mt. 6:13). Are we saying

that God deliberately leads us astray? Problematic phenomena may

include references such as the "kingdom ot God," it might be a
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chnstologica1 tltle such as "Son of man" or a metaprlOr such as "

no one pours new wine in to old skins" or perhaps a less simple

parable. Whatever the problem, it is the underlying causes which

ln teres ts scien ti fic enquiry in to the text.

In the New Testament exegesis the underlying causes for

problematic phenomena are associated with the "language and

structure" of the text. The "language and structure" here

concerns peculiarities of Greek Koine as written language in the

time of Jesus and the disciples. The "underlying structure" of

the language is a possible cause for many problematic phenomena

encountered on the observable level of the New Testament text.

This means that for the purposes of the methodology of this study

both the structure of the language as well as the structure of

the text has to be analysed in order to explain the problems

encountered in the reading of the gospels. Numerous such

hypotheses are involved in this examination of language and

structure.

In a narro ..... er sense the underl ying structure of the Koi.ne'

language requires our making use of linguistic hypotheses to

explain the possible causes of the above-mentioned problematic

phenomena. In a wider sense several literary hypotheses of

structuring devices and techniques are used to explain possible

ca uses of these problematic phenomena. The sum total of these

hypotheses is a linguistic and li terary-theoretical
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interpretation of the possible causes of problematic phenomena in

the text of the gospels. It is this correlation of the results

of linguistic and. 11 terary analyses that have accrued. the

designa tion "theoretically-founded" exegesis.

The resul ts of "theoretically-founded" exegesis 1s further

subject to the condition that it must be compatible With the

in terpreta tion of the text as a whole. In short, text and

context has to be correlated. Analyses of the micro-structure of

the text has to be correlated With the analyses of the macro

structure of the New Testament. The exegete's explanation of the

text must conform to the extra-contextual meaning of the text.

To be convincing the exegete's explanation of the underlying

causes of problematic phenomena must conform to our

encyclopaedical knowledge of the text. The encyclopaedical

knowledge of the text should embrace a knowledge of the text as a

whole and the socio-cultural and historical background of the

text.

It must be appreciated that the socio-cultural history of

con temporary society differs greatly· from that of the Jewish

nation under Roman administration during the first century A.D.

Hence for example, the Jewish terrorist, the so-called Zealot

(cf. Acts 5:3""-37 and 28:38) is not a figure identical to that of

terrorists/freedom-fighters of the Third World. Al though certain

resemblances between the two are eVident, ditferences have to be
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contradicted by the shades of cHfference in the socio-cultural

history of New Testament times when compare~ to our present

society.

The task of New Testament interpretation begins by recognising

the poli tical, religious, cultural, economic and geographical

si t ua tion in which the text as a literary work of art had been

encoded. A rurther recogni tion of the difference in the

political, religious, cultural, economic and geographical

si t ua tion or con tem porary society in which the text is being

decoded is also required. The task of the exegete is to take

necessary measures to ensure that the message decoded conrorms to

the in ten tions or the author at the time the text had been

encoded or written.

Thererore, It stands to reason that the most important ractor in

exegesIs is the exegete's knowledge or the "language and

structure" of the text he/she is dealing with. The exegete's

depth of knowledge of the "language and structure" of the text

will determine the depth of the interpretation drawn from the

text. In order to set about this task of analysing the "language

and structure" we shall begin with a description of llnguistic

analysis before proceeding to an analysis ot literary theory.
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In our discussion of linguistic analysis reference will be made

to linguistic theory in order to specify the sentences and

faclli ta te discussion of the semantic aspects of the sentences

relevant to their interpretation. The resulting syntactic and

semantic analyses (also called the output) will be used as the

basis for the literary analysis where reference will be made to

literary theory in order to establish the relevance of linguistic

devices such as the metaphorical use of language and extra-

pat terning for the interpretation of the text.

2.1 LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS

A linguistic analysis consists of a s.yntac:ti.c. specification of

the sentences and a s..e.m..an..ti,c:.• representation of these sentences.

2.1.1 SYNT ACTIC SPECIFICATION OF SENTENCES

The first stage of "theoretically-founded" exegesis begins With a

syntactic specification of the sentences of the text. The

sen tence in the "Aspects" model of linguistic theory is defined

as a syntactic unit consisting of a noun phrase and a verb phrase

(S --) NP VP). As a syntactic unt t the sentence has linear

structure (the linear sequence of constituents) as well as

hierarchical structure (the hierarchical relationship of

constituents of a sentence). We shall use the fourth chapter of

the gospel of Saint Mark to illustrate a syntactic specification

of sen tences. When reported speech is encountered in the text,

embedded sen tences such as those under "e:},e:ye:v in Mk.
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1:2,11,21,26 and 30 and those under A£YEl in Mk. "\:13 are

numbered by the decimal point in the margin. Consequently the

f'irst division of' Mark chapter four will begin with sentence

129.and the text will extend to embedded sentences 133.17. The

sentences of' the text are specified as follows:1
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Pericope A' The Parable of the Sower's Harvest
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Pericope 0 The Call of Obedience
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It would have been notlced that in the text sentences 129. - 133.

17 cluster t.ogether to consti t u t.e a pericope. The same sit.ua t.ion

eXist.s for 134.-135.2.3; 136.-136.17;

139.-139.5; 1~O.-1'O.5; 1~1.-1"\3. and

137.-137.5;

1"i"i.-156.1.

138.-138.5:

The t.erm

per 1coperefer s to a !:..w.."'1..P-Le.h.'$.ns~~ e s.e..rn a n..t.1.9 J.llll..:t.. 0 f c 0 Q~_1:..e.rl....t.l2.J 

:C.§..l..a..t.ed §gut"enJ::.es. (Each sentence in t.he t.ext will hereafter be

referred t.o by t.he number in t.he margin.)

2.1.2 SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION OF SENTENCES

The second consideration of a linguist.ic analysis of a text is

the semantic represen ta tion.

2.1.2.1 PRESUPPOSITION2

The semantic aspect of each one of the sentences within a

pericope can be di vided in to the presupposi tions and the

sta temen ts or questions. The sta temen t or question is the

conten t of each sentence. The presupposition of each sentence is

the information which the reader can deduce from the content of

each sentence.

2.1.2.2 FOCUS

Stated differen tl y I the semantic aspect of a sentence could. also

be divided into "the given information " and "the new

in forma tlon. The gi ven in forma tlon 1n a sen tence 1s the

informatlOn which is known to the reader. The new information in

a sentence IS the focus of that sentence. The focus comprises
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that information in the sentence which is not anticipated by the

reader of the text. This use ot the term "tocus" must be

distinguished from the use of the term "focus" in the analysis ot

the metaphor in literary theory which will be discussed later.

2.1.2.3 TRANSFORMATIONS3

There are certain other syntactic "features which are determined

on the basis of linguistic theory but which are ot relevance only

to literary analysis. One o"f these features is the relevant

trans"forma tions tha t have applied in the derivation of each

sentence. These trans"formations are brietly discussed here.

2.1.2.3.1 TOPICALISATION

Topicalisation is a transformation which moves a constituent in a

sen tence to the sen tence-ini tial position. (Chomsky 196'1:221;

Verma 1976 26). The fronted constituent is the topic of the

sentence.

2.1.2.3.2 NP SHIFT AND ADJECTIVE SHIFT

NP Shift is a transformation which moves a noun in a sentence

in to sen tence-final position. The function of the movement is

stylistic. Adjective ShIft, as the name implies, is a

transforma tion which moves an adjective in a sentence to the

sen tence-final position.

2.1.2.3.3 DELETION'"
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Deletion is a transrormational operation by which a consti t uen t

in the deep structure of a sentence is omitted in the derivation

or the surrace structure. The function ot this deletion, too, is

stylistic.

The results produced by the syntactic analysis and semantic

representation ot the sentences in a pericope torms the basis :for

the literary analysis of the same pericope.

2.2 LITERARY ANALYSIS

In this second stage of "theoretically-tounded" exegesis we shall

use procedures developed in literary theory. What now concerns

the exegete is the styl1stic phenomena con tribu ting to the

cohesion ot the text. Leech (1965:120 et. seq.) detines cohesion

as:

the way in which independen t choices in different

poin ts or a text correspond with or presuppose one

another, :forming a network o:f sequential

relations ln studying cohesion, we pick out

patterns of meaning running through the text .... we

also notice how tightly organised the relationships are

... cohesions is the dimension whereby the :foregrounded

:features identi:fied in isolation are related to one

another and to the text -in its entirety.
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Therefore in a li terary analysis, we need to investigate how

sentence constituents in a text are highlighted (Le.

"foregrounded) and related to one another. The semantic

implications o"f the highlighting sentence consti t uents must 'first

be determined in order to be interpreted. The parables of the

"fourth chapter of the gospel ot Saint Mark. on which study is

based, will also reqUire a consideration of the 'following

stylistic phenomena namely the metaphor and "foregrounding as

extra patterning.

2.2.1 METAPHOR

Research into the metaphorical use of language is too vast to be

tully dealt with in this study. Therefore we shall single out

those aspects of the metaphorical use of language relevant to the

analysis ot Mark chapter four. These aspects will be introduced

under the following headings and order: 2.2.1.1 the relationship

between Black's Focus and Frame; 2.2. 1.2 the interplay between

Black's Principle Subject and the Subsidiary Subject; 2.2.1.3.

the recogni tion of Richard's Tenor and Vehicle; 2.2.1.4 the

characteristics o:f Miller's Sur'face Metaphor; 2.2.1.5 the

characteristics o:f Miller's Suspended and. Submerged Metaphor and

:finall y 2.2.1.6 Brooke - Roses's Genitive Link Metaphor.

2.2.1.1 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BLACK'S FOCUS AND FRAME

The relatively simple metaphor is recognised by the contrast of

sen tence consti t uen ts used figura ti vel y with the remaining
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constituents that are used literally. The word used figuratively

is the metaphorised word/focus while the remainc1er/frame of words

are used non-metaphorically. Black (1962: 26 and 30) 111ustrated

this distinct.ion with the following sentence:

Sentence 1

The chairman plowed through the discussion.

Black explains that "plowed" has been used metaphorically. Black

(1962:28) terms the metaphorised word in the sentence the focus

of the metaphor and the remainder of the sentence the frame of

the metaphor. The use or the term "focus" by Black must be

distinguishec1 from the u tilisat10n or the term "rocus" in

linguistics. To facili ta te the explana tion or this metaphor

Black's example may be presented as follows:



Diagra.m 11; The relationshl p bet·.... een -focus and frame in ""en tence.

The chairman

'----......,v.-----'

:frame:understood

literally

plowed

TOcus:used.

'figuratively

through the discussion.

'--------~v;-------...J

'frame:understood

11 terall y

Concerning the :focus it will be noticed that "plowed" which

strictly speaking means something else, has been chosen :from an

alien context to be introduced in the sentence. Black therefore

main tains that the :focus o:f a metaphor is used :figuratively.

Since "plowed" has been identified as the metaphorical word this

sen tence o:f Black is a good example o:f a verb metaphor. The

remainder o:f the sentence which is the frame o:f the metaphor is

used 11terally. Black (1962:30) :further explains the imagery of

the metaphor in the following way:

Instead of saying, plainly or directly, that the

chairman deal t summarily wi th objections, or

ruthlessly suppressed. irrelevance, or something of the

sort, the speaker chose to use a word "plowed." Which,

strictly speaking, means something else. But an

intelligent hearer can easily guess what the speaker

had 1n mind.
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2.2.1.2 THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN BLACK'S PRINCIPAL SUBJECT AND

SUBSIDIARY SUBJECT.

3~
Black (1962:3a) further explained the interplay between f'ocus and

frame by the following copula sentence where two nouns are joined

in a relationship of identification:

Sentence 2.

Man is a wolf.

Again, to f'acllitate an explanation of the relationship· between

"focus and "frame sentence 2 may be represented in the "following

diagram:
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Diagram 2: The relationship between focus and "frame in sentence

2.

Man is a

frame

1
principal subject

"fil ter

wolf

focus

1
subsidiary sUbject

Black refers to sentence 2 to demonstrate the type o"f analysis

which is being called the interaction view o"f t..be metaEh9r.The

copula verb "is" in sentence 2 relates "man", the principal

subject, to "wol"f", the subsidiary SUbject. Since "wolf" has

been identified as the metaphorical word this sentence of Black

is a fine example of a noun metaphor. In Black's view (1962:"i"i)

these subjects must be regarded as "system o"f things" rather than

"things". The reader must know the literal senses which Black

(1962:"il) calls the system o"f associated commonplaces o"f the

subjects man and wolf respectively, in order to understand the

meaning o~ the metaphor. The e~fect o~ the metaphor is to evoke

what Black terms the "Wolf-system o~ related common places." This

wol"f-system of associated common places will suggest the "following

characteristics tor man: "He preys upon other animals, is
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fierce, hungry, engaged in const.ant struggle, a scavenger ....

that he too IS hateful and alarming " (1962: "11 and 12). Black

(1962: 39,~2 and 11) 'further thinks ot a metaphor as a 'fUter which:

selects, emphasizes, suppresses, and organises features

of the principal subject by implying statements about

it that normally apply to the subsidiary subject.

A 'fluen t English speaker hearing the metaphor will be led by the

wolf-system of related commonplaces to construct a corresponding

system of implica tions abou t the principal subject man. The

pa t tern of the corresponding system o'f implications must be

determined by the pattern o'f related common places associated with

the literal uses of the word "wolf."

Black states it as follows:

Any human traits that can without undue strain be

talked abou t in "wol :f-language" will be rendered

promlnen t, and any that cannot will be pushed in to the

background. The wol:f metaphor suppresses some details,

emphasizes others in short, organizes our view o:f man.

Black's article (1962) has gained wide recognition. Recent

a t tempts have been made to further explica te Black's theory by

making use of devises from Transformational Generati ve Grammar.
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The studies of Matthews (1971:413-~25) and Abraham (1975:5-51)

Cl.eserve some mention here.

Hatt.:lews (1971:422) explaIns that the f'eatures which the metaphor

In sentence 2 suppresses, In Black's terms, are "(+halry),

(+tail), (+quadrupedal), etc." These features are most closely

connected with the selectional restriction Violation (+human)/(

human). "The Wolf system feature" which are not closely

in vol ved in the viola tion, for example, (+vicious), (+predatory),

(+nocturnal) are more relevant to the understanding of' the

metaphor. Though Matthew's work does contribute to the

understanding of sen tence 2, his study has been subject to

serious cri ticism.S

Abraham (1975:7) explains that metaphors like "man is a wolf''' do

not have their origln in the violation of selection restrictions

in a syntactic

(Chomsky

lexemes

1965:149) but in a violation of the compatibility of

structure (1975:17). In metaphorical

expreSSions lexemes wi th incompatible and compatible semantic

Tea t ures are combined. Within such metaphorical expressions only

compa tible sernantic features will be transf'erred from the "part"

of' the metaphor to the "remainder". Abraham's (1975:22) "part"

and "remainder" resembles Black's focus and frame. Those

asIncompa tible features; those features deSIgnated

semantic features which would be suppressed in Black's

explanation of the above-mentioned metaphor are what Abraham

terms the
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"associa ted. commonplaces" by Black (1962:'\0) tha t would be

trans'ferred 'from 'focus to 'frame correspond to the "compatible

'features" o'f Abraham. The compatibility o'f some "features is

supported by our encyclopaedical knowledge o"f the lexemes

combined in the metaphor. With re"ference to "man is a wol"f"

Abraham shows that the compatible features in the metaphorical

expression of "wolf" are re-topicalised and trans'ferred to "man".

Abraham (1975:27) explains re-topicalisation as follows:

Applied to the interpretation of a metaphor this is a

process which must depart from the normal ordering of

(complex) features of a lexical meaning: features with

low priority in the normal meaning of a lexeme (which

contribute only marginally to the meaning of a lexeme

or which do not contribute to the "normal"meaning at

all) have to be given higher priority (have to be "re

topical1sed") in a semantic analysis that remains

unchanged otherwise.

Abraham indicates in the following diagram how the compatible

semantic features (def'inientes) are transf'erred to man

(de'finiendum) after having l)een .re-topicalised:
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Diagram 3: Abraham's re-topicalisation of semantic features.

Man
" ......

" " "

Living

Animal

r--__...A~---,
......

...... Wlld/tAnimal)
" ......

" A.

(. ' )

/
Plant

Domestic/,(Animal)

".-- A--------------.

(Bloodthirsty) ,... (wlld) ,.. (Voracious) / Animal

According to Abraham the unbroken lines represent the

"semantically implicative" ("normallY" associative) relations,

while the broken line represents the encyclopaedical relations.

It goes without saying that Matthew's (+vicious/ +predatory/

+nocturnal) closely resemble Abraham's (Bloodthirsty) (Wild)

(Voracious). Abraham's study is a very plausible attempt to

explicate Black's analysis in trans:formational generative terms.

The in teraction between the principal subject "man" an<1 the

subsi<1iary subject "wol:f" may also be explaine<1 as an interaction

between tenor: man an<1 vehicle: wol:f. Explica tion o:f

metaphorical usage as a process o"f interaction between <1i:f:feren t

components was :first invesUgate<1 in detall by I.A. Richards.

2.2.1.3. THE RECOGNITION OF RICHARD'S TENOR AND VEHICLE
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Richards (1936:93) indicated that the meaning of the metaphor

depends on the interrelation between the different components of

the sentence:

In the simplest formulation, when we use a metaphor we

have two thoughts of ~1fferent things active together

an~ supported by a single word, or phrase, whose

meaning is resultant of their interaction.

The relationship between tenor an~ vehicle can be represente~ in

the following diagram:
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Diagram 1: A schematic representa tion o"f tenor and vehicle within

a metaphorical expression.

Contr1but1ng Exponents Interaction View: Interplay

Fil ter :Trans"fers De"fin1entes

Black 1962:"121 [
Hatetul

Alarming

[+ViCiOUS]

IVEHICLE I

r+Predatory]

fCVoraCiOUS)
I
I

e-topicalised
I
I
~ (Blood thirsty)

\
ITENOR l

Ma t thews 1971:"121

R1chards 1965:96

Abraham 1975:23

Miller 1971:123

Moo1J 1975:257

Sentence 2 MAN is a WOLF
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[FRAME J [FOCUS]

Abraham 1975:22 (Remainder) (Part)

Black 1962:11 Suppresses some Features:

(+quadrupedalJ

Matthews 1971:-121 (+tailJ

[+hairyJ

Abraham 1975:23 (Animal)

Miller (1971:128) designa tes metaphors of the type which we

encounter in sentence 2 as surface metaphors. Al though Miller

gIves a pre-transformational generative analysis of the metaphor.

it is very appropriate to redefine surface metaphor in generative

terms. By "surface metaphor" as distinguished from "suspended

metaphor" we may provisionally understand it as a metaphor with

both tenor and vehicle prese,nt in the surface structure of the

sentence.

2.2.1."1 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MILLER'S SURF ACE METAPHOR
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2.2.1.-1.1 INTRODUCTION

The characteristic ~eature of Miller's sur~ace metaphor, defined

in generative terms as stated. above. is the ~act that both tenor

and vehicle are simultaneously present in the sur~ace structure

of the sen tence.

2.2.1.1.2 THE TENOR OF THE SURFACE METAPHOR

The tenor has been designated by a variety of terms : Brooke

Rose (1958:9) calls the tenor the pro~er term; Ingendahl (in

Maartens 1980:15) calls the tenor the Nennwort. The tenor is the

principal subject in the sentence and 1s used 11terally (diagram

2 above). It constitutes the ~rame (Black 1962:28) or remainder

(Abraham 1975: 22) of the metaphor. The frame in Weinrich's

terms (1967:6) is the counter-determining context of the

metaphor. Weinrich de£ines the metaphor as a word in a counter-

determining con text. For Weinrich this means tha t the

metaphorised word (Richard's vehicle) together with the context

will constitute the metaphor.

2.2.1.1.3 THE VEHICLE OF THE SURFACE METAPHOR

In contrast to the tenor, the vehicle is used figuratively in a

metaphorical expression.

2.2.1.'1.'" THE TERTIUM COMPARATIONIS



The interaction between tenor and vehicle or the focus and frame

is characterised by the differences between the two distinct

subjects being suppressed and by the analogies between the

distinct subjects being emphasised (Black 1962:-40 and 41). The

aE3-l0gies between the tenor and vehicle is th m

comparaU-G-R-i-S. Von Wilpert (in Maartens 1980:16) defines the
---
tertium comparationis as "der Punkt in dem zwei verglichene

Gegenstande, etwa - Metapher und Gemeintes, ubereinstimmem."

2.2.1."\.5 THE TENOR / VEHICLE RELATIONSHIP OF A NOUN METAPHOR

When the vehicle happens to be a noun the interaction which

results between tenor and. vehicle can be designated as a relation

o'f iden tifica tion, as Brooke-Rose (1958:105)

called B.

terms it: A is

2.2.1.5 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MILLER'S SUSPENDED AND SUBMERGED

METAPHOR

2.2.1.5.1 INTRODUCTION

Miller's (1971:128-13"\) suspended and submerged metaphors are

rela ted. The <1i fference between them is a <1i fference of degree.

2.2.1.5.2 THE SUSPENDED METAPHOR

The suspended metaphor is characterised by the tenor not

mentioned in the micro-context ot the pericope though present in
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the macro-context of the gospel narrative. The tenor of the

suspended metaphor is only temporarily suspended.

2.2.1.5.2.1 SUSPENDED METAPHORS WITH A RESUMPTIVE FUNCTION

Some suspended metaphors (cf. 2.2.1.5.2) may allude to a tenor

temporarily suspended from the context. Such a tenor may exist

in the in teriori ties or exteriori ties ot the con text and be

recoverable "for interpretation. Thus it seems appropriate "for

exegesis to quali"fy such metaphors as suspended metaphors with a

resumptive "function. The analysis o"f metaphoric use ot language

in the New Testament should "further be extremely sensitive to the

relevant eschatological "frame o"f reterence in the New Testament.

2.2.1.5.2.2 SUSPENDED METAPHORS WITH A PROLEPTIC FUNCTION

Suspended metaphors with a proleptic "function are eschatological

metaphors. The vehicle o"f such metaphors allUdes to the post

eXistent exteriorities referred to in the text. The anticipatory

character o"f the metaphor may "further be strengthened by a shift

in the context to the "fu t ure tense in the main verb. Thus the

metaphor exhibits a proleptic character determined by the

escha tological "frame o"f reterence ot the New Testament. The

growing tension between the eschatological expectations o"f the

kingdom and the world and the times o"f Jesus and his apostles

designa tes the "actual referent" at the metaphor as counter

determining con text o"f the metaphor. The vehicle brings the
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eschatological signlflcance o~ the tenor in a counter

determining relation to the context of the gospel.

2.2.1.5.3 THE SUBMERGED METAPHOR

The submerged metaphor is characterised by the ~act that the

tenor is never mentioned in the micro-context nor the macro

context of the text. The tenor of' the submerged metaphor is thus

totally suspended f'rom the text. Ingendahl (in Maartens 1980:15)

accounts f'or the submerged metaphor by explaining that the

vehicle of' the submerged metaphor has become self'-reliant in the

text.

2.2.1.6 BROOKE-ROSE'S GENITIVE LINK METAPHOR

In the gospel o~ Saint Mark the messianic metaphor "the Son of'

man" is frequently used. From the counter-determining context of

the macro-structure of' St. Mark's gospel it is obvious that the

vehicle "the Son of man" exclusively leads to the proper term

"Jesus" as tenor of the metaphor. The logical formula underlying

this metaphor may be presented as :follows:
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Sentence 3.

Jesus is the Son of man .
..

B
'----.........,-----'

Vehicle

The "genitive link" , as Brooke - Rose (1958:"\0) terms this type

of metaphor, occurs in surface -, suspended and submerged

metaphors: The vehicle of the geni ti ve link consists of a

metaphoric term B qualified by a "third term en. This addition

of the third term e to the vehicle characterises the genitive

link in Brooke -Rose's terms (1958:108) as a double metaphor.

This characteristic requires an analysis of the metaphor in

stages. The genitive link may be divided into two types of

metaphors.

Brooke - Rose (1958:"\0) distinguishes one type of genitive link

metaphor by a third term e which expresses "some sort of

belonging or provenance relationship" and may be designated as a

genitive of possession. To this category belong such metaphors

as "gospel o-f the kingdom", "the kingdom of heaven" and the like.

Brooke-Rose represents this category of genitive link metaphors

wi th her -formula A = B of e.

The second type of genitive link Which Brooke-Rose (1958:118)

distinguishes is characterised by the third term e expressing
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at. trlbution "which is a split of one idea into two, 3. thing or

person or personification, and an object attributed to it: the

eyes of the heart, the hand of God ....." Brook-Rose represents

this category of genitive link metaphors with her formula A=B is

C. To this category belong such metaphors as "the Son of man"

and. "abomination of desolation".

This concludes our discussion of the recogni tion of the

metaphoric use of language. Next we turn to the foregrounding

being used as a structuring device.

2.3.1 FOREGROUNDING AS EXTRA-PATTERNING

In the school of Prague structuralism the striking unconventional

use of language has been regarded as a basic feature of

metaphoric language. In Prague structuralism extensive study has

been devoted to formulating a descriptive literary theory which

analyses such language usage that highlights sentence

I
consti t uen ts. Havranek (in Garvin 196"i:l0) called this device of

highligh ting sentence consti t uen ts foregrounding.
,

Havranek

recognised foregrounding by a "deau tomised" (unconyen tional) use

of language. Havr~nek (in Garvin 196"i:l0) defines foregrounding

as follows:

by foregrounding ..... we mean the use of the devices of

the language in such a way that this use itsel:f

a t tracts a t ten tion and is perceived as uncommon, as
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deprived 01: automat.lzation, as deautomatised, such as a

11 ve poetic metaphor (as opposed to a lexical one),

which is automised.

VI

Another Prague structuralist, Mukaroysky, qualified the

phenomenon of foregrounding as "an esthetically intentional

distortion of the norm of the standard, "(in Garvin 1961:18)

Mukarovsky's "esthetically intentional distortion" is further

characterised by Leech (1966:111) as a "unique deviation " from

the norm of the standard language usage. Leech (1966:1"'15)

reserves the metaphoric use of "devian t language" for

paradigmatic fOreground1ng.6

Of further interest and, in fact, ot relevance to our present

pursuit is Leech's syntagmatic foregrounding.

2.3.2 THE CHIASTIC PARALLELISM AS SYNTAGMATIC FOREGROUNDING

Leech (1966:116) understood extra-patterning as a deliberate

Hmi ta tion of the gramma t1cal POSSibilities tor selection OI

lexical items and literary works. This leads to a figure which "

can be imagined as a pattern superimposed on the background of

ord1nary linguistiC pat tern1ng .... " Under extra-patterning

Jakobson (1966:399-129) distinguishes parallelism (1960:358)

whereas Levin (1969:1-11) on the other hand, specities coupling.
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Both parallel1sms and couplings are of prImary importance for our

stu~y.

J akobson (1960:358) is known for his proposal on the nature of

the use of poetic language in parallellsm.

The poetic function projects the principle of

equi valence from the axis of selection into the axis

of combination.

Jakobson's proposal can be explained in the "following way: the

creation of parallelism comprises two processes, viz. one of

selection and another of combina tion. These processes will

become clear when illustrated by means of the following sentence

taken from Psalm 100:5

Sentence "t.

11 (For the Lord is good):

his steadfast love (noun = A) endures (Verb = B) for ever (ad v.

phrase = C)."

Sen tence "t

parallelism.

the verb IS

ma y be regarde~ as the "first stanza of the

To create a secon~ parallel to sentence "t (in which

deleted cf. 100:5) the Psalmist first selects

seman tically equivalen t words. For the purpose af this
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explanation we assume that. the Psalmist. had been familiar with

paradigms OT semantically - related words. Taking CA) and CC) as

e x a mpIes it is possible to imagine t.ha t the Psalmist knew the

following paradigms:

Diagram 5: PARADIGMS OF EQUIVALENT CLASSES OF WORDS FOR CA) AND

Paradigm A

stead~ast love

goodness

mercy

grace

£a1thfulness

Paradigm C

£or ever

always

eternally

everlast1ng

to all generations

Secondly. to create a second stanza parallel to sentence '1 the

Psalmist combines the selected words 1n a similar way to a

parallel sen tence. These words are combined in a horizontal

sequence on the syntagmat1cal level. The result is a synonymous
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Diagram 6: A DIAGRAMMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF JAKOBSON'S

PROPOSAL OF COMBINATION IN PARALLELISM

Axis o"f Selection

Paradigm A Paradigm C

Paradigmatical /given:

level ~elects:

genera tions.

stead£ast lOVe; giyen:

£ai th£ulness / selects:

Tor

to

ever;

all

extra patterning

ABC/ ABC parallelism

ABC/CBA chiastic parallelism

)

AXis o"f combination: on syntagmatical (horizontal)

level

In the case o"f sentence 1 the Psalmist had chosen to select

synonyms "from paradigm A aIld C. As the result o"f his choice the

"following synonymous parallelism "follows: Psalm 100:5
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Sentence ~

"His steadtast love CA) endures CB) torever CC)

Sentence 5

and his taithtulness CA) CB is deleted) to all generations (C)."

In sentence 5 the Psalmist combined the selected 'Words

horizon tall y in the same sequence. The parallelism ma y

consequently be represented in the tollowing symbols ABC/ ABC. In

the case where the author chooses to select synonyms. the second

conjunctive parallel sentence may realise a synonymous

parallelism. In the case. however, where the author chooses to

select antonyms the second conjunctive parallel sentence may

resul t in an an ti thetlcal parallelism; compare tor example

sentence 7 in the "following example trom Romans 6:23

Sentence 6

For the wages CA) ot sin CB) is death CC)

Sentence 7

but the gitt CA) ot God CB) is eternal I1teCC)
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In the case ot sentences 1/5 as well as in the case ot 6/7, the

order ot the words in syntagmatical sequence can be presented in

the tollowing symbols ABC/ ABC. In the case o'f chiastic

parallelism the second conjunctive sentence will have an inverted

word order: ABC/CBA or al terna tively ABC/BCA. In chiastic

parallelism Jakobson's proposition remains unchanged. Applying

Jakobson's definition to the ch1astic parallelism as extra

pat terning in syn tagma tic foregrounding Maartens (1980:21)

defines the phenomenon as tollows: "Chiastic parallelism realises

when paradigmatic equivalen t forms are being selected and

combined diagonally across in inverted positions."

Levin (1969:33 'ff.) based his characterisation of coupling on the

above-mentioned proposition of Jakobson. Syntagmatic coupling

groups semantically equivalen t forms in syn tagma ticall y

equivalent positions. The difference between parallelism and

coupling is only a dit'ference of degree. Levin's coupling

requires a stricter correspondence in syntagmatic position of the

semantically equivalent torms: in the coupled parts, "for example,

the sequence- Article, Noun, Adjective, Verb and Adverb- must be

repea ted verba t1m. Levin's coupling is therefore actually a

stricter and thereby also possibly a more marked parallelism.

Words converging in the intersection ot chiasm are placed in

reliet. The chiasm as syntagmaUc mechanism toregrounds those

words placed in relief. Both paralle11sms and ch1ast1c
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parallelisms contribu te to ..... ards the cohesive unity of sentences

and pericopes.

2.3.3 THE STRUCTURING PRINCIPLES OF COMPOSITION

Another important structuring device is what may In Lammert's

terms (1970:52 ff.) be classified as It korrelative Formen deI'

VerknUpfung" (correlative devices of composition). The following

characteristics illustrate correlative and consecutive

structuring principles: reflection, contrasting events,

allegorising of main events, prospection and retrospection (cf.

3.1.3).

Thi$ concludes our discussion of linguistic and literary analyse.

We shall now proceed with a "theoretically-founded" exegetical

in terpreta tion of the parables that are found in the fourth

chapter of the gospel according to Saint Mark.
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CRA.PTER THREE

A "THEORETICALLY - FOUNDED" EXEGETICAL INTERPRETATION OF MARK 4:

1-31.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 PREAMBLE

A literary analysis of the parables of Mark chapter four

discloses the highly structured nature of the text. As Maartens

has indicated in his articles (cf. 1977: 51 ff. and esp. 1982:

22) all the gospels exhibit a very complex structure. On the one

hand the gospels display a clearly recognisable narra ti ve

structure. On the other hand they also reveal an indisputable

poetic structure. Consequently an analysis of the structure of

the gospels requires not only an explanation of the devices of

narrative structure, but also of the devices of poetic language

usage.

The poetic structure of Mark 1: 1-3"1 requlres the use of

principles from the theor-'y Of poetic language usage, more

speci ficall y I the principles of syntagma tic foregroun<11ng and

para<1igmatic foregroun<1ing.
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A comprehensIve analysIs of extra-patterning and deviation as

deVIces of synta';;rmatIc foregrounding may be found in Maarten's

analysis, of Mt.6 (1977: 53 ff.). Extra-patterning includes

Jakobson's parallelism as well as LeVin's coupling. All forms of

parallelisms are of !the) primary importance to the analysis of

M2.rk chapter four. Deviation includes Fairley's distinction of

elaboration, dislocation and fragmentation. Some deviations in

the t.ext may be explicated as the erfect of several movement

transformations and deletions applied in the derivation of the

surface structure of sentences in the text. Next we shall turn to

the phenomena or the metaphor as paradigmatic roregrounding.

The high frequency u tilisation of metaphors is characteristic or

Mark chapter four. The metaphor is a figure of speech frequently

used in prophetic and apocalyptic literature. The parables o"f

Mark chapter "four, as well as other parables, are narrated

metaphors. The theory o"f the metaphor is the only adequate

"fr am ework within which a "theoretically-founded" interpreta tion

of the parable can be gi ven. The following metaphors are

encountered in Mark chapter rour: surface metaphors, suspended

metaphors, submerged metaphors and compound metaphors.

Structuring principles such as the additive, correlative,

consecu ti ve, reflective, contrastive and anticipatory devices of

composition are of the utmost importance in the analysis o"f the

structure of the gospel of Mark. These structuring devices unite
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and reI a te multiple lInes of action in the text. An analysis of

the mu t ual re1a tionshl p and. In teraction or these themes is also

in~ispensable for the in terpretation of the text. The use of

structunng principles are governed by the requirements of what

SklovsklJ (1966 : 28) terms the s,Juzet of the narra ti ve. The

sjuzet in the theme or cen tral poin t of view de\/eloping in the

"framework of the narrative. Sklovskij distinguishes the sjuzet

"from the fabula which in turn is the logical chronological

sequence of events re la ted by the narra ti ve. A trace of the

fabula may be founded in sentence 129. depicting Jesus beginning

to teach once more beside the sea. Because the crowd h.ad grown

very large Jesus was forced to use the boat as a platform. From

there he could effectivel y project his voice to the crowd on the

shore. At this pain t sentence 132, the sjuzet interrupts the

course of the narrati ve. The i'abula consti t u tes the frame within

which the sJuzet develops.

Exegesis of biblical texts, as stated from the outset of the

study.

text.

requires an analysiS of the language structure of the

Furthermore exegesis enqUires into the relevance of both

the micro-structure and the macro-structure OI the text Ior its

interpretation. In chapter two we have been introduced to the

theory that will help us recognise these devices in Mark chapter

four.
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3.1.2 The Structure of Hark "\: 1-3"1

Mark '1: 1-3" could be subd.ivided into eight pericopes (c"f.

Maartens: 1987):

Pericope Ai: The Parable of the Sower's Harvest ("1: 1-9)

sen tences 129. - 133.17

Pericope B: The Purpose or the Parables ('1: 10-12) sentences

13... - 135 2.3

Pericope A2: The Parable o"f the Sower's Harvest Explained ("1:

13-20) sentences 136.- 136.18

Pericope C: The Parable o"f the Lamp ("1: 21

137. 137.5

23) sentences

Pericope D: The Call o"f Obedience ( "1: 21 -25) sentences 138.--138.5

Pericope Cl: The Parable of the Growing Seed ("1: 26- 29)

sentences 139.-139.5

Pericope A3: The Parable of the Mustard Seed ("1: 30 - 32)

sentences 1"10. - 1"10.5

Pericope Bl: The use of Parables ("1: 33 - 3"1) sentences 1"i1. -

1"13.

These eight pericopes or our text form a coherent unit and

realise a structure which 1s chiastic in nature. The common theme

1s the growth or the kingdom o'f God. The most likely cause which

led to this block o'f parabolic teaching (as redacted by Mark) is
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the disappointing results of Jesus's ministry. This body of

teaching also provides an indisputable commentary on the teaching

authority of Jesus. His· authority goes beyond that of the Jewish

scribes and priests 1n having a universal appeal.

In the above-mentioned list o'f the pericopes, we have isolated

five parables which we have designated as Ai; A2; C; Cl and A3

respectively. Two other pericopes, dealing with the purpose of

parables and the use of parables were given the notation Band Bl

whilst the remaining pericope which we have captioned as "The

Call to Obedience" will be referred to as D. This labelling of

the pericopes will greatly facili ta te our reference to these

units.

The symbols that are affixed to the different pericopes indicate

some basic conclusions on our part. We note a chiastic formation

in Mark 4f: 1 - 34f with D functioning as an apex. This pericope

uni fies the mul tiple lines of action in chapter four. It

in terprets the other parables and is also interpreted by them.

By labelling the parables Al, A2 and A3 we convey some idea of

the interrelationship between them. Likewise a relationship is

presumed to eXist between the purpose of the parables and the

use of the parables, hence we symbolise them by Band Bl,

respectively. Statea more specitically, in the extended chiastic

structure of the un1 t 4f: 1 - 31, the A layer (Ai, A2 and A3)

illustra tes the incompa tiblli ty of the grace of God. More
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specI ficall y J A1 and A2 highlight incomparable grace whilst A3

deals with the universal dimensIon of grace. The B layer

highlights the purpose and use of the parables t.o those who are

willlng to hear them. Con tingen t to the manner of hearing J it

could either serve as a st.epping stone or a stumbling block.

3.1.3 THE STRUCTURING PRINCIPLES OF COMPOSITION IN MARK -4: 1-

34.

The most important structuring devices similar to those found In

Mark 4: 1 - 3"\ are what in Lammerts' terms (1970: 52 ff.) may be

classified as "Korrelati ve formen deI' Verknupfung," (correlati ve

devices of composi tion). The following four characteristics

illustrate both the correlative and consecutive principles in

Mark "I: 1 - 3"1.

3.1.3.1 REFLECTIf'!G THE TEACHING AUTHORITY OF JESUS

All the parables In Mark -4: 1 3"1 contribute by a common

interest to the teachIng authority of Jesus as t.he main line of

action. The. a u thori t y
;)1

€sOUOlQ of Jesus also extends to the

manner in which he administers the divine prerogative to heal the

sick and forgive sins. This subject of the a u thori ty pertains

directly to hIS teachIngs (cf. 1:21, 22 and 27; 2:13; 4:6; 6:1;

6:3"'1; 11:18; 12:35 and 1"1:19). The crowd. responds to the

a u thori ta ti ve power of Jesus by expressing their amazement

(1:22,27;2:12; 5:20 and 12:17. This teaching authority invested

in Jesus differs from that of the scribes who derived their
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a u thori t y from the law and the prophets. Jesus teaches with

divine authorlty. The teaching authorlty becomes ,=vldent in

manner 1n which the parables inter-rela te with and clarify one

another (cf. Lammert 1970 : 53).

Also relevant to the teaching a u thorl t y of Jesus is t.he manner in

which Jesus remains aloof from Jewish bigotry. In fact, Jewish

provincialism is foreign to the company 01' Jesus. The teachings

of Jesus radicalise Jewish exclusivism into a thorough-going

universalism. This radical character of the teachings of Jesus

amoun t to a rejection of Jewish sectarianism.

3.1.3.2 CONTRASTING EVENTS

Mark "'t: 2"'t - 25 joins various lines of action in the unit "'t: 1-

3"'t. The rhetorical question (sen tence 137.1) about the lamp

accen t ua tes the indiscriminating nature of the gospel. In A1 the

"wasted seeds" (those falling along the path, upon the rocky

ground and among the thorns) provide a contrast to the "good

seeds" (those falling on the good soil) tha t produce fruit.

Pericope C, the parable of the lamp, also presents some contrasts

in the categories of "hid" versus "mani fest" and "secret" versus

"ligh t." Yet another contrast surfaces in A3, the parable of the

Mustard. Seed. Here the small seed forms a stark contrast to the

resultan t huge shrub.
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3.1.3.3 ALLEGORISING OF MAIN EVENTS

Another characterlstlC of the correlative devices of composltlOn

is what U:immert (1970:52 ff.) terms "cUe allegorische Verkleidung

des Hauptvorgangs in einer Seitenerzahlung von eigener

Geschehensfugung ." Mark (or perhaps a pre-Markan redactor)

follows this method in lnterpreting the parable of the Sower.

The metaphorised sower identifies the ministry of Jesus and also

anticipates the future result of his ministry. This structuring

device is further marked by terms like "the birds"; "a lamp"; "a

grain of mustard seed"; etc.

3.1.3.4 THE ANTICIPATION OF THE GROWTH OF THE KINGDOM

In Mark 4: 1 34, the author' anticipates the growth of the

kingdom. The individual parables become vehicles to develop and

convey this idea. In the parable of the Sower, the seed :falling

on the good soil does produce fruit. This feature of the parable

highlights the fact that growth of the kingdom is certain. The

parables of the Growing seed and the Mustard seed also discloses

a sense of anticipation. We can point to certain metaphorised

verbs that have an anticipatory ring about them. They include

Teatl (137.1); !f'ovepw6tl (137.3); "€X6tl (137.3);

(138.2); 11' P OaT € 6 '1 ci€ TO L (138.4);oo6'lO€1"CtL

(138.4); "Op6nO€TOL (138.5); etc.The structuring deVices in

Mark's gospel not only inter-relate Mk. 4: 24 - 25 within the

wider con text of Mk. 4: 1 - 34 but also



collaborate With the chiastic structure to the cohesion ot the

unit as a whole.

Now we turn to an interpretation 01: the <llf1:erent pericopes

within HI<. "1: 1 3'1. The results 01: linguistic and literary

analysis w111 be correlated in an exegetical exposition of the

text.

3.2.1 Per1cope A1

9).

The Parable ot the Sower's Harvest (1: 1-

129.

130.

131.

112.

133.

133.1

113.2

133.3

133.4

133.5

133.6

113.7

133.8

133.9

133.10

133.11

133.12

133.14

133.14

133.15

133.16

113.17

2

3

7

6

"Kat W6AIV np~aro 61660~t1V wapa r~v 86AQOOav.
J)J __ Cl • ) ,..,

~at auv6yttal wp~< OVt~V oX~o, WAtIOtO<. WOtt autav Cl' WAOIOV cu86vTa

~a8~09al tv tp 9aAQOOp,

~al no, ~ 6xAo< wp~< t~V e6AOOOOV £wl tn, y~, Aeav o

> , ), .--
~al cOloao~cv autouC cv wacaBOAolC WOAA4.

'" ,,,,) ...... ,-
~al CACY~V aUTOI' cv ~n 616axn autOu,. .

'MOOet C.
) )" t .....
100U c(nA8cv 0 owc(pwv OWtlPOI.

~at tyfvcto lv t~ awc{pcIV 0 ~~v ~WCOtv wopa t~v ~o6v,

Kat ~AeCV ta WCttlva

KOt Kotl.oycv avt6.

KOt ~AAO ;wcocv £wl t~ WCTPWOC' OWOV O~K cTxcv ynv WOAAnv,

Kat E~eU' £(OVftCIAtV Ola T~ u~ ~XCIV ~6eo~ y~,.

KOt ~TC ~VttC1ACV ~ ~AIO< ~KouuaT(een.
.\ t l

KOt O\a T~ u~ CXtlV pf,ov c(npov8n.
)1" 1 J

KOt OAAO CWCOCV (I' ta, oKov8a<.

KOt ~vt6noov at ;~av9al

Kat ouvfw~l(ov a~t6,~
.

Kat Kapn~v OV~ t~WKtV.

"" ~KOt aAAa cwcocv Cl' t~v ynv r~v KaA~v.

~at ~o{oou Kapw~v ~vaBa(vovTo ~at o~(ov6u(vo,
-' H t\ f

Kat ctcpcv cv rPIOKOVTa KOt cv t(~KOVTO Kat ~V ~KaT6v.

, '0'" 'P, ,KOI CACYCV, ( '(XCI WTa QKOUCIV OKoultw.
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9 which concerns the first of the

parables of >1ark chapt.er four can be further di vlt1ed in to two

subunits:

Sentences 129.- 132.

Sower's Harvest.

Sen tences 133.- 133.17.

The set tlng of the parable of the

The pa.rable of the Sower's Harvest

To facllitate our study we shall use these divisions, commenclng

with sentences 129.- 132.

3.2.1.1 Sentences 129.- 132. The setting of the Parable of the

Sower's Harvest (~: 1-2)

The new in forma tion that is furnished includes references to

11'a>'tv,
Cl
o ~x>.Os., 11'Ae:t1"OS. and "e:v These

constitute the focus. Whilst Jesus seems to have taught beside

the sea before, 11'aAt v emphasises that this is by no means the

first instance. The superlative TrAetTOS. gives us some

insigh t as to the impact of Jesus' ministry on the "ox},.os..

Grea t or huge crowds ga thered around him. Many things

(1l'oUa) were taught through the parabolic form

1l'apa f:lo},.a tS,). This reflects the important role that symbolism

played in the teaching of Jesus.

A NP (noun phrase) shift is observed in two instances where

6a>.aaaa is moved. into a sentence-final position.

stylistic feature accentuates the locale of Jesus' teaching.

This
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Sentences 129.-132. are Iramework material, that is to say I they

have been shaped by Mark himself. A comparlson with M"_. 13: 1-

3a and Lk. 8: "\ shows tIle Markan redaction touch or redaction

on his sources. Two words that confirm this Markan touch3.re

8a>.aooa (mentioned thrice) and oloaoKw, and it's cognat.es

(mentioned thrIce). Both .3. n d ch 0 et 0 )«.0

Ioregrounded by their hIgh Irequency u tilisa tion. Sentences 132.

and 133. realise a synonymous parallelism. rrapa~o>-aLs. and

oL6axtl are in syntagmatically equivalent positions. Therefore

they could be regarded as semantically equal. This highlights

the point that one of Jesus' main methods OI teaching was indeed

through the parabolic form.

Matthew's text only refers once to the sea whereas Luke presents

an entirely different setting, that is, Jesus en-route to the

ci ties a nd villages of Galilee. When we turn to Mt.i3: 2-3a we

notice that Ma t thew adheres to Mark more closely. The major

changes, except for matters of word order, are Matthew's remark

tha t the people "were standing on the shore" (cf. sentence 131.,

"and the whole crowd was beside the sea on the land") and the

substitution

(sentence 132.).

of (verse 3a) Ior

The manner In which Mark has edited sentences 129.- 132. raIses

certain pain ts tha t deserve some scrutiny. They include the

setting, which centres on the scene depicting Jesus sitting in
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t~he boat W1 th the whole crowel beslele the sea on the land; Mark's

characterisa tion of the actors, Jesus and the crowd; and the

relevance of sentences 129.-132. with reference to the subject at

hand, namely, Jesus' parabolic speech. The setting comprises of

Jesus in the boat and the crowds beside the sea. Sentence 129.

"and again he began to teach beside the sea" is a terse statement

with which Mark begins chapter four. His breVity of language

corresponels to the purpose of the statemen t, which is to place

Jesus out in the open where he could meet the people. Once Jesus

is in the open, Mark, in similar vein to Matthew, creates the

grea t crowd. scene which is introd. uced in sentence 130. anc1 which

consti t u tes the principal set ting tor the parables ot Mark

chapter tour: 11 and a very large crowd gathered about him, so

that he got into a boat and sat in it on the sea."

The signi ficance o"f this set ting turns on the verb Iw8Tlo8oL

(to "sit"). The twin verbs Ko8Tl\.LOl I(OeL~W o"ften

possess a connotation that marks the person who is "seated" as

worthy of special honour or reverence. This explains why the Old

Testament frequently pictures God as sitting upon a throne, an

image with which Mark, too, is "familiar. Thus Ko8t')o8oL

becomes the vehicle of a verb metaphor, which "finels its tenor in

the religious milieu of Juc1aism. By c1escribing Jesus as sitting

when he assumes the role of the teacher Mark attributes honour to

him anc1 unc1erl1nes, not merely a Rabbinic, but a divine <11gni ty.
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Because of the vast cro ..... ds Jesus gets Into a boat. The most

1 J;:J ,
_ -.J ...... j is is norma.:_: ..../\~

determinIng the slgnl ficance of the boat in 130. The functi.on of

the boat is t.o provlr:!.<:: Jesus wit.h a place ..... here he may be se~ted,

WhICh is a slgn of h<)DOUr, and t.o set him apa rt. from "tD -= ,::rY""cl,

the r e bye mp hasis 1n g "t_ 11::' the IS the f 0 C;alp r)l n t 0 f a. t t e ':"'. t ~ Cl :;, .

3.2.1.1.1 THE PRINCIPAL PARTIES: JESUS AND THE CROWDS

We have Just. seen that one purpose for which Mark employs

sen t.ences 129.-132. is to create a set ting that. will In i tsel f

ascribe t.o Jesus honour and divine dIgnity. A further int.ention

of the verse is to in trod uce us to t.he main characters in chapter

four.

The protagonist, of course is Jesus. In calling attention to his

royal st.a t us, Mark 1S conceivably alluding to him as t.he Mess1ah

and most certa1nly as the exal ted Christ, or Lord. It 1S

not.eworthy that Mark makes no mention Whatsoever of the d1sciples

in 129.-132. They do not appear in chapter four until 13~.

Though Mark informs us t.hat Jesus oft.en spoke confidentially to

t.hem (cf. 143). One 0 f t h '= P r 1 ne I pal par 1. i e s , n a me 1y , 1. h e

crOWds, is foregrounded by Its high frequency u tilisa tion.

Unlike Matthew's use of the pronoun "aU1"OLs. ("them") which

refers to the crowds exclusive of the disciples, Mark has no

clear-cut distinction. This blurring picture sur~aces in 13'1. in

t.he Markan statement: "those who were about him With the twelve."
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The la t. t.er group appears t.o match t.he very people who had earller

"sa t. about hlm" lTI t.he house, t.he t.rue famil y of God (3.34).

is t.o t.he Twelve and t.hese closest. followers that Jesus then

utters t::J.e solemn statement, "to you has been given the mystery

of the kingdom of God" (135.1). Wi t.h this extraordinary word the

Twelve and a group of followers have recelved a new and

privileged st.atus. They bolst.er the support t.hat Jesus enjoyed

\
Trom the t.welve disciples who were his Helpers or AdJuvant vis-a-

vis the Jews who largely constituted his opponents. Thus three

groups emerge, tha t is, the crowds, the disciples, and an

intermediate one consisting of the disciples and "those who were

about him with the twelve."

Nevertheless, the crowds
~

(ox)..os., "OX)..OL) remain central

'for our understanding of the set ting. Linguistically, ~x)..os.

is one o'f the terms used by the evangelists to refer to the

Jewish masses. Yet some scholars like Jeremias, McNiele,

Lohmeyer and Da vies believe "tha t ox.>-o'5o is elastic in meaning

and can signify mixed members of Jews and Gentiles or even

Gentiles exclusively.

A point to note regarding Mark's portrait of the crowd is that he

dif'ferentiates sharply between them and thelr leaders. In a

number of instances the two groups adopt contradictory attitudes

towar(ls Jesus. The scribes accuse Jesus oT casting out (lemons

(3:22); the crowds, on the contrary, marvel at his exorcisms
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The chief priests and the Pharisees attempt to arrest

Jesus (3:6); they refrain out of fear, however beca use the

muI titudes were astonished at h1s teaching (11:18). The scribes

say that Jesus blasphemes (2:7); the crowds glorify God, saying

"we never saw anything like this"(2:12). The Pharisees and some

of the Herodians attempt to confound Jesus (12:13-17); the crowds

are astonished a t his response (12:17). Sometimes Mark places

the crowds on a similar footing wi th the disciples as Jesus

denounces the scribes (12:38-"\0).

This differentiation is present also in the Passion Story. Mark

identifies the Jewish authorities as the agents responsible for

plotting the death of Jesus and seeing to it that it is carried

out. It is, however, Matthew who sharpens Mark's indictment by

exonerating the Romans of responsibility for the crucifixion

of Jesus (27:2"\ ff.). Thus the role of the crowd is largely that

of a mob.

Another striking feature in Mark's description of the crowds is

closely related to the 'first and has to do With the cl.1versified

role Mark assigns them. It is noteworth y that outs1de the

Passion story the crowd assumes a negative attitude towards Jesus...
anI y once (5:"\0). Otherwise the crow<1s: follow after Jesus;

w1 tness many of his miracles and confirm them; observe his

clashes with the Jewish leaders; and even testify positively of

him, particularly when they acclaim him as a prophet; glorify the
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"God of Israel" on his behalf or acknowled.ge him messianically as

the "Son of Davld". A11 this demonstrates t.ha t t.he crowd in

general form the background. of the ministry of Jesus (the chorus

of ancient. Greek drama), but also that Mark is fundamen tall y well

disposed towards them.

The third principal factor in Mark's picture of the crowds is

that they share directly in the ministry of Jesus. Mark tells us

tha t Jesus teaches the crowds (6:3~; 10:1; l'i:'i9; etc.) and heals

t.heir infirmities (1:3"\; 6:56; 7:57; etc.). The crowds are the

specific object of concerted missionary actiVity (6.3'i).

3.2.1.1.2 n ••• AND HE TAUGHT THEM MANY THINGS IN PARABLES... "

Now that we have explored the setting and the actors, we want to

discover what 129.- 132. have to tell us about the nature or the

language in parables in ~: 1-34. To accomplish thiS, we shall

rocus on the pi votal words OLOaOI<W and 1TapatJo>..,.,.

3.2.1.1.2.1 (Teach)

There is compelling eVidence that Mark saw in Jesus' activity as

teacher t)J.e central thrust of his mission as the one who

announced the dawning of God's rule. Repeatedly, in the

summaries he has composed..! he identifies Jesus as teacher, or

names his acti vi ty "teaching." Again and again Mark has Jesus

addressed as "teacher", frequently in contexts so strange that

the two evangelists who later incorporated much of his material
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into their own narra t1 ves e1 ther changed. or om1 t ted such an

address.

The range of material Mark presents under the rubric "teaching"is

varied in content, audience, and method. While he gives examples

of what the content of that teaching was, he also simply

designa tes Jesus' activi ties as "teaching" and let's it go at

that. Far more often Mark tells us that Jesus functioned. as

teacher rather than preacher. However, we may want to account

for that fact, the evidence 1s there, and it is persuaSive. The

changes Matthew and Luke make in the Markan picture of Jesus do

not place such an emphasis on Jesus as teacher but rather lessen

it. They may have drawn f'rom their other sources more examples

of the sayings of' Jesus, but it would be qUite wrong to say that

the main poin t on Which they Wished to correct Mark was to

iden ti f'y Jesus as teacher (as against, f'or example, a miracle-

worker). It would be dif'f'icult to put more emphasis on Jesus as

teacher as Mark does. It is most instructive f'or our

understand.ing of Mark's interpretation of the Jesus' tradition to

examine the way in which he presents Jesus as teacher.

While it is easy to be mislead by word-use statistics, in this
,-

case they do give an accurat'(;~ picture of' the relationship between

Mark on the one hand. and Luke and Matthew on the other hand so

far as their views of Jesus as teacher are concerned. All three

employ the words -tor this activity ("teacher," "teaching" as noun
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and verb) in about the same quantity, ..... hich of course means that

since Mark has only about t_hree-fifths or the volume of Matthew

or Luke, he uses this vocabulary ..... ith considerably more

frequency: the verb 6loaoHLv is round 15 times; the noun

used of Jesus as OlOaOl<a"o~ occurs 12 times; Rabbi, an

equ 1valen t term used for Jewish teachers, is round 3 times and

tIle general ..... ord 6LoaXn is used 3 times. The significance of

this ..... ord-count is dra ..... n out by C.F. Evans (1968:~7) in his

observation that the ',,rerb OLoaOK€LV is found more often in

Mark's gospel than in any other Ne ..... Testament book. In Mark it

is used as an inclusive term ror Jesus' activity in the synagogue

or temple court (1:21; 6:2; 11:17; 12:35; 1~;49), for his

instruction or the cro ..... ds (2:13; ~:1 ff.; 6:3~; 10:1) as ..... ell as

or the disciples (8:31; 9:31).Just occasionally the verb is

employed of the disCiple's instruction or others (6:30) in

obedience to his commission.

Even more interesting is the fact that or the 30 instances .....here

Mark uses one of the cognates of OLOaOIC.€LV, there are only

five of those ..... hich both Matthe..... and Luke decided to reproduce.

In t ..... enty of these cases, neither Matthew nor Luke chose to

reprod uce 1 t. Either they drop the material, or sUbsti tu te other

vocabular'y. Whatever else ~hey may mean, it tends to lndicate

tha t Mark used this kind of language in a ..... ay that, in a majority

of cases, neither Matthe ..... nor LUke felt ..... as particularly

appropria te. A detal1ed consideration o"f each of these instances



would require more space t.han this study '.... ill allow, yet its

undertaking, sImple enough with the concordance, wIll yIeld

signi1'ican t results 1'or one's understanding 01' the theological

st.ance 01' each 01' the synoptic authors.

Let us now ascertaIn how ~1ark arranged wha t small a moun t of

didactic mat.erial he had at his disposal. Following C.F. Evans

(1968: "'\9 1'1'.) we shall divide the sections of the teachings into

fi ve groups:

A. 2:1-3:6 Controversy stories and "five con flicts/

B. "'\:1-3"'\

C. 7:1-23

con troversies with the Jewish leaders.

A long section on parables, beginning wi th a

proverb on parables, and ending on a note which

ensures the reader tha t Jesus interpreted his

parables to the disciples.

Another conflict section, in which matters of

Jewish custom are the subject of debate between

Jesus and the Jewish a u thori ties.

D. 9:33-10.31 Aspects of discipleship are brought together here,

and arranged in to a pattern by link-t.erms or catch

phrases, which suggest a ca techetical arrangement.

Additionally\.{ themes such as divorce, true

grea tness and true wealth are assembled in to a

block 01' teaching.
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£.11:27-12:"\"'1 Set in Jerusalem these narratives contaln five

conflicts which tell how Jesus confronted hIS

enemies and responded to their charges and

questlons. Pharisees, Herodians, Sadducees, or a

single scribe are introduced as interlocut.ers,

aft.er which it is .Jesus himself who poses "tree

question of Da vidic messiahship based on Psalm

110:1. The five conflicts creates an incl usio with

the five conflicts in chapters 2-3:6.

From this cursory survey it is reasonably clear that Mark is not

in terested in reprod ucing anything like the corpus of Jesus'

teaching in Mt. 5-7. There is no attempt at systematisation or

orderly sequence. Instead, Mark's design is to offer a succession

or single a u thori ta ti ve sentences, each bringing to an end a

dispute over some issue raised by opponents with hostile intent.

Mark's record of Jesus' teaching is similar to the form of the

pronouncement-story where the drama is told ror the sake of the

climactic punch-line. And it is interesting that what impressed

the hearers, according to 1:22,27, was not the artistic detail or

stylistic features but the note of compelling authority which

characterised his teaching. That authority resounds in the

anecdotal sections of Mark 3.;-nd the aphoristic sayings which his

record of the Lord's teaching contains. This rea t ure of immediacy

and directness marked Jesus' teaching off from the rabbinic

pedagogy in which precedents and legal judgements hedged about
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their opinion and. produced an indecisiveness that was

£rustrating. The scribes taught with the "authorities"- previous

rabbis and their rulings were cited, qualified and debated. Jesus

taught with authority, which went straight to the heart of the

issue.Thus we observe that the rabbis and scribes taught with

deri ved a u thori t y whereas Jesus displayed full a u thori t y .
.

Furthermore these Jewish teachers received their sanction and

ordination £rom their tutors. Jesus required no such human

approval, his teaching authority derived directly from God.

What then can we say of Mark's understanding of Jesus as teacher?

Clearly, Mark thought of it as a characteristic activity o£

Jesus. Time and again, Mark includes in his narrative stories

Jesus funcUoning as a teacher of the law, or a rabbi. A man

asks him: MTeacher, what must I do to inherit eternal life?"

(10.17), and Jesus answers out ot the law. Pharisees, Herodians,

and Sadducees, bent on trapping him by what he says, address him

as "teacher", and engage him in the kind of discussions about the

Jewish law they found quite normal (12:1"i,19). A scribe, hearing

his answer about the most important command in that law,

acknOWledges him as "teacher" (12;32).

Jesus' disciples also use U'ie designation in addressing him, and

use it in situations that have nothing to do With such activity

on his part (9:38; 10:35; 13:1). Mark reports that Jesus taught

in synagogues (1:21; 6:2), the normal place for such aCUvlty,
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bUt. also, in summary statement.s t.hat. Mark himself composed, he

reports t.hat Jesus taught beside the sea, where crow<1S assemble<1

an<1 they pressed aroun<1 him (2:13; "\:1-2; 10:1). In fact, Mark

assures us that wherever such crowds gat.here<1, it was Jesus'

cust.om to teach them (10:1). Finally Jesus himself identifies his

daily activity in the temple c:1uring the days prior to his arrest

as "teaching" (1"\:"\9) and designates "teacher" as the title by

which he wants his <1isciples to i<1entify him to a man in a

village (11:11).

In both his use of tra<1i tion an<1 re<1act.ion, therefore Mark

intends to convey to his readers the fact that Jesus functioned

as teacher during his earthly career. Mark also i<1enttfies Jesus

as teacher where one woul<1 not have expecte<1 tt. For example,

Mark regularly uses the title, or the verb, in connection with

the miracles ot Jesus (1: 21-22; 1:38; 5:35; 6:3"\; 9:17; 9:38;

11:21). In a number ot such instances, mo<1ern translators tin<1

the title as inappropriate in such circumstances as did Matthew

and Luke, and so they change it. When the disciples tear tor

their lives on the stormy sea and plead with Jesus to save them,

they ad<1ress him as "teacher". Matt.hew and Luke changed that

ac:1c:1ress, as c:1ic:1 t.he RSV, to "master". The RSV follows t.he same

practice where Mark us~c:1 ··~the 'Hebrew-Aramaic c:1esignation for

teacher, namely "rabbL H In each case, it is translate<1 as

"master", a permissible translation which nonetheless obscures

the "force ot the original (9:5; 10:51; 11:21; 11:15). Again,
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Jesus in the wilderness with his disciples, seeing the masses

milling about, had compassion on them, an<1 Mark tells us his

compassion "found expression in teaching them. Neither Matthew

nor Luke found this an adequate formulation, and both changed it

ami t ting the specif'ic reference to teaching. Yet again, when

the disciple John wants to complain about a "free-lance exorcist

who, though not a follower of' Jesus, nevertheless is using Jesus'

name to achieve resul ts, he ad<1resses Jesus as "teacher,"

something Luke changed an<1 Matthew omitted altogether (Mk. 9:38).

We will nee<1 to return to the investigation of the relationship

Mark saw between Jesus as teacher and as miracle-worker.

There are other ways in which Mark's preoccupation with Jesus as

teacher fin<1s expression in the manner in which he shapes his

narra tives. For example, when the disciples return from their

mission on which Jesus had sent them, they report all that "they

ha<1 done and taugh t" (6:30), even though "teaching" was not part

of wha t they ha<1 been told to do (Cf. 6:7, 12, 13). Mark

apparently saw this as a regular part of Jesus' activity and so

important that even his tra<1it10n did not 1nclu<1e, the reader is

told, that part of what the disciples had done was to teach.

Mark saw a need of one who sa regularly taught crowds in

synagogues an<1 at the seashdre to also f'urnish hiS followers with

teaching for their assigned mission. Al though Jesus experienced

rejection in his homeland so that those who heard his teaching

were offended in him and. refused all faith in him, to the extent
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that the normal miraculous activity that accompanied Jesus'

teaching and preachIn'~ 'Nas significantly reduced (6: ~-6a), tllis

did not have any effect on Jesus' continued activity as teacher.

I-f he did not per-Tor m his customary teachings because oT their

lack of Taith, it did not hinder his teachIng: "and he went about

among the villages teachIng," Mark tells us.

In such varied ways we can see that Mark, when he shaped the

traditions at his disposal into the narrative of Jesus,took Trom

the tradition and in troduced reTerences to Jesus as teacher where

tha t was most appropria te. He also 1ncluded such references

where they were not so appropriate, at least not 1n the view of

those who were otherwise as impressed with his narratt ve as a

whole that they modeled theirs after it, namely Matthe,'h' and Luke.

There is yet more to learn about Mark's understanding aT the

meaning aT Jesus as teacher than can be gleaned Tram such a

general survey of some of the eVidence. That meaning Tor Mark

is, it would appear, inextricably bound with Mark's understanding

of Jesus as miracle-worker.

The place to begIn an investiga tion of that understanding is wIth

the Tirst miracle story Mark records (1: 21-28). Even a quick

reading shows that the Tramework of the story concerns Jesus as
; .

teacher. While the story. i tselT 1S a healing miracle In the form

of the expulsion of a demon. Furthermore the high incidence of

Markan vocabulary and. grammatical structure points to Mark as the
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one who is responsible :for giving to this story the :framework it

now has in his gospel. We have again there:fore, on a smaller

scale, the use o:f traditions similar t.o that which we :find in the

account o:f the Cleansing o:f the t.emple. This story is bracketed

by traditions t.ha t in terpret. it. The in terpret.a tion here,

indicated both by the Juxtapos1 tion as well as the content o:f the

introduction and conclusion provided by Mark, clearly intends to

poin t to the power o:f Jesus' teaching. Not only does Mark tell us

that Jesus' teaching in the synagogue elicited astonishment :from

those who heard it because of its power and authority (vv.

22,27), he also provides us with an example o:f that power and

authority. Only a word had to be spoken and t.he demon, a servant

o:f Satan (3:22) had no choice but to obey. The implication is

clear: Jesus' power that permits him such incredible acts of

authority is also present in his spoken word when he teaches.

Even the very command by which this power against the demon is

mani:fest is identi:fied as teaching (v.27). Mark indicated the

importance o:f Jesus as teacher by such a demonstration of the

power inherent in his words. Interestingly, both Matthew and

Luke apparently thought that there were other ways to show what

it meant that Jesus was a teacher, and bot.h changed t.his st.ory

:trom Mark in such a way that. the emphasis was no longer on Jesus'

teaching. Matthew omitted the miracle altogether and. used. t.he

verse about ast.onishment at Jesus' teaching as the react.ion t.o

the Sermon on the Mount. (7: 28-29). Th us Ma t t.hew chose a

different way, that is, by a long teaching session of Jesus
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(cf.S:2), to show the authority with which Jesus taught. LuI<e

keeps. the In trod uctlOD (Lk.4:31-32), bu t alters the concl USlOn so

t.he reaction now concerns Just the miracle, not the teaching

(4:36). That is a clear Indication that this story in Mark

represen ts Mark's own understanding, one which the other two

evangelists found el therstrange or inappropriate, and so

changed it.

/ Mark, of course, can also point to the astonishment of people .3. t

Jesus' t.eaching in cont.exts other than miracle stories (e.g.,6:2;

11:18), but this inItial episode surely indicates that for Mark

the power of Jesus' words which caused such astonishment was the

same power as tha t which was narrated in that first story.

Jesus' power is as apparent in his teaching as in his exorcisms.

That may also explain Mark's desire to have Jesus addressed as

"teacher" in the midst of miracle stories. The request to save

the disciples from the stormy sea is preceded by the address

"teacher" (4:38). The messenger who from the household of ~Tairus

came to tell Jairus that his daughter is dead and beyond the

power of a healer, identifies Jesus as a "teacher"(S:3S). The

father of a possessed boy, having brought his child in search of

Jesus and healing, precedes h1s request for help by addressing

Jesus as "teacher" (9:17). The Aramaic form of that address

(rabbi) is used by the blind Bartimaeus When he asks for healing

(10:51), and. by Peter as he calls at ten tion to the fact that the

fig tree which Jesus had. cursed had wi thered (11:21). Such
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evidence indicates that the identification of the wondrous power

of Jesus' teaching, established w1 th the first miracle story in

the gospel, is continued by Mark right through the narrative.

In the light of such an understanding of Jesus as teacher,it is

surprising that we are not given more specific instances of the

content of that teaching. Time and again, we are told that Jesus

taught without any indication of what it was he said. (2:13; 6:2;

6,3"'\; 10:1). When the content is given, it is short and

specific. Two of the three announcements of Jesus' impending

sufferings are iden tifled by Mark as "teaching"(8:31; 9:31).

Jesus' explanation of the reason for his "cleansing" acts within

the temple is similarly iden ti fied. as "teaching" (11:17) as is

his discussion about whether or not it can he legitimate to think

of the messiah as David's son (12:35). Mark wanted. to show that

he was merel y gi ving selections "from Jesus' teachings (the

phrasing of "'\:2 and. 12:18 make tha t clear), hut only in one

instance are we given the content of a longer teaching session of

Jesus. That session is contained in the four-th chapter of Mar-·k's

gospel, which is the focus of our study.

The fourth chapter, with its parables and. sayings, is the result

of Mark's work as editor and',' assembler of trad.i tions. Mark knew

tha t this was not the only time Jesus spoke in parables (cf.

3:23), but he concentrated. the parables he had in to this section

Of his gospel With the result that we would probably also be
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correct ln thinking t.ha t Hark und.erstood parables as an impori".an t

teach ing techn lque of Jesus (cf. -'\:33). We would probabl y also

be correct. In thinking that. what is contained in the parables IS

an indication of the content of Jesus' teaching as t·1ark

understood that con ten t. Let us now conSIder in more detall the

evidence that allows ;23 to conclude that Mark assemble':" tIllS

ma terial.

The theme and vocabulary of 129.-132. give every indication that

Mark composed them. Grammatical constructions that regularly

occur in ma terials for which he seems responsible also occur

here, and the themes of "teaching," "sea," and "crowds" are

characteristic of Markan summaries. Even the boat Jesus entered

seems to presume the present context. Jesus had asked that it be

readied in 3:9, but it was not used at that time. Thus grammar,

vocabulary, and context all point to the Markan composition of

129.- 132. Furthermore, the parable itself is introduced with a

double command to pay attention: "Listen, behold." The parable

also has at its conclusion a command to give close heed (133.17),

and that command is in trod uced by a shortened form of the Markan

attachment formula (KOl
;)f

a 'UIOlS, here shortened t.o
J/

I(Ol cA€y€V). Since the Markan attachment formula also occurs

in 133., Mark's composition technique emerges. To a parable that

already began WIth a command to give close heed ("behold,"

~

lOO'U), Mark prOVided a framework marking the same pOInt

("listen," 'f
OKO't}€I€, 133.1; "who has ears to hear, let him
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Sentence 13"1. is also a regular Markan motif

(Jesus explains privately to his disciples). and 135.-135.2.3 are

again introduced with a variant o-f the Markan attachment formula.

Mark has thus attached this saying about the myst.ery of the

kingdom t.o the context of a teaching session as well. The

explanation of the parable is again introduced with one of the

variations of the Markan attachment formula (I(QI. ~€Y€I.

J
QU"OI.S,. 136.). Perhaps Mark in terposed 131.2.3 between parable

and explanation. If he did, then we will have to expect t.hat

they interpret each other as has been the case in other places

where Mark inserts one tradition into another. The conclusion of

the explanation is -followed by another at tachment formula (137.)

and two sayings (137.2 - 137.1). Both Matthew and Luke put these

sayings into other contexts. an indication that they circulated

independently of the context into which Mark put them. We then

have -for a second time the saying about ears and hearing which

Mark had earlier attached to the end of the parable, followed by

the attachment formula, and two more sayings, (138.- 138.5).

These sayings are again reproduced by Matthew and Luke. but. as

before in di f:feren t contexts. The two following parables are

both introduced With a variation of the attachment :formula (139.

and 110.), and 1~1.-1~3. bring the whole session to a conclusion,
"

repeating as a general rule' (112.=-113.) something of which we saw

one example (131.). The next story is also introduced with a

variation of the attachment formula (v.35) indicating t.hat Mark

is continuing to arrange the stories. Interestingly enough. from
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that pOInt on, :.112 storIes are Introduced wIthout any form of the

at t a c h men t for mu 1a. A p pare n t 1 y Mark f 0 u n d them aIr ead y 3. t t a c h e '5-

to each other.

In summary then, the teachIng seSSlOn contaIned in "'\: 1-3"'\ is an

example of the way Mark assembled Independent traditIons Into 3.

connected narrati ve.

3.2.1.1.2.2 TIAPABOAH (Parable)

Let us now consIder the second pIvotal word 1Tapabo,\n. In

what way does the word TI'apabo,\n contribute to our

understandIng of the nature of Jesus' speech? To the modern

reader this may seem a very straightforward question because we

are accustomed to think of parables as sImple and VIVId storIes

used to ill us tra te ou I' Lord's teachIng and make It easier to

understand and remember. But according to Nineham (1963:126 ff.),

that does not loom to be t~ark's view. To Marlc the parables seem

to be In tended "to wrap up Jesus' teaching and make 1 t obscure,

and so prevent It from havlng ItS full Impact on those who vo/ere

not meant to be enllgh tened and saved by It."

The Greek word TI'apabo\n meant in ordinary usage the puttIng

of one thIng alongsIde another by way of comparIson or

ill u s tra tlOn. ArIstotle defInes the word as meanIng comparIson

or analogy (Rhet. 11, xx, 2-4). But in the Sept~uagInt the

meanIng of the word is affected by the meanIng of the Hebrew word

mashal (Aramaic:methel) which it was used to translate. As
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mashal has ,3. number of uses, so, in biblical Greek, does the word

1tapatlo>-n. Nineham (1963: 126 ff.) furnishes us with the array

of it's meanIngs.

It often means a short sentence oT popular wisdom. an ethical

maXIm, or Just a proverb in general, e.g. 1 Sam. 24:1"l, Ezek.

16:"l4, 18:2. It will be noticed. that though such sayings

sometImes lnvolve a comparison (e.g. Prov. 10:26) they are often

just terse epIgrams, tha t is , what we should call aphorIsms

ra ther than parables (cf.Luke 4:23 or Mark 7:15.) The word also

has other meanIngs In the Old Testamen t. It is used, for

example, of the oracles of discourse of Balaam In Num. 23:7 etc.,

but curiously enough, the passages In the Old Testament WhICh we

should naturally call parables (e.g. 2 Sam. 12:1-11, 11:1 ff.,

Isa.5: 1-7) are not normally described by the word mashal. There

are two exceptions in Ezek. 17: 3-10 and Ezek. 21: 3-5 that show

tha t the word mashal could refer to them.

ThUS, when we are told that Jesus made great use of the mashal in

his teachings, we have to ask which oT the many forms of speech

covered by the word is beIng referred to. The ans 1... er seems to be

tha t Jesus used more than one form of the mashal. Atone end of

the scale we have the proverb in Lk. 1:23, to which Jesus himself

applies the word parable (cf. Mk. 7:17): while in Lk. 11:7 ff.

the word is applied to adVice on the condliCt or ordinary li fe,

in simllar vein to the book of Proverbs. Then at the other end

of the scale are rull blown stories, like that of the Prod.igal
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son, which we tend to think of as trle parable par excellence.

Can we then tell for what purpose he used any, or all Of these

types of meshallm, and in particular is there any evidence that

the mashal was ever used to veil or obscure the truth?

A further point about the Old Testament use of mash"al is worth

notiCIng. The word is sometimes used in connection with the word

hidah which li terally means a riddle and can come to denote

speech which is Indirect, as opposed to speech which is plain,

open and straigh tforward. In the la ter books of the Old

Testamen t there are no rIddles in the literal sense, so where, as

in Prov. 1:6, the word hidah occurs, it must refer to figurative

sayings or pregnant aphorisms which call for reflection before

they can be understood. The hidah and the mashal clearly have

affinity, since both depend on analogy for theIr force, and it

may well be that the mashal was sometimes used, not Simply to

illustrate and clarify teaching, but,like the hidah. to puzzle

people and provoke them into reflection and consequen t

enlightenment. The mashal might then be regarded as obscure, as

some of Ezekiel's parables were (20:49) at its lesson mIght

afterwards be expounded and driven home by an explanation (cf.

Ezek. 24.3 xf). It IS obvious that when used in this thought

provoking way the mashal would have dixferent effects on

difi'erent people. Those who could and would engage in reflection

would be illuminated, whUe those who would not, or could not,
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would gain no inslgh t from the mashal even thou'3"h they understood

the literal meaning of the words.

Attention is also sometimes drawn to the frequent complaint of

the Old Testament prophets that the word o"f God, which was meant

to bring life and salvation, was so misunderstood and rejected

because of people's sin and ignorance, that 1t became an

instrument of judgement and condemnation (cf. Isa. 28:13, Jer.

23:29). Such misunderstandings of the prophetic message became

so much a commonplace that when Isaiah was called to proclaim

God's word, his commission from God took the form of an ironical

command to say to this people: "Hear and hear, but do not

understand, see and. see, but do not perceive. Make the heart of

this people fat, and their ears heavy, an<1 shut their eyes: lest

they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears and understand

with their hearts and turn and. be healed" (Isa. 6: 9-10).

Yet when the Torce of all this has been admitted, it remains

doubt"ful whether it amounts to evidence that the mashal was ever

used as a deliberate means of obscurity, rather than revealing

the tru th.1 There is only one strong piece of eVidence to the

con trary tha t has been quoted (Isa. 6: 9-10). Parables were

constantly used by the rahbis at and after the time ot Jesus.
}

They make it clear that they used them for the sole purpose of

clarifying and driving home their teaching. When we observe the

close similarity of man y of these rabbinic parables to Jesus,
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both in -form and sUbject-matter, it seems natural t.o suppose that

he used. parables in the same sort or way, and. With the same

purpose, as the rabbis. That is to say, his general purpose in

using parables was to make the truth as rully understood as

possible. Jesus may well have used parables, as the rabbis did,

to provoke reflection and so bring his hearers to a recognition

or the truth. But that is something very dirrerent from trying

to conceal the truth.

It is nonetheless true that to us the bearing of one or two of

the rabbinic parables is obscure. This is either because they

have been transmitted to us without their original context which

would have made their application clear or because the saying was

a current one whose meaning was generally und.erstood at the time

of the utterance, though it is no longer known to us. From this

an important point emerges; although a mashal in Jesus' time was

not intended to obscure, its meaning was essentiall'y bound up

with its original context and the particular circumstances of its

utterance, and so it would. become enigmatic as soon as the

circumstances were forgotten. Because the sayings of Jesus were

commonly preserved wi thou t their original context. and as a

resul t their precise bearing, very soon became a matter o-f

uncertainty and conJect-ure. This is also particularly true of

the parables. Moreover, as time went on, the conditions which

had. originally given rise to the parable frequently changed., and.

the church, being naturally unwilling to discard the known words
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of ,Jesus, found new applications for them which made sense in the

changed circumstances. So by the time a parable reached the

Evangelists its orIginal bearing might have been entirely lost

(cf. e.g. Mt. 7:6 - "throwing pearls before swines" and Mt, 2"\:28

and Luke 17:37 - the saying about the eagles) or It mIght have

attracted to itself one or more later applications and meanings,

It was thus natural that parables should come to be thought of as

rather enigmatic and mysterious utterances.

Another factor which operated in the same direction was the

tenriency to treat -the parables as allegories. We have already

trea ted this aspect extensively in the first chapter of this

study. Christendom had to emancipate itself from this

allegorisation if the truth about parables was to be appreciated.

In Mark's gospel we find an allegorical interpretation to the

parable of the Sower, The seed stands for the word, those sown

on the pathway stand for a certain category of people, and so on

Wl th all the other items in the parable. It also seems to be

Mark's view that the reason why the readers could not understand

the parable was because they could not discover the equivalen ts.

They could not find the key, as it were, to the code.

,-

Bu t our "findIngs suggest, tha t in fact mashal was seldom, if ever,

of thIS allegorical type. It was a quite different type of

saying, with a different purpose. The typical parable consIsted

of a story, which might be either true or imaginary, but in
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eit.her case was complet.ely t.rue-to-life and consistent. The

persons and events did not stand, item by item, for anything

else, but the story was meant to be heard out to the end, when it

would be found that as a whole it had something to teach. It

might exemplify the right sort of conduct. in a memorable anl1

appealing way (e.g. the parable of the Good Samaritan) but very

often the lesson would depend on an argument by analogy (cf. e.g.

Lk. 7: 7-10). We are expected to consider the story as a whole,

and to reflect on its central feature until it brings home an

unrecognised truth about our relationship with God. Because many

of the parables are basically arguments from analogy, they have

only a single pOint to make. Our references to A. JUlicher in

chapter one have reiterated his noteworthy contribution in this

regard. Therefore we can generalise that allegorical features

were the attempts of the early church to extract meaning from

obscure or apparen tl y unedi fying texts. The allegorising

explanation of the Sower-parable ascribed to Jesus in Mk. '1: 1'1-

20, the story of the un willing guests (Mt. 22:1 ff.), and. the

explanation of the parable of the Tares in Mt. 13: 36-'13 would

all furnish us with examples of this practice. There remains,

however, still another possibility that should not be ruled out

because of its simplicity. This has to do with the probability,

'"
"<1espi te i'its seeming remoteness, that Jesus himself may have

composed. allegories on occasion.
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This completes our limited discussion of the background. and. New

Testamen t usage o"f the concept o"f 'll'apaf)oXf). Let us now

proceed "further in to the parable o"f the Sower's Harvest.

3.2.1.2 Sentence 133.- 133.17 The Parable of the Sower's

Harvest C"'!: 3-9)

Sentence 133.13 focuses on the lack of productivi t Y of the seed

that "fell among the thorns. While a progression is discernible

in the first three soils: those seeds falling on the path enjoy

no growth at all, those on the rocky ground produce shoots, and

those in the thorny ground grow a little. All three types,

however, produce no crop. Therefore this obvious lack of

productivity when stated in our text has a well thought out and

deliberate intention. It serves to highlight the productivity of

the last type of so11 and almost anticipates the contrasting

yield of the good so11, the focal point o"f this parable.

The next sentence that introduces new information is the sentence

133.15. T h 1s undoubtedly consti t u tes the terti um comparationis

o"f the parable of the So·...er·s Harvest. The hyperbolic manner in

which the harvest is depicted accentuates the bumper harvest.

This has prompted Jeremias (195'"1:150) to sum up the abnormal

tripling (thirty. sixty, aI1d hund~edfold) as a harvest presented

in true Oriental fashion. A tenfold yield counted as a good

harvest, and a yield o"f seven and a hal"f as an average one.

Hunter (1971:36) views this segment o"f the parable as an example
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of the rule-oT-end stress, where the Spo"tligh t falls on the last

i tern in the series.

In sentence 133.17 we are conTronted with an almost jarring but

TorceTul reminder that introduces a note of urgency to this

parable. The importance of attentive hearing to this parable ln

particular is ad vocated.

A Tew transformations occur in our text. ThlS comprise of NP

shifts which moves a noun in the sentence to a sentence-final

posi tion. In sentence 133."\ it will be noticed that the noun

TO 1T€T€L VO (the birc1s) has been moved across the verb to a

sen tence-Tinal position. In sen tence 133.10 the NP 0:'
OL

~I

0IC.OV80L (the thorns) has also been movec1 to a sentence-final

posi tion. The Tunction of both these movements are stylistic.

Furthermore, the synonymous parallelism that is realised between

these two sen tences are rendered more striking by these

transformations of their noun phrases to a sentence-final

position.

3.2.1.2.1 METAPHORIC USAGE AND THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER'S HARVEST

We shall begin a literary analysis by giving consideration to

metaphoric usage. It is our contention that the theory of the
-'

metaphor is the only ~c1J'~uat'e framework wi thln which a

theoretically-founded interpretation of the parable can be given.

Unlike the traditional approach of isolating worc1s that are used

"figuratively anc1 identi£ying them as metaphors, we also observe
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tha t en -t.lre parables can serve as a vehicle of symbolic language

usage.

In the parable of the Sower's Harvest, we notice that the actual

vehicle seed (cnropos. or 01i'€pl.J.a) is not mentioned in our

G.' ~I

andtext but is substi t u ted by the words o. a >">"0

:JI
Despi te this substi t u tion, challenge on handaHa. our

remains the recovery of the tenor of our metaphor.

f Sen tence 136:3 offers us a cl ue.

sower sows the word (1"OV },oyov).

Here it is stated that the

Therefore we can speak of

certain seman tic fea t ures of c'o >"oyos. and its cognates,

namely, (the gospel) (the kingdom of God) .(new teaching) having

been retopicalised and transferred. The absence of the tenor in

the micro-con text of this perlcope gives It a suspended status.

Since t.his is recoverable in the Interpretation of the Sower

(sen tences 136. - 136.17) that immediately follows our parable,

it becomes only a temporary suspension. Our literary analysis of

the metaphoric usage could be summed up in that the gospel (and

its cognates) consti t u te the suspended tenor of our metaphor.

3.2.1.2.2 A PARABLE OF THE SOWER/SOILS/SEED/SOWER'S HARVEST?

Before we proceed any further, let us comment on the tltle that

we have given to this parable. ·The parable of the Sower takes

its name from Mt. 13:18, "You therefore, hear the parable of the

Sower." The Markan account of the Sower is remarkably slml1ar to

the Matthaean report, perhaps a Sign of faithfulness and the
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importance the parable had. Mark's parable speaks of the seed in

the sIngular, Ma t thew'':; In plural; and the Y1eld 1S reported In

an ascencllng order in Mark (133.16) and a descending order in Mt.

(13:8b). Luke's parable dIffers more extensively 1n detail but

contains the same rudiments. Nevert.heless, bee a use, the

tradi tional name of th1S parable has not. been derived from ItS

contents, scholars have debat.ed throughout. t.he years whether t.his

parable is indeed a parable of t.he Sower (cf. Michaelis:1956 and

Smi t.h:1975), or of the Sol1s(cf. Dalman:1902 and Ladd:1974), or

of t.he Seed(cf. Smith:1937 and Whit.e:1964).

According t.o t.he Markan· point. of view, it. would seem t.hat. t.he

major accent in this parable lies on t.he seed and its fate, even

t.hough t.he words OTrOpoS, or OTr€PI,LO are not. explicit.ly

men t.ioned. The importance of t.he Sower, for example. comes t.o

bear only in t.erms of the seed. Of t.he t.ypes of soils. reference

is made t.o t.ha t which is rocky (133.6) and t.o t.ha t. which is good

(133.14), bu t. t.o none ot.her.

The seed, on the ot.her hand, is a const.ant. throughout. t.he story.

The circumst.ances al t.er from one scene, but. t.he fat.e of t.he seed

1s always carefully depict.ed. Fu rthermore, despi te parables

cust.omarlly reaching t.heir cUlmination at t.he end, t.his parable

cUlminat.es wi t.h t.he eye re~t.ing. not. on t.he sower or t.he soil,
-~. ..#

but. on the abundance of' grain t.hat. the sown seed has produced.

Consequen t.l y, t.he parable of t.he Sower is in reali t. y a "parable

at t.he Sower's Harvest.."
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Yet even though we are of the opinion, we shall, for the sake of

convention and to faclli tate the discussion ot the relationship

between the pericope and the one known as the Interpretation of

the parable of the Sower (4: 13-20) continue to refer to it under

its famlliar designation of the "parable of the Sower."

The Sower is the first of the so-called "Parables of Growth" (et.

Dodd 1961:110). Unlike the others, it is not prefixed with the

in troduction "The Kingdom ot Rea ven [God) is like [maybe

compared tol This is perhaps due to the prevalence ot a

strong pre-Markan tradition that both Matthew, Mark and Luke were

acquainted with. Yet despite the absence of this introductory

formula, the very presence of the story of the Sower in Mark's

parable chapter, classifies it as a "parable of the kingdom".

Two major impressions are created by the evangelist Mark

regarding public response to Jesus up to this particular

utterance at parabolic speech. One is that ot resistance to his

teaching authority by the Pharisees. In open conflicts, Jesus is

accused o-f blasphemy, table -fellowship With sinners, failure to

1'ast, and breaking the sabbath ( 2:1-3:6). Such concerted

oppoSi tion occasioned the first strategic Withdrawal from the
"

towns and synagogues (3:7). '.: Iron1cally he was also driven trom

the towns because of his enormous popularity. This point ,

extraordinarily important for the setting of the parable 1s
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stylised emphatically by Mark. There was a popular claim of

almost hysterical proportions and response to hlS heallng

mlnist_ry (1:~5; 2:2, 13. 15; 3: 7-8). His family came for him

(3: 31-35). Of necessity he taught in the country by the lake in

a boat. The literary con text of the three gospels indlcates a

large crowd (Mk. -1:1; Mt. 13:2; Lk. 8:4). Both Mark and Matthew

reported that it was necessary for Jesus to enter the boat. This

situation may well explain his choice of parable, and this

setting should caution us from turning the story entirely into a

teaching :for disciples.

Our parable may be outlined as follows: the four:fold series of

scenes in which the seeds which fall on the path are devoured by

the birds. those which :fall on the rocky ground are scorched and

wi thered, those who fall among the thorns are choked, and those

which fall on good soil produce :fruit. These four scenes fall

into two groups: the seeds which do not produce fruit and those

which do. From the stand point of form, although the parable of

the Sower depicts an experience that was typical in ancient

Palestine, it must be classified as a fable; because it describes

an event in past time. Moreover, since we have discovered that

the story contains metaphors, it is a mixed form, or, more

exactly. of an allegorical type.

3.2.1.2.3 THE ORDER OF SOWING AJ'ID PLOUGHING IN THE PARABLE OF THE

SOWER'S HARVEST

The agricultural picture of the parable of the Sower has prompted

questions concerning the order of the sowing and ploughing in the
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.JeremIas (195"1:12 ff.) has asserted

con fIden tly that In PalestIne sowing precedes ploughing and White

(196"1: 300-307) contradicted him Just as confidently. The same

texts are often adduced to support both positions.

Accordln'3" to classical, Old Testament, inter-testamental, New

Testament, early Christian, and Rabbinic literature, ploughing

regularly follows sowing In order to bury the seed. Ploughing

before sowing is also the generally recommended procedure, but

this was not always done. In particular, when wheat was sown

prior to the first aut umnal rains, the common practice in

Palestine seems to have been to sow directly on to unploughed

"fallow ground. Therefore, the situation Jesus had in mind in the

parable o"f the Sower, cannot be l1ecided on the basis of uniform

practice but must be evaluated from the parable itself.

It may be assumed in the light of the absence of indIcation of a

special sowing in the Bible and post-Biblical literature that

Jesus envisaged an autumn sowing, probably of wheat. The

questions remain, however, Was this autumn sowing be"fore or after

the rains had begun?

unploughed land?

anc1 1 f before, was it in ploughed or

Jeremias C195~:11 f"f.) cbnfil1ently describes a scene possible

before the start of the rains:
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The Sower is depicted as strlding over the un ploughed.

stubble and this enables us to understand why he sows

"on the path": he sows intentionally on the path which

the villagers have trodden over the stubble, since he

in tends to plough the seed in when he ploughs the

path. He sows intentionally among the thorns standing

wi thered in the fallow because they too. will be

ploughed up. Nor need it surprise us that some grains

should fall upon rocky ground. the under-lying

limestone, thinly covered with soil, barely shows above

the surface until the ploughshare jars against it.

Jeremias has stated that the sower sows "intentionally" on the

pa th he will soon plough up. But the parable, if anything,

suggests that the seeds falling on the path, shallow earth, and

among thorns were not sown there intentionally but inadvertently.

For in the parable, all the seeds which are mentioned as falling

on the three soils are described as unfrUitful. Further, the

parable says that birds eat the seed on the path; and this is

more likely to happen on an unploughed path. It is doubt"ful

whether a farmer would plough up the villager's path since they

could be expected to make a new one over the fresh I y planted

seec1. It is also questionable that a sower woulc1 "intentionally"

sow among parchec1 thorns, since new thorns often rise near their

prec1ecessors. Anc1 anyway. the thorns among which the seed is

saic1 to fall seems to refer not to the parched thorns remaining
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"from summer, but to those which later sprung up (av€bncov

133.10).

The scene pictured In the parable o"f the sower IS true to lIfe

w1 t.hou t imagining any special In t.en tion or exceptionally careless

"farming. Patches of shallow earth and thorns are so plentiful 1n

Palest.ine that. seeds would inevit.ably fall on some o"f them,

whether before or after ploughing. Perhaps more seed would be

lost among rocky patches and thorns in an unploughed "field. Eu t

this could not demonstrate that the field was unploughed since

the parable does not. specify anything about the proportions of

seed falling in the various soils. Neither the confidence of

Jeremias that the field was un ploughed. nor that of White that the

field was ploughed seems warranted. The scene portrayed in the

parable of the Sower is sufficiently generalized to apply to

almost any sowing in Palestine. Therefore, in terms of the

realism of the parable, it makes 11 t t.le difference whether or not

the field was ploughed before sowing.

3.2.1.2."\ A PRE-MARKAN TRADITION TO THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER'S
HARVEST?

We have made reference to the possibility of a pre-Markan

tradition to the parable of the Sower. Weeden (1979: 97-120) and

Crossan (1973: 244-2"\6) contend that the early chrIstians who

created the inter-pretatiO? o~ the parable of the Sower (4:13-20)

also left the imprint of their hermeneutic on the parable by

reworking certain of its sections to resonate in concert with the

in terpreta tion. Parts of Mark 1: 5,6,7 and. 8, in particular, are
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deemed to constitute significant and carefully conceived

al terations in the original parable. Once these alterations are

id.en ti fied. and. excised. from the parable, then only can the form

and content of Jesus' original message emerge in clarity.

Crossan (1973: 2'i'i-2"\6) provid.es us with clues which suggest that

the account of the experience o£ the seed. which fell on the rocky

ground. has been intentionally embellished. and. reshaped..

1. The length of this particular seed. episode is noticeably

longer than the other episodes and. strikingly longer than

the climatic episode o£ the grain-bearing seed.

2. The triple reference to the so11 d.e£iciency of the rocky

ground appears unwarranted and out of place in the

normally terse narrative style o£ a parable.

3. Two con£licting images are used to depict the fate of the

seed which has fallen on rocky ground.. One image is

that of seed which strikes shallow root and. springs up

for a while before it finally withers (133.6; 133.7;

and. 133.9). The other image is that of seed. that dies in

the scorching heat of the 'first day's sun (133.8).
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Crossan argues In his article that these curlOUS features of

length and redundancy can be plausibly accounted for as

expansions of the ori'3'inal account. In the parable, as Jesus

told it, the destruction of the seed 'I¥'as simply attributed to tl1e

scorching of the first day's sun. But this imagerY of the sun

scorchlng the seed sown on rocky '3 round, Crossan con teYlds, dld

not adequately correspond with the allegorical signification

attrlbuted to this particular seed-even.t in the Interpretation.

Consequently, that section OT the parable was reworked into

closer alignment with the pictorial image OT the In terpretation.

The seed was redepicted as being shallowly rooted, experiencing a

spurt OT growth, and then withering under the heat of the sun.

When these alleged insertions are excised from the text and the

episode of the seed on rocky ground is structurally aligned with

the episodes of the other wasted seeds, the cogency of Crossan's

insigh t becomes eVident. Such an arrangement is rendered by

Weeden (1979:99) in this way:

o Pf~ {rotatv 7rapO rill' 0001'/ Kai TjA/;lt~ ra rrtTtt~a/Kal KOri,p0YfV aVTO.
(Some seed fell along the path/and the birds came/and devoured it.)

Ka, CiAAo r7rtOt~ t1r1 ro 1TtTpWlJt~ / KO' OTt a~irttAfv <> ry).,IO<;/IKavparia8T/.
(And other seed feil on rocky ground; and when the sun rose! it was scorched.)
Ka, OAAO {Tno.~ ti, ra, l'JKava8a<;/ Ka, civif3'1aav ai l:t.Kov8a<! Kal avvlrrv<{av

OUTO.

(And other seed fell among thorns; and the thorns grew up! and choked it.)

From this structural arrangement certain features held. in common

by these textual units emerge. First, each unit eXhibits a
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threefold, terse paratactic constructlOn. Second, in each unlt,

the seed. remains completely passi '.re. In each unit an external

agent actively manirests itself' (birds, sun, thorns). And in

each unit the external agent destroys the seed violently

(devoured, scorched, choked). The ramificatlOns or this verSlOn

or the Markan account are absolutely important ror the

development or our interpretation in this study.

According to our "theoretically-founded" exegetical paradigm (as

expounded in chapter two), Crossan's hypothetical text realises a

synonymous parallelism. Each unit reveals that words occupy

paradigmatic equivalent positions and therefore could be regarded

as being semanticall y equal. We shall explore this feature in a

more detailed manner when we deal with the pericope of the

in terpretation or the parable or the Sower.

In addition to 133.6; 133.7; and 133.9 Crossan argues that the

reference to
>1 )1
a va ~aLVOV1"O l(aL auE,;o VO\.L€va (growing up and

increasing) in 133.15 is a secondary elaboration which in troduces

an awkwardness in the narrative logic. This reference to the

seed "growing up and increasing" is positioned anachronistically

after the end of the growth process has already been indicated by

the sta temen t, "i t brought forth grain." Crossan cannot find

anything at the corresponding point of the Interpretation (-'1:20)

that would have motivated the insertion or the phrase "growing up
j

and increasing" in the parable at 133.15. In ract he finds this

particular insertion
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introduces a new motif In both the parable and the interpretation

:the "growing" motU:.

An analysis of Mark's fourth chapter reveals the presence of this

same motif at other curious points. It is found in negative form

in the expansion material of 1: 5-6. It is found in the parable

of the Seed Growing Secretly (1: 26-29) and the parable of the

Mustard Seed ("\: 30-32) and, significantly, at points where those

parables have also been secondarily expanded ("\: 28,31 ff.). The

presence of the growth motif in all of the expand.ed sections of

the parables in Mark chapter four leads Crossan (1973a: 15-"\6) to

conclude that Mark is responsible for making all the additions to

the parables in the chapter and for introducing the motif of

growth into the respective parabolic messages.

This identification of a growth theme is very convincing but

perhaps Crossan should not attribute their creation to Mark.

Weeden (1979:101) basing his hypothesis largely on the work of

H. W.Kuhn offers us a rather convincing al terna tive. It is both

their contention that the redactor is not Mark but the pre-Markan

christians who first fashioned the Interpretation of the parable

of the Sower and Cl'eated the parable collection which Mark has

appropriated for his own 1n ~ark 'chapter four. Weec1en has shown,

tha t the collection of the parables, the Cl' ea tion of the

In terpretation of the parable of the Sower, and the secondary

expansion of the parable ot the Seed Growing Secretly and the
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Must.ard. Seed. were all moti va ted. by the peculiar sociological and

theological problems or some pre-Markan christians. Furthermore

the community responsible for the In terpretation is also viewed

as the one responsible ror the changes in the original rorm or

the parable or the Sower.

The early christians who allegorised the parable did so to

transform it into a vaticinum ex eventu to address explicitly the

crisis threatening their community. In the development or the

allegory for this purpose it was not difficult for them to make

the birds of the parable (133.-t) into a symbol representing Satan

(136.5). Nor was it difficult to make choking thorns (133.10)

in to a symbol signi fying" world concerns" which stirle the

ma t uring process of some christians (136.13). But, as we have

noted, the image or seed being scorched by the sun did not

adequa tely sa tisry the need for a symbolic-representation ror

christians who initially and superricially respond to the gospel

with enthusiastic commitment, but later lapse when faced with

lire's misrortunes or the onslaught o£ persecution (136.7 ff.).

Consequentl Y a new version of the fate of the seed on rocky

ground was rashioned to provide the adequate symbolic-

represen ta tion for that particular community crisis (133.7 and
"

133.9). Crucial to the fra~er.s' kerygmattc credibility would have

been the desira bili t Y to harmonise rull y Jesus' parabolic

d.escription of the seed on rocky ground with the christian

situation depicted in the Interpretation.
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The growth moti f in 133.15 (growing up and increasing ) is

cen tral to the In terpreta tion which reveals that there is a

programmatic development of progressive degrees of christian

growth as one moves categorically from the first type of response

to the gospel to the last. If this reference to growing up and

increasing is removed the parable would have no hint of growth.
ot

Here again one can appreciate the desire if the early christian

comm uni t y to harmonise the Interpretation with the parable

itself.

..-------_....

/'.

Let us comment further on 133.13 (and it yielded no grain) in our

consideration of the growth motif in the parable and the

Interpretation. Wha t is i ts 'function? We have already

identified it as a focus which comprises that information which

is not an ticipa ted by the reader of the text. In terms of

narra ti ve logic the commen t, "and 1t yielded no grain," is

superfluous, if not anticlimactic consistently, 'for it introduces

the concept of an active role for the wasted seed in a narrative

which up to that point has portrayed all ill-fated seeds as

completely passive. Whereas the ..... asted seed passage focuses on

the disastrous 'fates experienced by the seeds, the comment in

133.13 shifts attention to the issue of productivity or lack of

producti vity. The comment -·also . strains· structural consistency

because 1ts presence in the text produces a fourfold

construction for the episode of the seed among thorns which
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stands in stylistic tension wi th the threefold construction

characteristic of the rest of the parable. Deletion of the

comment robs the parable of nothing - an opinion Mat thew and Luke

apparen tly sharec1 since they both c1eleted. it (Mt. 13;7 and LK.

8:7). This absence in Matthew and Luke has prompted the view of

133.13 as an in terpolation which was inserted to cohere with the

needs of those who created the in terpretation.

In summary, we can consider the above-mentioned expansions as

contributing nothing essential to the message of the parable. On

the contrary, they tend to blunt its conciseness, confuse its

narra ti ve logic, bl ur its focus anc1 even soften its parabolic

impact. If they are removec1 from the parable, the thrust of the

parable is enhanced. The allegorical coun terparts of the

expansions of 133.7; 133.9; anc1 133.13 and the growth motif

inherent in these counterparts are essential to the message of

the In terpretation. When the parable is viewed to serve as the

basis for the particular allegorical vision of the

In terpreta tion, then and in that con text and. in the service of

tha t purpose, the in terpola tions of 133.7; 133.9; 133.13 and

133.15 became essen tial elemen ts of the reimaged parable,

in tegral to its message and meaning.

On
:.

this f'inal poin t, a word is in order with regard to the

anomalous feature of the rec1act.ional insertion in 133.15 (grOWing

up and increaSing). This clause, while not having a
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textual partner in the Interpretation i tsel"f. resonates with its

coun terparts in the expanded sections o"f the other parables In

this Markan collection. It sounds at the outset o"f the collection

a theme germane not only to the Interpretation but central to the

theology o"f the en tire collection. This theology being one

"formula ted by the creators of the collection to assure, in the

"face o"f their missiological reverses, the growth o"f the kingdom

to "full mani£estatIon.

3.2.1.2.5 A "THEORETICALLY-FOUNDED" INTERPRETATION OF THE PARABLE
OF THE SOWER'S HARVEST

Ha ving now excised the parable o"f the Sower "from possible

in terpolations, let us proceed to of"fer a "theoretically-"founded"

in terpreta tion.

In our discussion of the semantic aspects o"f the parable o"f the

Sower, we ha ve highlighted the use o"f "focus to in trod uce

in forma tion that is not an ticipa ted. When Crossan (1973:108)

speaks o"f the moti"f of discontinuity, he is re"ferring to this

very same "feature. The surprisingly abundant size o"f the harvest

in the "face o"f the frustration o"f the sowing process throughout

most of the parable is not something one would have anticipated

in the conclusion. This focus/moti£ o"f discontinuity certainly

appears in the unexpected break in the order o"f the serial

development used to accentuate the harvest: thirty. Sixty and

hundred"fold. The reader "fur~her experiences a triadic dissonance

crea ted by the "final lbo, where 90 or 120 would normally be

expected. But the "final effect of this reversal of the readers
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expecta tions is not the undermining or conridence but in its

rein rorcement.

In chapter one we have demonstrated the inadequacy or allegorical

in terpreta tion in el1ci ting the basic message inherent in a

parable. Objectivity was advocated as the only true and honest

pursuit and we were cautioned against imposing any restriction

that truncates interpretation. We also were made aware or the

possible existence of parables bearing allegorical rea tures.

Stated d.ifferently, a parable could. not contain a number of

metaphorical d.isclosures, related but different, each runctioning

polyvalently, yet joining in concert to create the parable's

total metaphoric impact.

An appreciation for this polyvalent, isomorphic signirication in

parables has provid.ed. some interesting inroad.s to the meaning or

the parables or Jesus - this approach, called. structuralism, has

racilitated. the recovery or the nature and. function or symbolism,

particularly with respect to the role and function of binary

opposites and mythemes. But struct.uralism has serious limit.at.ions

in its bracketing or socio-historical issues which has been

addressed well by Paul Rico~ur (1975:63-73).

As was outlined in chapter two, there are t.wo interconnected

orders of symbolic reference which are vital to the derivation of

meaning. On the level of the first ord.er, the vehicle/slgnifier
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(Weeden 1979:110) that is, the words: "birds devoured it" (seed)

denotes a concept signified Le., the Idea of bIrds devouring

seed. As the symbolic reference moves from the first order to the

second order a perceptual transformation occurs. The first order

vehicle/signifier and the tenor/ signif'ied (Weeden 1979:110)

become transformed into a parabolic SIgn which serves as t.he

vehicle/ signifier of the second order tenor/ signified. In

parables this second order tenor/ signif'ied (e.g., wha tever

Significance birds devouring seeds connotes) is never explicitly

sta ted. As a resul t the reader experiences an unstable

indeterminacy which as Dodd (1961:5) expresses "teases or lures"

him/her into supplying the tenor/ signiIied in order to complete

the Signification/metaphoric process. In supplying this

conceptual entity which the reader identif'ies as the tenor the

reader is dependent not only on the semantic structure of' the

parabolic sign, but also upon his/her meaning-system.

When the reader is strongly influenced by established,

comprehensi ve meaning-systems, there is a strong tendency to

prOVide the text With meaning, rather than discerning meaning in

the text. This reading-in meaning/eisegesis occurs particularly

when the meaning-system of' the reader is at significant variance

with the meaning-system of the parabler. Therefore Susan Wittig

(1979:91) states "if' the recei veT of' the [parabolic]2 sign does

not possess that meaning-system [of' the Sender].3 he cannot

discover the exact signified (tenor] intended by the sender
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although he may understand very well the nature of the signifier

[vehIcle] and may be able to decode with difficulty the fIrst

order system."

A congruence between the meaning-system of the encoder and the

meanIng-system of the decoder is Crl tical for decoding the tenor

of the parable. How can this congruence be achieved in the case

of the parable of the Sower? The interpreter's first task is to

identify the meaning-system of the parabler and then to find an

interpretative meaning-system that corresponds with the

parabler's meaning-system without sacrificing the integrity of

the in terpreter.

/ The task of identi:fying the meaning-system of the parable of the

Sower would have been easier if we knew the specific socio-

historical occasion when Jesus uttered the parable. Lacking

knowledge of that, clues to the parabolic meaning-system must be

derived from two points of reference: the vehicle of the parable

of the Sower and its principle sUbJect, the kingdom of God. In

the dynamic interrelationship which exists between the two, lies

the parabIer's meaning-system and also access to the tenor. What

are the clues that one can garner from the parable's tenor?

Any cursory reading of our parabolic text yields the realisation
;

that the meaning-system of the parable of the Sower has to do

wi th the na t ural environmen t. Its semantic structure depicts
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events taking place in nature. By analysing this semantic

structure our understanding can be carried beyond a superIicial

rendering to an appreciation OI the inner dynamics at work within

the text. These dynamics would. contribute to the identification

OI the parabler's inherent meaning-system. We shall now turn to

such an analysis.

When the Iour instances OI sowing are placed in parallel

alignment and one reads the resultant grid synchronically, one

discovers not only that the Iinal instance of sowing leads to a

culminating jolt OI extreme proportion and extravagant abundance,

but also that each OI the episodes of the wasted seed terminates

in a similarly extreme manner. They end in a jarring note OI

extraordinary violence. The seeds are devoured, scorched,

choked. It is almost as though the fate of all the seeds, not

just the fate of the abundantly producing seed, should be marked

wi th an exclamation point.

When this jarring character of the verbs of destruction, used to

describe the fa te OI the wasted seed, is set over the jolting

character of the extravagant productivity OI the seed on the good

ground, one is alerted to the presence of the rule of contrast or

binary oPposition as Weeden (1979:111) calls it. Recognition of

this parabolic feature elicits the realisation that the parable

is speaking not just of failure and success in the normal course

ot tarming but to the deeper issue of the fundamentally
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dialectical character of all life, that is, the struggle between

good and evil, life and death, creative advance and dissolution.

Perceived from the theoretically founded exegetical framework

this rule of con trast/binary opposi tion could be stated as

realizing an antithetical parallelism. This parallelism confirms

the Judgement alluded to earlier, that the purpose of the three

episodes of the wasted seed is not to communicate some message

abou t the reI a ti ve growth or lack of growth of seed upon

different kinds of soil. Rather, the sole purpose of the wasted

seed section is to depict in sharpest fashion one side of this

an ti thetical parallelism. This one side (devoured, scorched,

choked, wasted seeds) serves as a foil for the other side

(thirtyfold, sixtyfold, hundredfold: harvest). The antit-hetical

parallelism then has been responSible for establishing and

intensifying the phenomenon of resolution by reversal.

If our analysis is pressed further, an additional phenomenon is

exposed in the underlying structure of the parable. Each of the

three wasted-seed sections unfolds in a triparti te surface

s tructure: a sowing scene, a scene depicting the emergence of

agents of destruction,and a scene depicting the destruction of'

the seed.
.. .-

Each of the wasted-seed sections is energised by a

dialectic; the struggle between life and death. Life in this

case is represented in the first scene of the tripartite pattern

and death is represented by the last.
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The 1ntermea.1ate scene of the pattern, 1n the arr1val of the

birds, the rising o£ the sun, and the growth o£ the thorns, when

read synchronically, appears to embrace both moti£s of death and

life in an ambiguous and intriguing way. The birds, sun, and

thorns depending upon the point of reference of the dialectic in

the underlying structure, stand for life and death. The birds

represent life when they eat the seed to sustain their own life.

Bu t in representing li £e £or themselves, they also represent

death £or the seed. The sun represents li£e in making growth

possible, as in the case o£ seed sown on good ground. But at the

same time it represents death in the case of the seed on rocky

ground. The thorns in actualising their own growth represent

li£e with respect to themselves. In actualising their own U£e,

however, they represent death £or the seed sown among them. The

tensive power of the dialectic created by the antithesis of life

and death in the parable is preserved with compelling force and

symbolic richness by the ambigUity of the middle term of the

tripartite pattern of the wasted seed-section.

This analysis leads to the conclusion that the parable's meanlng

system embraces far more than a simple story about agricultural

failure ana. success. Issues of ontological scope pulsate beneath

the story-line. Before discussing the signi ficance of these

issues £or identifying the parabolic meaning-system, it is
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necessary to examine the parable's ultimate referent and what

clues it can contribute toward identifying the meaning-system.

3.2.1.2.5.1 THE TENOR/ULTIMATE REFERENT OF THE PARABLE OF THE
SOWER'S HARVEST

Among interpreters who acknowledge the extra-linguistiC d.imension

of parabolic reference, it is axiomatic that the ultimate extra-

linguistic referen t of all Jesus' parables, whether explicltly

stated or not, is the kingdom of God. Norman P~rrin's discusSlOn

of the term, kingdom of God, has contribu ted a great deal to our

p~rrin (1976:203)

contends that for Jesus the phrase, "kingdom of God, serves as a

/
symbolic evoking myth." By this Perrin means Jesus appropriated

the term from his Jewish heritage where "kingdom of God"

historicall y drew its meaning from the ancient myths. These

myths centered around God as creator of the world and God as Lord

of history.
,

But Perrin claims that while Jesus is indebted to

this legacy, he departs "from his contemporaries, particularly the

apocalyptists. in disassociating the kingd.om "from any historical

or cosmological object 1"fica tion. Despite the echo of the

escha to logical-war myth in some of Jesus' kingd.om sayings (e.g.

Mt. 11:12; Mk. 3:2.1-27)
/

Perrin insists that Jesus sought to

shatter the apocalyptic conridence in history and cosmology and

an y other attempt to make a con tin uous, orderl y whole of

existence by confronting hispearers with the reign of God in the
.~- ~

radically other, existen'tial experiences of life (1976:32-56; cf.

Crossan, 1973a : 23-27).
,

As Perrin , as well as others, would

have it, for Jesus the kingdom of God has no space-time location
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or pOint of ref'erence. It is no more nor less than a radical

eruption of' the activi t y of' God in human experience.

Pe'rrin has been very helpful in cautioning against

misrepresen ting Jesus' understanding of the term "kingdom of

God." But he presses the case, perhaps a bit too "far. when he

brackets out all the inherited mythic creation moti"fs and mythic

salvation-history motifs o"f the term, kingdom o"f God in Jesus's

thinking. Excising the mythic elements of cosmological coherence

and historical continuity f'rom this traditional Jewish symbolic

reference to God's activity in the world empties this symbolic

re"ference o"f all but an eXistential. world-shattering. non-

cosmological, non-temporal, and anthropocentric meaning.

/
Nevertheless Perrin's interpretation is understandable, given his

dependence upon eXistential ontology and his use o"f the criterion

o"f dissimilarity for isolating the authentic teachings of Jesus.
, .

Perrln (1976 : 56) claims that all parables of Jesus mediate an

experience o"f the kingdom o"f God. But the experience mediated by

the meaning-system o"f the parable of the Sower does not coincide

With the understanding o"f the kingdom of God that Pe'rrin claims

"for Jesus.

By relating the kingdom of God to the natural events of this

parable, the parabIer has drawn upon a meaning-system which

integrates the kingdom of God (the aCtivity of God) With the
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affairs of nature. Our analysis of the parable suggests that the

meaning-system created by linking "kingdom of God" to the parable

mediates an experience about the way in which God's creative

activity reaches fruition in the forces that impede and frustrate

it. The metaphorical force of the parable can be confined to the

human dimension but such a limitation is an artificial one in the

l1ght of our analysis. The image of the Kingdom suggests that

God's activity is not always eXistentially disruptive of the

space-time con tin u um bu t is, at least on some occasions,

instrumental in preserving and bringing about the actualisation

of the purpose of this world of space and time.

Support for this interpretation of the symbol "kingdom of God"

can be found both in other nature parables (Mk. "l:26-29, 30-32,

and par.) and in some of Jesus' other pronouncements. For

example, Jesus taught his followers to petition daily for God to

provide bread (Mt.6:11 and Lk. 11:3). To have taugh t this to his

followers suggests that he felt one could depend upon God's

con tinuous providential provision for daily necessities. Jesus

also taught his followers to pray for God's aid in the face of

temptation. Could such a request mean anything less than the

need for God's help to preserve the continuity of faithful

rela tionship in the .'
face of the cl1srupti ve consequences of

temptation? There are also sayings of Jesus that acclaim the way

in which God directly provides for the continuing needs of the
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natural community or birds, lilies, grass (Mt. 6:25-30 and Lk.

12:22-28; Ht. 10:29-31 and Lk. 12:6-7).

Process thought enables us to appreciate the dimensions or Jesus'

understanding or the kingdom or God where existentialism could

not. An interpretation inrormed by a process perspective agrees

with P~rrin and other interpreters that Jesus introduced. novel

insights about the kingdom, insights that orten depart radically

rrom previously held perceptions, and that are often experienced

as world-shattering. But a process perspective also appreciates

the dimensions or coherence and continUity in Jesus' thinI<ing,

dimensions which he inherited rrom the mythic traditions

associa ted with the term, kingdom or God. Moreover, a process

perspective contends that the meaning and significance of novelty

can only be adequately appreciated in the context of the

continUity or the dimensions of past experiences and reality, and

the anticipation of the continuation of at least some measure of

those dimensions in a coherent present and ruture.

Having identified the meaning-system of the parable, the meaning-

system which Jesus apparently used to point to his intended

tenor, we must now turn our attention to the appropriation of a

contemporary meaning-system -"'~hich is sufficiently congruent With,

the meaning-system of the parable to guide us to the tenor of the

parable. Only a realistic ontology embracing the totality of

eXistence can provide a meaning system for the contemporary
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interpreter that corresponds to the meaning-system of the heart

of the parabolic event of our parable.

The process orientation can succeed where the existentialist and

structuralist orientations have failed because it ontologically

envisions every aspect of reality as dynamically, hol1stically,

and crea ti vel y in terre la ted and progressively interdependent.

What is perceived by structuralists as experienced only by human

beings namely, in ter-subjectivi ty, Whitehead claims (1968:20-39,

is ontologically characteristic of everything. Consequently,

pa t terns of reality (such as binary opposi tion/ anti thetical

parallelisms, etc) which structuralism attributes to the deep

recesses of the mind, a process perspective attributes not to the

generation of the mind but to an ontological character of the

environmen t to which the body belongs. Inherited through the

sense experiences of the body, these patterns are brought into

focus in the mind and articulated propositionally through the

structure of language.

What is perceived by eXistentialism as ontological givenness of

discon tin ui t y is explained by Whitehead (1960:12 ff.) as the

fea t ure of novelty present in any given moment to a lesser or

grea ter degree in the actU~l1sa'tion of everything. In process

perspective, novelty may either promote continuity by further

enhancing it or ma y breach con tin ui t y and in trod uce a

Significantly different thrust.
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Through the congruence of the meaning-system derIved from process

thought with the meanIng-system of the parable, we are able now

to move through the meaning-system of the parable to what appears

to be the relation of the kingdom of God to what is encoded In

the parable. To engage in thiS, we shall first draw some

impressions which our analysis elicited.

The first impression is that the parabolic imagery mediates an

experIence of the thwarting of the creative purpose by

destructive forces. The imagery of agricultural setback in the

wasted-seed section dramatises this point well. Would not any

Palestinian acquainted with vicissitudes of a farmer have found

his feelings from experiences of agricultural fail ure resonating

with the description of the plight of the wasted seeds?

A second impression is that while the conflict between creative

and destructive forces is real and cosmic, the conflict is not to

be interpreted as an ontological struggle of a radically

dualistic na t ure. Nowhere in the descriptive imagery of the

destructive forces is there a hint of radical cosmic dualism, the

type of dualism characteristic of world views which have

on tologicall y gi ven up on the cosmos (e.g., apocal ypticism,

Gnosticism).
'"

For example, .ipoca'lyptic Signification would use,

explicit steno-representations of evil that leave no doubt WIth

regard to the distinction between what is ontologically evil and
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wha t is on tologlcally good. Wheelwright (1962:1-20) distingUIshes

a steno-symbol from a tensive one in that the former functions in

a very distinct one-to-one relationship whereas the latter is a

symbol so pregnant with meanIng that its referential meaning

cannot be exhausted. The allegorisors or our parable have

achieved a one-ta-one relationship by translating "birds" into an

explicit steno-representation of evil, that is , Satan C136.~).

The parable, however, also con tains symbols ror destructive

forces that are not stereotyped as evil or as having evil in tent

At least with the exception or the Interpretation of the parable

or the Sower, this is true of these particular symbols throughout

the New Testamen t. Even when the sun is portrayed. as a

destructive force elsewhere in the New Testament, it is always

depicted as an instrument used by God against the wicked and /or

the oppressors of the elect (Rev. 7:16; cf. Jas. 1:11).

A third impression is that the parable mediates an affirmation of

the creative order and a confidence that its creative purpose can

be realised despite the presence or destructive forces within the

cosmos. Again the imagery of the boun tiful harvest is well

suited ror creating this impression, and it is likely that a

Palestinian, acquainted witti the farmer's JOY and satisraction

from past experiences or good harvests, would find such feelings

resonating With the point being made by the bountiful harvest.
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When these impressions are linkec:l to 1nslghts c:lrawn from our

c:liscussion of Jesus' unc:lerstanc:ling of the kingdom, further

nuances of the parabolic tenor as it relates to the kingc:lom of

God is obtained. Firstly, when Jesus used the natural imagery of

the parable to draw attention to the kingdom of God, he was not

speaking just of the human condition. Nor was he drawing

attention to some struggle between human beings and the natural

en vironmen t (cf. Wilder 197"\ : 1"\1). The happy ending of the

parable is a happy ending about God's creative activity unfolding

in the cosmos. Whatever meaning that has for the human community

must be unc:lerstood as part of the cosmological message of the

parable.

Seconc:lly, by virtue of the integration of the symbol, kingc:lom of

Goc:l, anc:l the parabolic imagery, the tenor seems to refer to this

worlc:l, this crea tec:l order, as the place where Goc:l's creative

purpose is being fulfilled. It is the place of the kingdom.

Both tragec:ly (sowing of seed, threat to seed, destruction of

seec:l) anc:l comec:ly (extravagant harvest) take place in this worlc:l.

This worlc:l, the whole cosmos, is where Goc:l's kingc:lom is

concretely manifestec:l, not in another worlc:l as the early church

portrayec:l it.

To suggest that the term. kingdom. "for Jesus has a spatial

dimension or was spatially locatec:l is to "fly in the face of the
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prevailing opinion of New Testamen t scholars. Despite some

prevailing opinion to the contrary, the parabolic tenor elicits

the clear impression that the cosmos is the place where God's

kingdom is both manifest and being brought into actualisation. A

process meaning-system enables us to recognise this cosmological

focus on the kingdom, because the process ontology holds tha t

there is an inseparable interrelationship of the activity of God

with every aspect of the cosmos.

In drawing attention to the cosmological home of the kingdom, the

place where God's purpose is being actualised, there is no

in ten tion of minimising the eschatological character of the

kingdom in Jesus' thought. That is clearly central to Jesus'

teaching (e.g. Mk. 1:15) and its echoes are present in the final

thrust of the parable. The eschatological in-breaking of the

kingdom is also depicted in the final triadic dissonance of the

parable of the Sower. Rather than leading to the fixation of

thought about the kingdom as realised, the asymmetrical character

of the triad (30-60-100) forces the though t pattern as well as

cosmic reality beyond the present to the future, to the lure of

God for full and final actualisation.

Lastly, Just as the asymmetrical' triad forces thought pattern

beyond mental closure, so also the parabolic tenor as a tensive

symbol continues to evoke disclosure of meaning. A meaning which

further enriches the appreciation of the parabolic intent.
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Consequently. no exposition of this parable or any parable can

fully encompass the totality of its intended symbolic reference.

Let us now terminate our discussion on pericope A with some

consideration to 133.17. There are good reasons to believe that

the parable was framed in its pre-Markan history by two

secondaril y attached admonitions, namely, the impera ti ve

OKOU£1"£ ("hear" 133.1) and the admonishmen t
('\ :1/
o s.E: X E: l

'JI JI
OKOUe:lV OKOE:1"W ("He who has ears to hear, let him hear,"

133.17).

First, Jeremias (1951:11) has argued that. the cIause I(Ol

"E:>'€)'€V ("and he said, 133.17), by which the latter admonition

is in troduced' is a pre-Markan editorial connective cIause.

Second,
JI
OKOV£1"€ (133.1) linked. with ("behold)

creates a tautology. In view of the similarity in motif between

y
OKOUE:'-E: and the final ad.moni tion, '1OIC.OUE:1"€ was likely

affixed by the same hand to the par~ble (cf. B.T.D. Smith: 121;

C.W.F. Smith :61). Third, given the penchant which the creators

of the in terpreta tion have for the word
~I

OKOUW (1: 15, 16, 18,

20), and given their strong theological interest in the
. .

receptiveness or lack of receptiveness of "hearing" the kerygma,

it follows logically that the creators of the interpretation

framed the parable with "OI(O\J€1"£ and
(\

os.
~

QIlOVE:l V
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~KO\JE:"O in order to lead the readers thinking towards an

appl1cation of the parable.

From our theoretically founded framework, a comment on the afore-

men tioned framing is warran ted. These carefull y concei ved

additions to our parable clearly reveal the desire of the

creators of our document that we regard it as a coherent whole.

Therefore this framework material forms an inclusio. Furthermore

the presence of the cogna tes of "QI(OUW in c 136.5; 136.7;

136.12 and 136.15) once again confirms our basic hypothesis that

the parable of the Sower has been remarked subsequently because

of a noble desire by the early christian community to harmonise

the in terpretation with the parable itself.

Sen tence 133.17, constitutes a challenge to the hearers. Jesus

was not evidently taken up by the impressive display of fawning

"followship". Despi te the Galilean en th usiasm being at its

height, Jesus still <1eemed it necessary to throw his hearers back

on themselves in self-examination. With this call Jesus involves

his hearers in the situation he is describing and prompts them to

form a judgement upon it. He also warns them that there may be

more to the parable than appears on the surface; there can be

superficial hearing which misses the point.

We have also i<1en tl fied 133.17 as a possible focus which

introduces new information into our text. By the use of the
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device aT alliteration this emphasls is Turther heightened. A

simple story centering around the agricultural railures and

successes aT a rarmer takes an eternal signiTicance. The destiny

of the hearers seemed to critically hinge on their ability to

hear
':)1

(QKOU€lV). This poin t is reinrorced by the

interpreta tion which provides a paradigm for responsible hearing.

But before we turn to that pericope, we need to consider the

intervening section on the purpose of parables.

3.2.2 Pericope B: The Purpose of the Parables (1 10-12)

134. 10 !Cal ~H Cytv£,o Kala .... 6\1a(;. npWlWV a0,~v ot lI£P ~ a~t~V 0;')\1 ,0\ (; 6w6£Ka tat;

1lQj)Cl8oA&t;.
91 t_
£A£Y£V autO\,.

aU\l\WO\\I,. ..
aUtOl'.

(f

\\lQ SAfWO\lt£C BA€WWO\\I ~at ~f\

)" ,.- ~:...
Ka\ aKOUOVT£' QKOUWO\V KQ\ ~II

U~wot£ ~w\OtPf~\V Ka\ ~~£e~

I YU\V ta uuo,t1.)\O\l 6l60ta\ rnt,; 8aO\Ada' tOV 6£ou·
• __ " J ...
£K£{VO\(; 6t tOt' Etw EV wapaSOAa\t,; t~ w&vtQ y{\lEta\.

"\6wo\v,12

11 Kal135.

135.1

135.2

135.2.1

135.2.2

135.2.3

The new information that is introduced at this point includes

:>1 'freference to 11PWTWV aUTOV ("they asked him" 13~.). Wha t is

clearly communicated here is a regular C?) convention of enquiry

subsequent to in comprehension or partial comprehension. The

separation /of people in to two distinct categories : the disciples

and those around them (\YlJ,l v (135.) and the Jews "e:K€l VOlS,

31
TOlS, e:s.;w (135.2) is both new and very intriguing. To

I-I.UOT11PlOV (135.1) must undoubtedly constitute the pivotal

in forma tion of the pericope. Therefore a fair concentra tion will
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be given to this "mystery of the kingdom of God". Other focii

centre around IJ." "{~wo~v (135.2.1), IJ." O\JV~WO~V (135.2.2)

and perhaps the final sentence (135.2.3). It would be observed

that sentences 135.2.2 and 135.2.3 hinge on an understanding of

TO IJ.\JOT"p~OV T"S. tlaCH>.€~as. TO\) e€O\) for their meaning.

In sentence 135.2 a deletion of ~€~OTal. is observed. This

deletion is maintained in Luke 8:10 but is inserted in Mt. 13.12.

The verb ~€~OTa~ consti t u tes a type of Passi vum Di vin um,

whose use was probably originally prompted by the Jewish

reverence that prohibited one from sounding the divine name.

Therefore the expression "1 t has been given to you· is a

circumlocution for "God has given to you". Given this subject as

being God, the deletion in sentence 135.2 is all the more

significan t. If it were inclUded, the "hardening theory· would

be intensified by such ammunition since it would mean that God

was actively responsible for such a negative intention. Despite

this "softening" 'effect of the deletion, the sentences that'

follow still present us with statements that are not very easily

resolved.

We have already alluded to the concept of TO IJ.\)OT"P~OV being

central to the pericope undeir discussion. This also constitutes
•

the most important metaphor and has been ,the primary factor that

has engendered a great deal of controversy around (131. - 135. 2.

3). A number of scholars like I
Montefiore (1909: 102) and
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Linnemann (1967 : 118) have called it a tenditious invention of

the evangelist. For others like JUlicher (1910) and Dodd (1936),

the passage owes its origin not to Mark himselI, but to the post-

Easter community which was face<1 with explaining the unbelief of

a majority of the Jews. Others have taken exception to that line

of thought D.W. Riddle (1937 : 83), for example, noted that were

Mark alone responsible for this unusual passage, it " would

almost certainly have been edited away." V. Taylor (1952 257)

concurred, stating that "'1: 10-12 "is best explained if it took

its rise in something Jesus actually said ". But it

remained for Jeremias (195"'1: 1"'1 ff.) to establish the case for

the authenticity of the logion. He cited the semitic features

such as the antithetical parallelism, the repeate<1 periphrasis,

and especially the agreement of the quotation from Isa. 6:9 ff.

with the Targum as opposed to the MT an<1 LXX. Jeremias (195"'1: 1"'1

ff.) concluded that "the recognition of this agreement creates a

strong presumption in the favour of the authenticity of our

log ion and is of fundamental importance for the exegesis of Mark

"'1: 11 If." A number oI other scholars like Cranfield (1959 :

15"1), Via
,

(1967 :9) and Perrin (1963 : 132) now accept the view

that this passage is as likely from the mouth of Jesus as any

other old gospel material.
.'

~.< V"

Though Jeremias accepts verses 11-12 as authentic material going

back to Jesus, he admits that the saying seems out of place. He

explains this misplacement by proposing that Mark was misled by
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the catchword 1l'apatloAT1 and railed to realise that the

insertion or this logion would not rit the context or thiS

parable-chapter. But Jeremias (195"'\: 17-18) goes on to conclude

that "the logion is not concerned with the parables or Jesus, but

wi th his preaching in general."

As Jeremlas and others have pointed out , the Greek 11'apatloAT1

has a number or meanings in the New Testament, rrom "proverb"

(Lk. 6:39, "'\:23) to "symbol" ( Heb. 9:9, 11:19, cr. Mk. 13:28) to

"riddle" (Mk. 7:17). Jeremias ( 195"'\:16) rerutes those scholars

who still claim that Jesus' parables were intended solely to

clari ry his teachings, never to veil them. He uses linguistiC

evidence to show that in verse 11 1l'apatloAal~ is to be

understood as "riddles," which is the "usual meaning" or its

Hebrew and Aramaic equivalents. This point is generally accepted

(vide e.g. Taylor, Nineham, Boobyer).

In the view of Boobyer (1961:62), Jeremias does not go rar enough

in his analysis. The term 1l'apatloAT1 in con temporary Jewish

and early Christian writings could also extend to include "any

utterance which was something o£ a riddle, in the sense that it

con tained a hidden meaning clear only to specially priVileged

eyes." Boobyer (1961:63) rindS: that in Mark "any cryptic form of

speech, in ten tionally enigmatic, could be named a parable." He

then looks at "'\: 11-12 and 8: 17-21 and comes to the conclus10n

tha t here the word parable has an even broader signi£icance.
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Boobyer (1961: 63,6"\) refers to the evangelist's usage of the

term 11'apatlo.llTl. But can we conclude that the und.erstanding of

parables displayed in these verses is merely that of Mark. in

stark contrast with Jesus' original purpose in using this form

soleI y to en ligh ten and to clarify his meaning? Anyone who

declares that Jesus' parables could never have had anything but

tha t one purpose is over-generalising and. resting on a

preconceived assumption. Trad.itions of esoteric teaching were

not limited to the Hellenistic sphere. but were also present in

con temporary Judaism, as Jeremias (1969: 237 ff.) among others

have demonstrated. Jeremias shows the concept o'f esoteric wisdom

to ha ve been "a deciding 'factor, 'far too little recognised, 'for

the in'fluence o'f the scribes". who considered themselves. and

were considered, "the guardians Q'f a secret knowledge. o'f an

esoteriC tradi tion ..... " Like the parties represented by the

wri tings at Qumran, the rabbis borrowed the term I-!.UOiTlPLOV,

speaking of their God.-given misteyrin (or misturin). There'fore

such a conception o'f a "mystery" was probably available to Jesus,

who may possibly have employed parables (meshalim) to preserve

the misteyrin. Since in contemporary Jud.aism the term mashal

usually betokened. a puzzled. rid.dle. J.Drury (1973:379) has

poin ted out there is a "reasonable assumption that the liVing

tradi tion of the parable as ~ dar:k word. rid.dle. and allegory was

as available to Jesus as it was to Mark....." M.I. Boucher (1973

95-102) has given body to this "reasonable assumption",

treating in detall the mystery motif in post-exilic Judaism.
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Boucher stresses the long Hebrew tradition behind the concept of

the mysterious parable in particular. Nineham' (1974 :302) et al.

agree that the rabbis clearly used parables in order to illumine

yet they offer no accommodation of the posslbility or "reasonable

assumption" that the parable was in form a "dark word". Could

the mashal be enigmatic in form while elucida tory in· function?

Allow me to offer a few suggestions.

Firstly from our theory in chapter two we observe that

\-LUaiTlPLOV functions as a vehicle for a suspended metaphor.

The tenor is not mentioned in the macro-context of the Gospel

narrative. We have also discovered that the relationship between

tenor and vehicle is the logical formula underlying the suspended

metaphor. This \-LUaiTlPLOv as the vehicle leads to a variety

of tenors in the macro-struct ure of the Gospel a.o. such as

(secret) (enigma) (esoterism) (puzzle) (riddle) (proverb)

(symbol) (cryptogram) (cipher) (code). These tenor highlights

the enigma tic form of the parable. We have suggested that

despi te this enigma, the function of a parable lies in an

elucidatory function. Viewed from the perspective we arrive at

another set OT possible tenors such as (divine) (impending rule)

(teaching) (escha tological) (decisi veness) (grace) (destiny)

(revel a tion).

The wider con text of
I

the ministry of Jesus assists us in

iden ti fying that of the two sets of Possible tenors, the first

ca tegory becomes suppressed thereby giving preference to the
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This confirms the elucidatory function of

parables and commends them as revela tory teaching method.

Before dealing with the overall interpretation of our passage,

let us further examine the language and structure of our text.

It would seem that the questioners in 13"\. were originally "those

around him"
c'

(Ol 1T€Pl CtUTOV), and that TOlS. OWO€KCt is a

Markan addi tion (cf. e.g. Jeremias, Linnemann, Bul tmann, etc.).

Though it seems plausible that the group consisted of Jesus'

"followers in the broad sense, it is well to remember that there

is no in trinsic eVidence that a closed circle is referred to

here. The audience is merely those close to Jesus in a literal

(and presumably also a figurative) sense, and mayor may not have

been restricted.

The precise purport of the question put to Jesus in 13'i.("they

asked him concerning the parables", "'l1PWTwV
:JI

Q'UTOV ... TOS.

1TOPCtt)O}.,Os.) will be defined largely by how one views verses 11-

12 in general. To those who consider these verses an insertion

into the older context of 1-13, he may have been asked , as in

Luke, about the meaning o"f the parable o"f the Sower. Mark

pI uralised the singular o"f his source, Others like Boobyer

declare that that was not ,,',at all the case, and that Matthew
" .

illumines Mark's intention' accurately: "Why do you speak to them

in parables?" Su ffice it to say tha t the view tha t Mark

pl uralised a singular is based on a questionable assumption, and
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is wi thou t corroborati ve eVldence. As for the general sense of

the people's question, it is usually taken as either, what does

the parable mean? or why does Jesus speak in parables? Like most

ei ther or questions, thlS one seems to leave out some other

plausible alternatives. Moule (1969:102) attacks the idea that

the questioners were totally in the dark, and begging for the key

without which they would understand nothing. "Why should it not

mean that they had begun to work out (the parable) significance,

bu t wan ted to ask questions about them?" (1969:103). It is also

possible that the questioner's query could include more than a

single specific point. The phrasing of the text would allow for

questions both on the understanding of Jesus's speech-forms in

general, and on points of certain specific parables, which each

type of question probably overlapping the other.

"And he said to them" (Kal
:n

aUTolsJ is, in Jeremias'

words (1967:1"t), "one of Mark's typical link-phrases." But while

Jeremias and others saw in that fact clear evidence that verses

11-12 were inserted into an older context, we see only a clue

that different traditions may have been connected. It does not

follow from the presence of this phrase that the evangelist

received 1-10, 13 "ff. as an organic unit, even though some sort
.,:(

of disjunction at verse 10 ~eems 'to eXist.
>

"To you ... to those outside" ( (\ Y~ l V .•• ~K € l V 0 l S. TO l S.
JI

£I;W) ot sentences 135.1 and 135.2 (respectively) derived from
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sen tences that realise an anti thetical parallelism. This

accentuates the division of people into either of these

ca tegories and sets up a major contrast. Likewise YlV€1"al is

parallel to ~€~01"al, and 1"0 IJ.U01"flPlOV to la lraV1"a.

Yet despite the fact that a contrast is clearly intended, it
..

would be false to conclude, as Jul1cher (1910,1:123 ff.) did,

tha t a strict dichotomy is implied, or even necessarily two

mutually exclusive categories. Those who in 135.1 are said to

have received the "secret" must deal with the parables just like
'1 ?. .

everyone else. The contrast is that there are, or should be,

capable of comprehending Jesus' words. "In short,"concludes Moule

(1969:99),"there is nothing to prevent our regarding the two

posi tions, namely, inside and outside as descriptions merely of

the resul t of ways of responding to parables on a gi ven

occasion."

Verse 12 is perhaps the most obscure passage dealing with the use

of parables. The View
(\

that lva mistranslates the Aramaic de

is only a speculation, and the d1fficul t I-I.flrro1"e remains as M.

Black (1967:212 ff.) himself confessed tha t nothing is more

certain e\
than that Mark intended lva, and we must accept the

word as SUCh. Yet it does not have to be translated "in order

tha t." A good argument could be made that the consecutive is
;

intended, not the purposive. But the most widely accepted view is

that
c\
lva here refers to the fUlfillment of the Old Testament

text which 'follows. Do we again have to choose between the
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options? Does such a reference to the Old Testament prophecy

necessarily exclude a consecutive, or even merely explanatory,

connection? Perhaps the meaning is actually more along the lines

of, "...hence (it is as the scriptures say): they indeed see but

do not perceive ..." Perhaps verse 12 merely explains verse 11

through an illustrative passage from the scriptures. Kirkland

c'(1977:7) suggests I. va. to be translated as "so it is "

As for the lJ.T1lT01"€ , Jeremias offers us a highly plausible

in terpreta tion. The Aramaic dilema shares with 1J.T111'OT€ the

meanings "in order that not" and "lest perhaps"; it also has the

meaning of "unless". Be that )'l'as it may, all things considered,

the best understanding of dilema comes from Kirkland (1977:7)

whose suggestion is not "unless" but "otherWise". True. the

hearers could receive forgiveness if they repented, but it was

their incomprehension which prevented them from repenting. Their

"hardness" was not t.he cause of t.heir incomprehension, but. rather

the symptom. If and only if they perceived the message within the

parables could the hearers turn to receive God's forgiveness.

The beginning of verse 13 has' been one cause of the theory that

verses 11-12 are an interpolation. Because o-t the singular, "Do
,-

you not understand this parable?" Many have assumed that this,

referred to the story of the sower in 3-9. Boobyer (1961:66 ff.)

dispu tes tha t Supposition and asks that 1£ it were true. how

should we understand 13b: "How then will you understand all the
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parables?" Boobyer, like Wrec1e earlier, notes that the parable or

the Sower can only with great c1if'ricul t y be construed as a "key

parable". There is nothing special about it. If verse 13 does not

rerer to the sower-parable, to what then does it refer? Boobyer

(1961:66 rf.) suggests 1:11-12 as fitting all the requirements.

It concerns the perception of Jesus' followers, explaining that

they have been privileged to know the essence or his teaching

while "outsiders" must puzzle out his meaning. This view or verse

13 is shared by Bowker (1971:313), who further explains that "the

surprise or Jesus in verse 13, which has perplexed some

commentators, is not at all odd " For to those who have

already been given the secret, the point of his words and actions

should be immediately evident. They are not in the category of

'those outside', consequently they should know what he is talking

about "in parables." But almost in despair, one reels, Jesus says

that they are virtually putting themselves into the category or

"those outside."

Trying to go :further in explaining the chapter, Boobyer (1961:68-

69) emphasizes that Mark's 1deasin locating our pericope here

can best be seen in light of the preceding three chapters, in

which a sharp contrast is made between the receptive and the

unreceptive; the bel1eving( and; the unbelieving. According to
)

Boobyer, ver$es 10-12, setting apart the sower-parable and its

explications, brings to a point the contrast which has been

building between the success in communicating the Messian1c
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secret to some and the 'failure to convince others. It cannot be

totally denied that such a contrast o'f the receptive and the

unreceptive may have been present in the evangelist's mind when

he edited this section of his text. Is Boobyer's thesis a

satis'factory answer to all the complexities o'f our passage? Was

TO ~,\)OTnp~OV Tns. tlOOl}.€OS. TO'\) e€o'\) really the "MessianlC

secret"? Was the secret communicated through secret instructions

gi ven in priva te to a 'few disciples? Were "outsiders" kept

ignoran t by murky puzzles meant to d umb'found them? Neither

Boobyer nor anyone else has o'f'fered a clear and comprehensive

answer to all the questions.

For decades the speculation that Jesus used secret explanations

to instruct his disciples has not only persisted but grown. Yet

the arguments employed by those who advance that view leave much

to be desired. Although it seems likely that Jesus explained some

o'f his parables to his disciples, it is highly questionable that

he regularly did so in secret.

S. Brown (1973:60) has remarked that recent scholarship has shown

tha t the cen tral theme o'f Mark is not really the "Messianic

secret" as Wred.e declared, but "discipleship". Indeed, according

to Wrede's own theories, the.; idea o'f the Messianlc secret arose

only after Jesus' death. \ W.C.Robinson (1973:22) says that since

"Wrede himsel'f hesitated to claim 'for his concept the various

expressions of a privacy moti'f ...1 think we do better to respect
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Wrede's hesitation .... "Boucher 0973:115-116) further states: .. to

speak as though all the secrecy passages were Messianic or

Christological is to distort the problem. It is more accurate to

speak generally of mystery and to see messianism as only one of

its elements. One of those expressions of a secrecy motif which

some have attributed wholly to the Messiasgeheimnis is Mk."'\:l1-

12." The posi tion of Brown (1973:60 ff.) offers us a viable

al ternative in his resolution that the "secret of the kingdom of

God" in "'\:11 is not the "Messianic secret".

J.R. Kirkland (1977:11 ff.) takes us even further down the road

in resolving this enigma. From other first century texts he

ded uces tha t· in the period of the "first" gospel I-I.UOTT1PLOV

could have the meaning of not only a secret knowledge which could

not be understood Without aid, but also of a truth which was

capable of easy comprehension once one perceived what it was. If

the mysteriousness o:f the Kingdom was "ein Problem deI'

Wahrnehmung", we hardly need to search for some specific

"mystery" to read into these verSes. Rather we should examine how

the kingdom itself was to be perceived, especially in relation to i
the disciples. This, we believe, is the problem dealt with in I

I
I

key to comprehending them, if viewed in their original context. I
f
i

The proper context of verses(10-1~ can be found not in the sower- I
,

parable and its explicaHon, but in the next verses which can

reasonably be held to be authentic words of Jesus. That would be

verses 21-25, but
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especially verses 21,25, the apex of the chiasUc structure in

chapter 1. We have also mentioned that th1s section (per1cope D)

unifies the multiple lines of action in 1:1-31. It interprets the

other parables of chapter four and is interpreted by them. Let us

therefore adjourn 'further discussion until we consider verses 2"'

25. Our prior task centres around pericope A2, to which we now

turn our attention.

3.2.3 Per1cope A2: The parable of the Sower's Harvest Explained

(1:13-20)

1~ 13 Kal AfYCl a~toic.

136.1 O~K 0·{6atE tl'lv wapaBo.\l\v taVtl1v.

136.2

1~.3

136.4

136.5

136.6

136.7

136.8

136.9

136.10

136.11

136.12

136.13

136.14

136.15

136.16

136.17

136.18

15

lE-

, .-.,

18

19

2.0

Kat w~c 1'ooac taC wapaBo.\aC YVWa£o6c;

o cnc{pwv tav ,\,6yov o1'£{pc\.
l' .." cUeOUtO\ 6l C\O\v 0\ napa t~v ooav OWOV onC(P£tQ\ 0 '\'6yoC.

et ~ .)/"",,
Kat otav aKOUOWO\V £u60c CPXCTa\ 0 EatavaC

Kat alP£\ TaV ,\,6yov tav &onap~fvov c\C a6Tovc.
(' , , .

Kat OUTO( £\Otv 0\ cwt ta w£~pw~~ OwctP6~cvo\.

I cl J J ...
0\ OTav aKouaWOlv taV ,\,6yov cU6~C ~Eta xapaC '\'a~86vouOtv

J ~ C. , ( '"
Kat OIJK £XOUOlV p(c;av cv CQUTOt,

»
£\O\v·

#' ,..... ,
£ltQ y£vo~fv'1C e'\'(~cwC '1 6\wy~ou Ota taV ,\,6yov £ue~, olCav6aA{C;OVta\.

)I , t, ,
Kat a.\.\o\ £\otv 0\ £\' taC aKQVSac awclP6~£VOl'
.. .. ~ »

OUto{ £lO\V 0\ ~av ,\,6yov aKoOoaVtCC.
( "" J-", ( '''' CKat a\ ~lp\~va\ tOU a\WVOC Kat n a1'ot'1 tOU nAOatOu Kat al nept ta

) )

.\OlWa £n\6u~{a\ clawop£u6~tva\ au~nv(youolV tav A6yov,
)I

Kat aKQPWOC y(v£tal.

Kal ~ICC\VO{ £~a\v 0; Ent tl'lv y~v t1'lv Ka.\~v owaplvtcc,

OlttVcC aKOUOUO\V taV A6yov

Kal 1'apa~fxovta\

... Cl ~, C .,
ICnt lCapWO~OPOUO\V cv tp\OKOVTa Kal cv £(~KOVta Kal tv ~Kat6v.

For a semantic representation of each sentence we will specify

both the presupposition and focus. The presupposition of a
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sentence is the information which the reader can deduce from the

context of each sentence. The interpretation of the parable in

the gospels, especially Luke. reflects the struggles of the early

church with the demonic and apostasy. It is a moving sermon to

the church to stand fast. Three basic causes of desertion emerge

from the several gospels and they constitute the most important

examples of the presuppositions of the sentences 136.-136.18.

136."'t-136.6 First is the failure to understand (Mt. 13:19). They

have heard the word (Mk. "'t:15; Mt. 13:19; Luke 8:12). it has been

sown in their heart, but Satan has come along and snatched away

the Word. Luke made it explicit that this group had not yet

believed and been saved (8:12). The seeds that fell on the path

met with no response. For Matthew understanding must precede

conversion (13:19a). One suspects that his church saw the need to

instruct ca techumens until the peril o:f misunderstanding was

past. Mark. however. stresses the active role ot Satan for this

category of apostasy.

136.7-136.11. The second cause of reversion1sm centres around

persecu tion and tribula tion. This is explicitly persecution

beca use o:f the Word (Mk. "'t:17c; Mt. 13:21c) related to the
..-

pict ure of the rocky grqund.. This group heard the Word and

responded but the plants had no real root. In times of stress

they ":fall away" (Mk."'t:11; Mt.13:21; Lk.8:13). They were
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scandalised and deserted. Luke reported that they believed Ior a

lit tIe while and then quit in time of temptation (8:13).

136.12-136.1-'. Worldliness constitutes the third cause. Mark

classically named three divisions that choked the word: the cares

of the world, the delight in riches, and the desire for other

things (-':19).

The new information that our text supplies must concern two

sentences in particular: sen tence 136.15 (K<:1I.
:JI
aKap'tl'os,

yl V€l'al) and sentence 136.18 (Kal.
~I

aKapn'os,
(.\

€V l'plaKOVl'a
c\

E:V

t\ ~ ,\
€E;'1KOVl'a Kal €V €Kal'Ov). Sentence 136.15 wants us to pay

a t ten tion to the fact of the lack of productivi ty, whereas

sentence 136.18 shows a bumper harvest in "Oriental fashion".

In the course of the last century, there has been considerable

discussion among scholars as to the a u then tici ty o'f the

Interpretation o'f the parable o'f the Sower. On the one hand, many

commen tators, such as Cranfield (1951:-'05--'12), firmly maintains

that at least the general lines of the Interpretation probably go

back to Jesus and thatit is "premature" to regard the

ina u then tici ty of this explanation as "an assured result of

modern criticism." On the other hand, other commentators, such as

Jeremias' (1967:77 'ff.) contend that the Interpretation must be

construed as a product o'f the early church. Almost all scholars,

however, trom the standpoint ot transmission, agree on the
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priority of Mark's text. Let us now compare the Matthaean and.

Markan versions.

Ma t thew appropriates Mark's text (1:13-20) in a 11teral fashion.

In fact, if we ignore for the moment any insertions and the less

significant al terations, we discover that Matthew emends only one

fea t ure of the Markan pericope. He attempts to rectify the

apparent confusion Mark instigates by referring the seed that is

sown first to the Word (136.3) and then to the people who hear

the Word. (136."'1; 136.7; 136.12; 136.16).

To eliminate this inconsistency, Matthew passes over 136.3 for

the most part and introduces each subsection of the

Interpretation of the Parable of the Sower with a fixed formula

that should be translated as follows:"Just as in the case of that

which was sown (on the rocky ground, etc.) so it is with the

person who hears the Word (and immediately receives it, etc.)."

C\
In this way, the attributive participle 0 Oll'ap€lV (that which

was sown ), even though grammatically it could denote either the

individual, or the Word or the seed, can, from the intention of

the text, be seen to refer to the seed. Matthew overcomes the

confusion of Mark's text by dropping any direct reference to the
.'

Word and referring the seed exclusively to the hearers (cf.

13.38).
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Before proceeding on to a more detailed analysis of the

Interpretation of the Parable of the Sower, we shall summarise

all our scattered commen ts on 136. 136.3. Verse 13 (136.;

136.1; 136.2) must be regarded as ei ther redactional or an

authentic saying of Jesus whose original situation of utterance

has been lost to us. Sentence 136., a typical Markan introduction

formula, has been utilised, rather awkwardly at that, to serve as

an interlude between the parable and its Interpretation.

We have, already, on a number of occasions made reference to the

possible existence of a pre-Markan tradition. This possibility

could also unlock the solution to the Markan identification of

the Word to the seed (136.3). Having already considered how

Matthew smoothens this apparent confusion, only an Interpretation

that antedates the gospel of Mark can adequately account for such

and ostensible inconsistency.

From a structural point of View, Mark's fourfold use of formula

"and these (others, those) are the ones..." - demonstrates that

each subsection of the Interpretation of the parable of the Sower

is a miniature parable in its own right. The whole unit then is a

composite of four similitudes and a transitional

sta temen t(136.3). More prec1sely, the first three realise a

synonymous parallelism With the fourth functioning

antithetically. As it was demonstrated in the parable of the

Sower, the harvest o'f the seed falling on the good sol1 becomes
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This rule of con trast is accent ua ted by the

c1emonstrattves
C

OUTOL (these 136."'\)
7

OUTOL (these-

136.7) ";aU.oL (others 136.12) and
w
€K€LVOL (those

136.16). Once again we encounter two different categories: those.

not bearing frult (the ones along the path upon the rocky ground,

among the thorns) and those which are fruitful (the ones on the

good soil).

3.2.3.1 THE SEED SOWN ALONG THE PATH

The first parallelism is the simplest in structure among the

synonymous ones. Earlier on, in the parable, we referred to the

prevalence of three basic ideas inheren t to each of the

parallelisms. The seed is sown, an external agent enters the

scene, and the seed is rend.ered. unfruitful. In verse 15 (136."'\;

136.5 136.6) we encoun ter these three dimensions but also

accompanied by some embellishment: c' '"011'OU 01Te:l.pe: Tal 0 Xoyos. KQL

~Tav ~I(O'UOWOLV. This feature of "hearing the Word" pulsates

throughou t the Interpretation of the parable of the Sower. This

motif therefore highlights the message of this passage in the

life of the early church. Attentive hearing was the only defence

to Satan's activity. We have already made mention of the "birds"

in our parable of the Sower functioning as a steno-symbol for

Satan. Ifat ten t i v e he a r i Il-g was the 0 n 1 y ant i dot e a g a inst

reversion, one can then unc1erstand the framing of the parable of

the Sower a t the beginning and end. wi th a solemn call to

attentive hearing.
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The "one's sown upon rocky ground", our second parallelism, is by

no means a concise unit. In its expansion we find important clues

of the SI tZ-lm-Leben of this passage. Lane (197~:161) suggests

that detalls within the parable have to be understood "In terms

of their approprIateness to the historical situation in which the

parable was spoken."

3.2.3.2 THE SEED SOWN ON THE ROCKY GROUND

The protagonist of this second similitude is characterised as

those "who, when they hear the Word, immediately receive it with

"unders tanding"(auvL€voL)

joy." Mark speaks of "receiving"

it (cf.

the Word in place of

Mt. 13:19,23).The reason

-for that, in Matthew's eyes, understanding is the mark of the

true disciple, the disciple in whom the Word roots itsel-f so

-firmly that he bears -fruit (13:23). Mark, however, simply wishes

to communicate the superficiality o-f this reception of the Word.

Therefore these people are said to "have no root in themselves,

bu t endure -for a while" (136.10).

Mark states tha t this second. category o-f persons encounters

affliction (eh"ll'lSJ and persecu t10n (~lWYl.LOS.) on accoun t

of the Word (136.10). If we investigate each of these terms, we

-find tha t a ffliction occurs three times (4:17;13:19;13:2~) in

the gospel of Mark. As to it,s si9.ni -fica tion, Mark in contrast to

Paul, who knows of af-fliction also as mental and spiritual

anguish (2Cor.2:4;7:5;Phil.l:17), seems to employ this word

solely to speci-fy "distress that is brought about by outward.
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circumstances" (Arnd t-Gingrich 1957:362). At an y ra te,eALVLS.

is so variegated in meanlng that it can encompass tribulations as

di verse as death, end uring the ha tred of enemies, apostasy,

betrayal, the agi ta tion of false prophets, lawle;:;sness, and

lovelessness (cf.13:9-13). It is noteworthy that while

persecution derived from outside the church, some of the

vicissi t udes we have just listed arise from within the church

itself. It is, however, uncertain why family members betray one

another. This could possibly result from either personal pressure

of persecu tion or di vided loyal ties and religious allegiances

within the family.

Paradoxically, the occurrence of such afflictions strengthens the

church in its escha tological consciousness. In principle, these

christians view all manner of affliction in terms of the

messianic woes (13:8), which signal the end of the age and

prefigure the coming of the Son of man (13:26). Affliction is

misfortune born of divine necessity (13:7), the endurance of

which marks the indiVidual as belonging to the eschatological

community of God, the company of the saved (13:13), the band of

the elect (13:20,22). Hence, from Mark's standpoint, we may

summarily define affliction as divinely ordained distress that is

external to the christian but of ,the very essence of the disciple
,

(ct.a:31 ff.), something that strikes at the church in the latter

days both from within and Without and must be endured by him Who

will be saved.
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The word "persecution" (c:hwy~o'S,) is, as we might expect, very

similar in meaning to "affliction". It appears twice in Mark's

gospel ('i:17;10:30). By contrast, it occurs. eigh t times in

U tth' 1 (5'0 1112 .d.d 10 23 tWl·ce ,'13:21,'23:31) and!"la ews gospe :.1." I"; :

occupies a special place in his teaching.

Persecu tion, like affliction, could also cover an array of

meanings. It could denote injury of some nature inflicted through

physical or verbal abuse. It may designate that one is the victim

of perjured testimony offered in a court of law, or that one

suffers verbal or physical assault which apparently can, under

circumstances, attain such severity as to make it comparable to

being scourged or even crucified or killed.

Mark's gospel contains strong eVidence to the effect that the

church being descrlbed here experienced both Jewish and Gen tl1e

persecu tion, bu t also from wi thin family members. A brief

digression on the date of the publication of 'Mark's gospel will

shed more ligh t on the state of affairs of Mark's church(?).

Donald Guthrie (1970:72ff.) after citing many of the conflicting

tradi tions concerning the date of publications of the gospel of

Mark, however, suggests a very early dating Le. after the

Neronian persecution and p:i'oba~ly after Peter's death,that is,

•
around 65-69 A.D. Although this dating of Mark lends much support

to our idea of a "suffering" church, we nevertheless have to

challenge
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this viewpoint. There are Just too many details that depict a

church living after the fall of Jerusalem. We shall only

highlight one weighty reason that argues Tor a later date. This

concerns the prophecy about the Temple being razed to the ground

(13:1 ff.). Martin Hengel (1985:8 ff.) takes up this issue,

amongst others, and argues very convincingly for a date after the

Fall. If we accept this dating, then the experience of the church

con temporaneous with the writing of the gospel, can be easily

recrea ted. We are aware of the persecution of the christian

leaders, like Peter and Paul. Therefore other christians would

also have experienced some tribulation and persecution

themsel ves.

But as in the case of afTliction, Mark's references to

persecu tion disclose tha t it, too, has an esch a tol ogica 1

emphasis. For the most part the church is persecuted on religious
et re.-

grounds(10:30). Such religious persecutions is considered to be

divinely ordained and therefore to be expected. Indeed it is to

be endured with joy, for it is the very hallmark of discipleship

and shows up the person who submits to it as standing in the

tradi tion of Jesus and the Old Testament prophets. What is more,

persecu tion for the sake of discipleship carries with it the

promise of inheriting the kingdom of Heaven (cf.Mt. 5:10).

To sum up, persecution is defined prinCipally as physical or

verbal abuse, which the christian must be prepared to SUffer at

the hands of hostile Jews, Gentiles, members of his own family,
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anc1 even other apos ta te christians, because of his allegiance to

Jesus, hiS Lorc1. If the personal cost for the christian is so

high, so is his reward: the knowlec1ge that he is sharing in the

lot of Jesus and the prophets anc1 the promise that he will

inherit the kingdom of Heaven. "Persecution" is mentioned in the

same breath as "affliction". The latter term denotes the broad

spectrum of all kinds of distress which a christian may suffer.

The former denotes a specific type of distress, namely, physical

or verbal assaul t. Both "persecution" and "affliction" combine

to form almost a hyperbolic expression signifying every

misfortune which can befall a christian in the time before the

end by reason of his allegiance to Jesus, the Risen Lord.

Mark reports that this category of persons, as a result of the

arfliction and persecution it encounters, "falls away"

136.11). The word family aKov6o}"ov-

all of the synoptic

gospels: eight times in Mark, nineteen times in Matthew and three

times in Luke.

The func1amental concept which lies at the basis or alC.Qv6aXov-

aKO v6a"l~w has to do wi th the hindrance or the lack or loss
..,

of faith, and therefore '~:bves' this word-group a highly

escha tological meaning. We see this particularly in those places

where Mark utilises one of these terms in conjunction with the

al terna ti ves of salva tlon and perdl tlon (9:12 tt.,15,17). So
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eschatologically coloured as OIC.OVOO}.,lb0f.L0l is, it goes

without saying that it exhibits a close affinity to af'fliction

and persecution.

Before we leave this second section, let us consider briefly the

sta temen t that "affliction or persecution arises on account of

the Word"(136.11). This concise remark reflects a post-Easter

theology. In the course of the ministry of Jesus, Jesus himself

was the rock of decision that was set in Israel for the rise or

fall of many(Lk.2:31), a thought that Matthew expresses in those

passages in which Jesus speaks of "falling away because of me"

(26:31,33). After Easter, the rock of decision and therefore also

of offence becomes, in one respect, the Word as the church's

missionary proclamation and the Word as the church's credo. When

therefore, Mark's text reads that "affliction or persecution

arise on account of the Word", this reveals the natural tendency,

in fact the necessity, for the church to supplant the person of

Jesus With the Word about him. During the ministry of Jesus, the

issues of salvation and damnation were determined for men in

con fron ta tion with his physical person. In the time of the

church, they are determined by the kerygma, in which Jesus calls

men into his kingly rule, and by credo, in which the disciples of

Jesus profess their con,tinned' allegiance to him. Once Jesus

himself provoked controversy, now the Word of allegiance to him
j-M

provokes for more severe affliction and persecution.
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To recapttulate, the similitude of the seed sown on the roclcy

ground prOVides us with added insight in to the condi tlOns wi thtn

the early church. The picture it mediates is that of a suffering

community physically threatened from without by both Jews and

Gen tiles and troubled from wi thin by false doctrine, serious

ethical offences, and even apostasy. Against this background of

peril and dissension, Mark sees in this similitude an admonition

of Jesus tQ the christians of his community. Jesus exhorts these

christians to be disciples who have heard the Word aright, which

means that they are to show that the Word by which they have been

called into God's kingly rule is so firmly rooted in their hearts

that no affliction or persecution they may be called on to endure

as a resul t of their professed allegiance to him (Jesus) will

ca use them to lose their rai th and lead to their spiritual

demise.

3.2.3.3 THE SEED SOWN AMONG THE THORNS

Let us now consider the third similitude of the seed sown among

the thorns (136.12 - 136.15). This takes us into the sphere or

the christian's struggle With worldly influences. It is note-

worthy that Matthew's account is linguistically totally dependent

upon Mark's (13:22).

G.D. Kilpatrick (1950 : 121 ~f.) has sketched the character or
•

the community tn which Mcttthew's gospel held sway. By examining

the word "city" as well as Matthaean rererences to money and

economic condi tions, Kilpa trick comes to the concl usion that
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Matthew's community must have been rather "well to d.o" and so was

li t tIe concerned about poverty.

If we apply the resul ts of Kilpatrick's investigation to thlS

similituc1e in Mark's gospel, it takes no imagination to see why

Mark should be interested in having the members of the church

warned against the "cares of the world"; the "delight in riches";

and the "desire f'or other things." For if' these christians did

live in a wealthy city, such temptations would constantly be

presen t to "choke the word" and render it "unf'ruitful" in their

lives. In recogni tion of' this danger, Mark employs this

simili t ude so tha t Jesus might exhort the christians of' this

church, to be disciples who have heard the word correctly, and

would not be involved in "the world" to keep them f'rom being

f'rui tful for God.

This perhaps is an opportune place to comment on this first

section, comprising of' three simili t udes that cen tre around

unf'rui tfulness. Throughout these similitudes we have observed

how c1etails in the Interpretation have become embellished With

'real-life tensions' of the S1 tZ-im-Leben of the ch urch. Now we

can appreCiate more fully how these situational factors have even

ma~e inroads into the actual,,:parable of the Sower.

3.2.3."1 THE SEED SOWN ON THE GOOD SOIL

We now come to the last of the f'our similituc1es. This category

of' persons offers us a Simple bu t stark con trast to the
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a'forementioned three categories. Unlike Matthew with his

penchan t 'for understanding OUVL€V(H Mark adheres to the idea

o'f hearing
J/the Word (all:OUOWLV TOV AOYOV). Whilst we cannot

speak of a decisi ve difference in meaning between receiving

C.>.al-LtlavOU(HV, 136.8) the Word, and accepting

(lTapaO€XOvTCtL, 136.17) it, the latter verb, according to

Taylor (1966: 262) is stronger than '>'Ctl-Ltlavw and "can express

the idea of welcoming."

From a structural point o-f view verse 20 (136.16 - 136.18), like

the parable of the Sower, has no reference to an external agent

tha t robs the seed of its fruitfulness. Furthermore, despite the

redactional 'features in verse 9 (133.15 - 133.17) our verse here

is plain and straigh tforward. Two constants, nevertheless,

remain the seed being sown on the good soil and the results

sta ted again in a triad of dissonance. Understandably, our

comments here will seem to echo those of the parable.

Wi th the slmili t ude of the seed sown on good soil, the

in terpreta tion of the parable of the Sower reaches its

culmina tion. Coming as it does at the end of the unit, this

simil1 t ude occupies the posi tion o'f stress. Wha t 1s more

decisive, however, is that wh,ne tpe other three are negative in
\

outlook, thus exhorting the church to hear the Word correctly by

reverse example, t.his one is posi ti ve in outlook. In it the

members of the church are con'fronted with an ideal christian who
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hears the Word correctly and therefore welcomes it. This final

simili tude, therefore, is an appeal of Jesus to all segments of

the church, particularly to those who may have made themselves

prey to the offenses that were covered in the first three

categories.

If we compare the InterpretaUon of the parable of the Sower with

the parable itself, we find that in their correspondence each

section stresses one o"f the "four di"f"ferent categories. In both,

the seed and its "fate comprise the common denominators. The seed

"falling on the di"f"feren t types o"f soil serves as a steno-symbol

"for the different types o"f reception that the Word encounters.

Trocm~ (1977:167) extends this idea "further and speaks of four

groups of people in the ministry of Jesus which he asserts Mark

Wishes to identi"fy. The first group of people, which Mark

compares With the path, is that o"f the hearers o"f the Word in

whom Satan is at work to prevent them from accepting any element

of it.

Jesus'

Ghost.

This probably re"fers to the scribes o"f Jerusalem, who are

arch-enemies and guilty of blasphemy against the Holy
,

Trocme regards these people as being totally in the hands

o"f Satan. The second group, compared to the rocky ground might

well be Jesus' relatives and natural "friends, who were bound to

be well disposed towards him in the "first place but then became

"frightened and hostile. The third group compared to the thorny
I

place. Trocme asserts, are the ordinary disciples or hearers o"f
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Jesus, who have not broken with socIety and remain tied with It

in all sorts of ways. Finally, the fourth group IS "those around

him with the twelve," who have accepted all the implications of

their missionary calling and bear frUit, that is, gain converts.

Whilst this identification is very interesting, perhaps one

should not lose track of the intentio Jesu. We have isolated a

purpose of teaching by reverse example. This rather moves us

away from ossifying the unfruit:fulness as permanent categories

and constrains the hearers to emulate the ideal christian as

portrayed by the fruitfulness of the 'final category. This offers

both hope and encouragement to the hearers. Unfortunately,

TrocmEf's identification lacks this vital element and perhaps even

borders on a sort o'f 'fatalism.

3.2.3.5 THE STRUCTURE OF MARK "1:1-20

We shall now give consideration to the structure of Mark chapter

four, verses one to twenty (129.-136.18). Dodd (1963:315-33"1) in

his analysis of dialogue forms in the gospels isolated one type

which appears to be confined to the Fourth Gospel. Four elements

characterised this kind of dialogue : an oracular utterance by

Jesus, blank incomprehension or crude misunderstanding, a

reproachful retort by Jesus, and explanation or extension of an

enigmatic saying. /

Lemico(1978 323 ff.) more recently

identified such types in the gospel of Mark and In "I: 1-20. Here

a slightly modified pattern emerges: ambiguity (parable of the

Sower vv 3-8,) incomprehension ( ..... they were asking him about
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vv10), surprise~/critica1 reJoin(1er C·... know ye

not this parable? vs 13a), an(1 explanation (Interpretation to the

parable of the Sower vv.11-20).

What is particularly interesting is Lemico's (1iscovery (1978:323

ff.) that these (1ia1ogue forms are foun(1 in the 01(1 Testament

more than half a millennium earlier than John, in Jewish

apocalyptic, an(1, of course, in Mark. Furthermore every

structural phenomenon in Mark 1: 1-20 can be accounted for in the

pre-or para-Markan situation.

To summarise, the pattern a(1(1uce(1 above reflects in a

conventional way the sort of didactic interchange which was

common to the prophets, Jesus and the early church. One of the
, ,

important consequences of Lemico's finding must centre around the

caution of accepting editorial creativity prematurely.

Let us now turn to verses 21 to 23 which deal with the parable of

the Lamp.

3.2.1 Perlcope C. The Parable ot the Lamp (1: 21-23)

117. 2 I Kat
It ._
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137.1

M~t\
y ,
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The new information that is introduced in this pericope includes

references that, once again, reveal the Markan penchant for

~KOUW. Pericope A1 wi th its Markan :framing, provided us with

important clues on the author's structural devices of

composition. Both Matthew and Luke put this saying into other

contexts. This seems to argue for the possibility that they

clues.

circulated independently of the context into which Mark put them.

We also encounter for the second time the saying about ears and

hearing which Mark had earlier attached to the end of the parable

of the Sower. So, this Markan editorial activity must constitute

the focus of our pericope.

Let us now proceed with a literary analysis o:f 137.-137.5. A very

importan t metaphor, that of lamp ("u'X,vos,), has prompted the

traditional caption o:f this parable, "the parable of the lamp". A

translation o:f AUXVOS. as lamp is definitely more in keeping

wi th' the sophistica tion of society two thousand years ago. A

rendering of AUX vos. as candle, as in the King James Version

and the like, would therefore be unjustified. This noun metaphor,

whose vehicle is >.ux vos., can be termed a suspended metaphor

wi th a resumptive function. Although the tenor is not to be :found

in the imme<1ia te context, the text does provide us with important

This distinctively ',Mark-an formulation has two very

in terest1ng fea t ures: the use of the c1efini te article before
C\

"lamp" ° AUX vas. and the choice o:f the verb "come". "Does the

lamp come for the purpose of being placed under the bushel or
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under the couch? Does it not come "for the purpose o"f being place<1.
:;11

on a lampstand?" asks W.Lane(1971:165). The use o"f EpXEial is

therefore intriguing since lamps do not come but are brought and

placed. The "fact that the noun lamp cannot take a verb o"f motion

indica tes the violation of selection restrictions. This violation

of selection restrictions signifies that lamp Ouxvos,) is

metaphorised.

From our discussion, the suspende<1. tenor of the metaphor o"f the

lamp can be recovered. Mark's
~I

epxeial is rendered

intelligible if Jesus was speaking of himself as the lamp through

which the gospel has come into the world. Even better still this

coul<1. refer to the gospel as the tenor. Therefore compatible

"fea t ures of a lamp a.o. like (<1.ivine) (light) (rule) (beacon)

(guide) (truth) (knowledge) (elucida tion) (perceptiveness)

(mani"fest) are transf'erred to the gospel. If we were to extend

this range to the macro-context of the f'our gospel accounts we

would arrive at the f'ollowing semantic features, among others:

(di vine) (revelation) (messianic) (escha tological) (authority)

(obedience) (righteousness) (mission) (christological). This

confirms our premise that here again we encounter a metaphoric

usage of language. On this assumption, the use of the definite
c:\

article (0) before lamp can be. construed as intentional. The

verb metaphor ~avE:pWetl (137.3) "functions in a supplementary

role to our primary metaphor in this pericope. A similar
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situation is evident for the vehicle q>av€pov (137.~) of

another noun metaphor in our pericope.

In our pericope we also notice the 11 terary device of

foregrounding. Sentence 137.1 offers us an example of an

open

an ti thetical parallelism. It is more precisely an elliptical

parallelism or incomplete parallelism. The comparative is omitted

}/ (\

after o\}')(. lva because of sharp contrast and antithesis with

lampstand. Lampstand is thus foregrounded by fragmentation.

Is a lamp (A) brought to be put (B) under a bushel or

under a bed?

(Is it) not on a lampstand (Al) to be put CB1)

A pattern of A, B, Ai, Bl links them as a unit and encourages a

comparison between its segments. Sentences 137.3 and 137.~ also

realise a synonymous parallelism. For there is nothing hid CA)

save that it should be manifested (B) ; neither was anything made

secret CA), but that it should come to light CB). Once again a

pattern of A, B, Ai, Bl is created. Whilst the two sentences are

synonymous in rela tion to each other, they are antithetical

within themselves. The contrast that is drawn in 137.1 between

hiddenness under the bushel' or under the bed and

mani festa tion upon the stand is sustained in 137.3. This

sentence with its antonyms conveys a meaning that something which

is hidden now shall be later unveiled or something which is a
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secret shall become known. This tension between the hiddenness

and manifestation, whilst being enigmatic, is crltical for an

understanding of the kingdom of God. We have already noted

certain semantic features of a lamp such as (divine) (light)

(rule) (beacon) (truth) (knowledge) (guide) (e1 ucida tion)

(perceptiveness) (manifest). These positive features are placed

in juxtaposition to features a.o. such as (hiddenness) (conceal)

(partia1i t y) (pro1eptic) (incomplete) (fragmentary) (fractional).

This dia1ectlc nature of the kingdom of God has been taken up ln

the history of New Testament research.

The old liberal view is represented by von Harnack's What is

Christiani ty? (1901). He understood the kingdom of God as the

pure prophetic religion taught by Jesus: the Fatherhood of God,

the brotherhood of man, the infinite value of the individual

soul, and the ethic of love. In 1892, Johannes Weiss published a

book enti t1ed The Preaching of Jesus about the kingdom of God, in

which he argued that Jesus' view of the kingdom was like that of

the Jewish apoca1ypses : altogether future and eschatological.

A1bert Schweitzer (1911) picked up this idea and interpreted the

coming of the kingdom in the immediate future, an interpreta tion

that he called konsequente Escha to1ogie (consistent

escha to10gica1). Since Weiss ".:and Schweitzer, most scholars have

recognised that the apocalyptic element belongs to the kernel and

not the husk of Jesus' teachings, but few con temporary scholars

view the kingdom as exclusively eschato1ogical (cf. Hiers 1970).
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Rudolf Bul tmann in his Jesus and the Word (1935) has accepted the

imminen t approach of the eschatological kingdom but he sees the

true meaning in eXistential terms: the nearness and the demand

of God. In Grea t Bri tain, the most influential Interpretation

has been the "realised eschatology" of C.R. Dodd (1970:115 ff.).

In The Founder of Christianity (1970) he sees the kingdom,

described in apocalyptic language, as the transcendent order

beyond time and space that has broken into history in the mission

of Jesus. If a majority of scholars have approached a consensus,

it is that the kingdom is in some real sense both present and

future, that is, the "already now" and the "yet to come."

A number of weak puns also occur in this first section of our

pericope: AUXVOS. and KpUll'iOV and

tpav€pw8n and tpav€pov. Verbs like
->/
€OitV

and
:Jf
€Y€V€iO also function metaphoricall y as vehicles that

refer to the immediacy of the revelation of the kingdom of God.

The use of coupling between 137.3 and 137."i further conveys t.his

idea of the kingdom being in the process of revelatIOn. We also

note that a double synonymous parallelism is realised in

sentences 137.1 and 137.3. We should also mention that additive

and associa ti ve principles of composition are at work here.

.'
:::" ..
,'.

Earlier, we identified sentence 137.5 as framing material that

consti t u te the focus of our pericope. This statemen t of a solemn

call to hear and perceive the deeper significance in the parable,
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is a call to perceive the secret in its veiledness. Therefore

Deist and du Plessis (1981:1'13) speak of a parable in general as

placing "everyone who is confronted with it before a decision

(choice) of accepting or rejecting it. It then irrevocably brings

Judgement or 11berationo" This is in contrast to the saying in

sen tences 135. - 135.2.3. Mark's placement of this parable of

the Lamp after 4\: 11-20 suggest that he has in view the secret

of the kingdom of God which in present in the person of Jesus,

whose mission remains a "veiled enigma" (Lane. 1971 : 166). This

seeming contradiction merits some discussion.

In sentences 135.-135.2.3 we are told that Jesus used parables to

hide truth, while this parable seems to be intended to assist

people in their understanding. The crux of the argument centres

around sentences 137.3 and 137.1. The two main interpretations

of these verses translate them with either a future tense or a

past tense. Kirkland (1977' :12 ff.) argues against the use of

the future tense and advocates rather that the secondary clauses

be read as final (purposive). He adds (1977 : 12 ff.) that "the

point of the saying is that what is hidden is meant to be

mani"fested by the act of hiding it. A paradox is intended, one

which explains the use of parables : Nothing is hidden (Le.,

couched in "riddles", "cryptiq:: say~ng") except in order that *
,

it may thereby be revealed ; nothing is concealed except in order

tha t it might come to 11gh to"
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This constitutes a paradox par excellence, another characteristic

'form of Jesus' teaching in addition to parables. Jesus' parables

were not constructed to prevent anyone whatsoever 'from

comprehending bu t in order that the truth might be clearly

discerned. The importance of this saying is strongly accentuated

by the addl tion o'f sentence 137."'! and IS furthermore emphasised

by sen tence 138.1.

But how is this truth (light) to be seen and '.... ho is it who will

be able to understand. Sen tences 138.2 - 138.5 are extremely

help'ful here. Our 'first question is answered by sentence 138.2

"With what measure you measure, it will be apportioned and more

gi ven to you." As Gould (1913:78) explained, "If a man accustoms

himself to small measures of truth, small measures will be dealt

ou t to him, and. vice versa."

It should be borne in mind that Jesus did not "deal out" truth by

wa y o'f pri va te explanation to those whom he 'for some reason

elects. Rather, a wise and discerning person will see the truth

hidden in parables, while the dull and unperceptive shall not.

The 'followers of Jesus, who have already been taugh t concerning

the kingdom, should have no.. trouble understanding any of their

master's deeds or sayings. The same applies to anyone else who

does not know Jesus, but who yet possesses great insight. If his

disciples show a lack of comprehension (as in 7;17 'ff.; 8:17,21;
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etc.), they reveal thereby that they have no insigh t, and that

trley have not truly perceived and internalised his teachings.

That would show themselves up to be on par with " those outside"

who have not had the privilege of learning about Jesus' kingdom.

3.2."1.1 THE PARABLE OF THE LAMP ("\:21-23)
OBEDIENCE ("\:2"1-25)

AND THE CALL TO

Let us attempt to relate the different segments to sentences

138."1 and 138.5, the apex of our chiastic structure. Taken in

connection wi th sen tences 135. - 135.2.3; 137.5 and 138. - 138.5,

what· those who "have " have, is evidently understanding. They

are to be given "more", that is , of the same thing that they

alread y ha ve, onl y the amount is to be increased. This

understanding means comprehension of Jesus' cryptic sayings or

his teaching in general about the kingdom. What is therefore

"given" to the perceptive in sentences 135.- 135.2.3 is the key

to understanding the kingdom of God which those who "have" can

deCipher.

The situation of the unperceptive is different. Sentence 138.5

tells us that to those who do not have ears to hear, the cryptic

sayings will not only not reveal their true meaning, but will

even confound what the undiscerning may think he already knows.

But that, too, is a way of teaching, since the riddles might be

able to Jolt the poor learner out of his usual trend of thought,

thereby making him trUly p:ercep>tive. Therefore, even when the

cryptic sayings serve to conceal, they also paradoxically serve

as a means to reveal.
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So, by u tllising the parabolic form, Jesus could simultaneously

reveal more truth to those who already possessed some, and

protect it from all others, who owing to their spiritual

insensitivity were sure to misunderstand it, and interpret it to

their detriment.

Let us now turn our attention to verses 21-25, the apex of the

chiastic structure in chapter four. This pericope unifies the

mul tiple lines of action in 1 :1-31. It interprets the other

118.

138.1

parables of chapter four and is interpreted by them.

3.2.5 Pericope D. The Call of Obedience ( 1: 21-25)

Zlt )I ' '''Kat £A£Y£V aVTO\~.

B'\€1f£T£ T( ~ICO(1£T£.

138.2

138. ]

138.4

138.5

25
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I ~ """ c ....
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-"pericope comprises of the attachment formula (KOI. EA€YEV

~ H
OUTOI.SJ, a warning on caretul hearing (tlA€tr€TE TI. OKOU€TE),

and two sayings. These sayings are reproduced by Matthew and

LUke but in different contexts.

Yet again, the Markan redact10nal features constitute the focus

of this pericope. BeSi~es t.he normal
~

note at urgency, an

importance that references to ~lOUW convey , here they assume
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an escha tological signi ficance. New information surfaces in

138.3. We are told. that we will receive more than our due. A

bit o-f startling new in-formation about losing what little we

ha ve, is encountered in the last sentence of this pericope.

There are certain other syntactic features ( as mentioned in

chapter two) which are determined on the basis of linguistic

theory but which are of relevance only to the literary analysis.

One of' these features is the relevant transformations that have

applied in the deri va tion of each sentence. The surface

structure of the sentences in Mark "i: 2"i-25 as specified above

show s the e-f'fect of several movement trans-forma tions and

deletions. All these transformations that have applied in the

deri va tion o-f the sur'face structure o'f the sentences' in Mark

"i:2"i-25 are optional.

'function is stylistic.

In all cases, as will beindicatec1, their

Attention is thus drawn to the

application o-f the -following transformations in the derivation of

the surface structure of the text.

Topicalisa tion has been identified as a transformation which

moves a consti t uen t in a sen tence to the sen tence-ini tial

po si tion. The -fron ted consti t uen t becomes the topic o'f the

sen tence. In sentence 138.2' the protasis

jJ.€-rP€VT€) has been moved to the le-ft across the apodosis

c'
UlJ,.lV) to the sen tence-1n1 t1al pos1 t ion. The

funct10n of this move men t is to emphasise the protasis and
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thereby heighten the importance of one's decision. It is one's

decision tha t becomes the' criterion for one's judgement. This
c\

emphasis is also conveyed by sen tence-ini tial position of os.

j/ (.\ 3/ >1
yap €X€L (138."\) and Kal os. OUK €X€l (138.5). The way one

responds to what one has, however little it might be, will

determine one's destiny.

/ The positioning of the divine future passives in sentences 138.2

138."1 (608"o€Tal) and sentence 138.5

~

(ap8"O€TOl) relegates them to a secondary posi tion. In each

c\
case the divine agent, utro TOU a€OU, is deleted in the

deriva tion of the surface structure but present in the deep

structure. God confirms the decisions of men in a way which

surpasses all expecta t10ns. In add1tion to verses 2"\ and 25

serving as a midrash on the parables, Maartens (1987:3) adds "It

uni tea all sUbordlna te lines of action: it comments on the

contrast between the harvest produced on good soil as opposed to

the many losses suffered; above all the proverb signifies the

abundance of divine grace manifest in the impending rule of God

which ushers in the new age of the Kingdom." This also conveys

an idea o£ God not actively meting out rewards and punishment in

isola tlon to our actions. But h1seschatological judgement is

con tingent to our response. ( The, alli teration in sentences 138.2

establishes a causal

relationship between the noun and the verb
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In a way, one can speak of one's decision

det.ermining t.he out.come.

In chapt.er t.wo we described delet.ion as a transformation by which

a constituent. in t.he deep st.ruct.ure of a sent.ence is omitt.ed in

t.he derivation of the surface structure

Let. us now turn to the literary analysis of sentence 138.-

138.5. Again we make reference to chapter two where we referred

to cohesion. We will pick ou t patterns of meaning running

through the text and give attention to how foregrounded features

identified in isolation are related to one another and to the

text in its entirety. We shall begin by giving consideration to

metaphoric language usage in this per1cope.

Maartens (1987 : 6) isolates, the principal subject of Mark "1:

~

2"1,25 in the words, 'bX€ll'€1"€ 1"l aKOU€1"e. A syntagmatic link

is identified between this expression and that of ~€1"aVOeL1"€

Kal ll'101"€U€1'€ in Mark 1 :15. They could be regarded as being

semantically equal. According to Maartens this discovery helps

us recover t.he tenor of t.he suspended metaphor under discussion,

namely, 'faith.

The focal expression,
:>/

€V
'i
It> ~€1'PIt> 1J,€1'P€lT€, engages in

reCiprocal in t.eraction wi t.h faith, as prinCiple subject. Within

this mutual interaction only the comparable semantic features are
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retopicalised and. transferred. to faith, as the principle sUbJect.

The retopicalised semantic features constitute the tertium

compara tionis and ma y be ex plica ted. as follows (human)

(faithfulness) (decision) (trust) (hope) (commitment)

(escha tological) (percepti veness) (obedience). These, among

other seman tic fea t ures articulate what the focal expression,

» 1 .
cV ~ ~c"P~ ~e;"pcL"€, constitutes a literary Sign.

An important metaphor that we encounter in this pericope has to

do With a measure (~OOLOV). It has been suggested by

Jeremias (195'i:91 ff.) Lane (197'i:167); Anderson (1976:135)

etc. that the parable of the measure ... has been included after

that of the Lamp because of the reference to the bushel

(IJ.OOLOV) in 137. A ~OOLOS. is a dry measure containing

nearly two gallons. We ha ve already made mention of the

different Lukan and Matthaean interpretations of these sayings.

What is clearly discernible in this Markan context is a

thoroughly eschatological thrust making IJ.OOlOV a metaphor for

judgement.

Three metaphors rela te to the idea of the measure: ~OOLOV, a

noun metaphor and ~e;"p€l"€ and ~c,.p"e"(j€"aL as verb

metaphors... All the compatibl~ semantic features of a measure are
.:, ....

highligh ted. So the tenor of the noun metaphor ~OOLOV could

inclucle, among other, such icleas as (d.ecision) (h uman)

(escha tological) (obedience) (righ teousness). This metaphor
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could therefore be said to function as a warning on the decision

one makes. In the case of the verb metaphor 1J.€1'P€L-rE:

reference is made to the judgement one passes. The third

metaphor 1J.E:1'PTltlTlO'E:-rCtL presents the criterion for one's

judgernen t.

metaphor.

In Miller's terms (1971 :128) this is a submerged

The prinClple subject or tenor is permanen tly

suspended from the text. The tenor of this verb metaphor,

1J.E:1'PTl81l0'E:1'CtL, is the Son of man (Mk. 11:62) as escha tological

judge. The retopicalised semantic features transferred from the

vehicle, 1J.€-rP1l8TlO'E:-rCtL to the principal SUbject judgement, may

be articulated in the following seman tic features: (divine)

(justice) (righ teousness) (faithfulness) (redemption) (proleptic)

(eschatological dispensation) (destiny). We are cautioned to be

extremely careful about our decision as it constitutes the basis

upon which ~lie shall be judged.

The conjunctive )(CtL in 138.3 is an epexegetical )(Ctl. The

verb 11"poO'1'E:8110'€-rCtL alludes to the incomparability of divine

grace eVident also in the extraordinary harvest of the Sower.

TIp 00' -re: 8110' € -rCtL reinterprets 1J.€-rPl1tll1O'€-raL retrospectively.

Also, the antithesis between ~o8110'e:-rCtL and c5P8110'E:1'CtL

~J

a 11"'
~1

Ctv-rou concretises This antithesis

contrasts the consequences of,.those who commit themselves and of

those who exclude themselves from the grace of God. "The main

thrust of this symbolism " says Maartens (1987:7), "is to
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articula te the significance of the grace of Gael which rewards its

recipien ts beyond human comprehension."

In the parable of the Measure an antithetical parallelism is

realised in sentences 138.4 and 138.5

For to him who has CA) will more be given CB); and

"from him who has not (A) even what he has will be taken away(B).

The author has chosen to select antonyms thereby rendering this

parallelism an antithesis. Attention has already been given to

the future passives. They are moreover divine passives which give

these sayings an eschatological ring.

3.2.5.1 THE POSITIONING OF VERSES 2"1-25 WITHIN "1:1-3"1

Let us now turn to a discussion on the positioning o"f vv. 2"1-25

wi thin the teaching block "1: 1-3"1. Willi Marxsen CEng.tr.1969)

has "furnished. us with a most convincing redactional analysis aT

Mark "1: 1-3"1 . According to Marxsen the text was based on a

"parable-source", which contained what is now found in verses 3-

8,9,10,13-20.26-30 and 31-32. The evangelist added a "few

edi torial remarks, and worke<1 in to the Gleichnisquelle some

ma t.erial from a di"fferen t. tradition , that .. is. verses 11-12 and

21-25 (c"f. Marxsen 1955: 26"1 n.l.). Through plaCing 11-12 bet.ween

10 and 13 , Mark produced a twofold ans~er to the question •

making the whole sect.ion (verses 10-t3) a transition from the

parable to its allegorisatlOn. Thus the entire text. ,
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according to Marxsen (1955:261) (vv. 1-20) was fitted into a

scheme found elsewhere in Mark :

1. a parable

2. a question of comprehension (or a lack thereof)

3. an application of the parable

Kirkland (1977 :16 rr.) , whilst accepting the analysis orrered

by a redaction cri ticism of ~: 1-31, ofrers an even more

convincing possibility. He advances the idea that if' we looked

at the two traditions which Mark combined as an individual unitt
I

complete in themselves, the meaning o£ each becomes clearer. He

sees verses 10 and 13 as belonging not to verses 9-13, 1i rr.

(which he calls Text A) but to verses 11-12, 21 rr. (which he

calls Text B) When the two texts are placed side by side we

obtain a very interesting comparison.
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Text A

1. Verses 3-9 The parable of the

Sower, and an exhortation to hear.

2. (Lacking)

3. Verses 11-20: An explication of

the Sower-parable.

1. Verses 26-32: Two more parables

wi th the seed theme.

5. Verses 33-31: Editorial expla

nations (33 an early addition, 3"\

a later addition).

Text B

1. Verses 10-12: A

question; the saying

about the secret of the

kingdom and the inab

ility of many to compre

hend it

2. Verse 13: A question

concerning incomprehen

sion.

3. Verses 21-25 : The

explanation of the en

igmatic saying in 11-12.

1. (Lacking)

5. (Lacking)

Kirkland (1977:17) thus demonstrates that Text B represents in

itself a complete example of the parable - question - explanation

motif mentioned by Marxsen. He goes on to add that Text A, on

the other hand, consists so;1.ely of three seed-parables, and an

allegorising explanation' of one of them. This block "\: 1-3"\ is

viewed as Mark's attempt to combine the two sources to produce
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ohe great parable question explanation structure but

succeed.ing only in obscuring both.

Whilst we appreciate

cri tic ism, earlier on,

and value the insigh ts of redaction

we sounded. a ca u tionary note to too

prematurely ascribing to the work of a redactor what could be

the legacy from a pre-Markan trad.ition. Who can outrightly deny

such a probability in our teaching block here. We are also, by

now, all too well conversant with the multifarious problems of

our text. Despite these apparent inconsistencies, it remains our

firm opinion that Kirkland displays a heightened frustration that

makes no allowance for a definite purpose behind this intentional

ord.ering of material.

It is precisely this accommodation for a Markan purpose that

constitutes the basis of our study here. In chapter two we drew

attention to the highly structured nature of the text of the

gospels in particular. Here, in this third chapter we attempted

to unravel this structured nature of Mark '1: 1-3'1. Thus far we

have encountered linguistic and. literary features that have

corroborated our theoretically-found.ed. framework.

Whilst some scholars may yet insist that the author of Mark's

gospel has exasperated the problems in Mk. '1: 1-31 by structuring

the text in the manner that has been handed d.own to us, it is our

considered opinion that the structure of our text furnishes us
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wi th important clues to uncover the Markan Interpretation of his

sources.

Since the sayings in the pericope D are found in different

contexts in both Matthew and Luke's gospel accounts, the Markan

placemen t must be significant. Earlier on in this chapter we

ou tlined the con tents of the eight pericopes of Mark 1: 1-31. In

pericope Al, we have observed the influence of pericope A2 ( the

In terpretation of the Sower). It was sufficiently demonstrated

how real life issues of the Sitz-im-Leben of the early church

were reworked in to this parable to correlate i t with the

In terpreta tion. However, the Markan redaction of sentence

~/

133.15-0 VO tlOl VOV 1"0 KOl
'1

oUf,;OVolJ,.€VO (growing up and

increasing). is of greater Significance to our immediate concern.

This growth motif is particularly interesting because o£ its

absence in all but two pericopes, namely. Cl an A3. Therefore.

we contend that the author, in addition to grouping these

parables here, d.eliberately introduced the growth motif in Al,

thereby linking these three pericopes. So pericopes Al. is linked

to A2; whilst Cl and A3 are linked to Al. Pericope a on the

purpose o-f the parables and pericope a i on the use of parables

can be easil y linked to each other on account of their

preoccupation with the parab,olic method.

How does pericope D fit into this framework? We have already

spoken of this pericope as the apex of the chiastic structure
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evident in Mark 4: 1-34. Without having engaged in a detailed

considera tion of pericopes Cl, A3 and Bl, it would be difficult

to give a full appreciation of the chiasmus or of this pericope

functioning as the apex. Therefore here we will keep our

observa tions both brie:f and provisional

Pericope D which centres on the parable of the Measure interprets

all of the seven remaining pericopes. We have just established

how pericope C reinterprets and clarifies pericope B. Attention

has been given to the placing of B in between A1 and A2 to create

a sense of continuation between the parable and the

In terpreta tion. It remains to be demonstrated how pericope D

reinterprets both pericopes Al and A2. From the outset of both

the parable of the Sower (especially sentences 133.1 and"i33.2)

and the parable or the Measure (sentence 138.1) attentive hearing

is adduced to be highly important. The inclusion of the

statement on hearing in sentence 137.17 and at the end. of the

parable or the Lamp in sentence 137.5 accentuate the decisive

nat ure of proper hearing. So we see the pivotal role of pericope

C Vis-a.-ViS pericope Ai.

The link between pericope A2 and pericope D is established by the

Markan penchan t for
"

the':" verb ~I

QKOUW that is particularly

eViden t in pericope A2 (the Interpretation of the Sower). The

cogna tes of ~I

QKOUW surface in sen tences 136.5; 136.8; 136.13;

and 136.16. Proper or attentive hearing functions as a synonym
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for true perception of the Word (,.ov AOYOV). We have chosen

to reserve comment on how pericope D reinterprets pericope C and

Cl till after we have dealt with them individually.

Let us now concentrate on pericope Cl. that of the parable of the

I
Growing Seed.

3.2.6. Pericope Cl. The Parable of the Growing Seed (1:26-29).

1 )
OlO£V aut6,.

, 0'
E\t£v Ot6xuv, £\TEV WA~pn(,]

119. 26 Ka'l

119.1

119.2 2/

139.3

119.4 28

139.5 29

"£A£Y£V,
Cl I <. -"',...

Ou-rwt; £o-rlv I'l 13aolA£{a -rou 8£ou
& '" ) "" ..
w~ av6pwno, B6A~ T~V ow6pov £wl Tnt; yn,

Kat Ka6£06n Kat £YE{pnTa\ VdKTQ Kat n~tpav.
I

.. .. ~ ., J
Kat 0 ow6pot; 13AaaT~ Kat ~I'lKuVl'lta\ w, OUK
, ,.... ... ..

auto~6tl'l I'l YI'l KapWO+OPEl. WPWTOV x6ptov.
... 't .... .

O\TOV £v TW ot6xut
•

cl 1 C
o-rav ot wapaoo\ 0 Kapw6,.

J J c, <
£u6~, awooTfAA£\ ~a opfwavov. OTt WapfO-rI'lK£V 0 8EPlO~6,.

c' ~I 'i
The focus of this parable must centre around ws. OUIt Ol<5e:V

>,
ou"os. (139.3) "as he does not know" and

1'1

au"o~a,." (139.1)

"of its own·. The focus in sentence 139.3 and that in 139."1 both

highlight the idea of the Seed germinating mysteriously and also

"of itself M
• that is, unaided by man.

Sentence 139.3 furnishes us with an example of topical1sation.
c\

The noun 0 OltOpos. has been moved to the left across the verbs

1:>"ao"~ and ~"K'Uv,,"al to sentence-initial pOSition. The

function of thismoyement is to emphasise the noun OltOpos. as

the topic of sentence 139.3.
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When considering sen tence 139.1 it will be noticed that the

<'
geni ti ve construction 'l1 bacrl~ela IOU geou has been moved

"across the verb to sen tence-rinal position. Also· ° GeplcrlJ,os.

has been moved to sentence-final position. Again the runction of

the movement is stylistic.

A literary analysis of pericope Cl uncovers the metaphor of the

growing seed. It is not just "the seed being scattered on the

ground" that is the vehicle ror the metaphor here, but the whole

parable serves as a vehicle ror the tenor, the kingdom or God.

Another metaphor that surraces in our pericope is that or the

"harvest (0 eeplcrIJ,OS.). This functions }:tas a vehicle for the

well known tenors such as (eschaton) (kairos) (judgement).

Ir we press on with a literary analysis we uncover some

interesting features of roregrounding. Mary Ann Tolbert (1979:80

rr.) iden ti fies a parallelism in our pericope. Her analysis or

the text is as rollows:
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And he said, "the kingdom of God is

as if a man should scatter seed (A)

on the earth (B) and. should sleep night and day,

and. the seed. CA1) should. sprout and grow, he knows not how.

The earth CBi) produces of itself, first the blade, then

the ear, then the full grain in the ear. But when the crop

permi ts at once

He puts in the sickle, because the harvest has come.

This (A B) (Ai Bl) pattern between seed and earth realises a

synonymous parallelism. The parallel repetitions in the sur£ace

structure rein force and underline the importance of the two

constants in the parable. Both the seed and the earth are

cri tical for growth. Perhaps, better stated, it is the

in terrela tionship that produces the miracle of growth. Tolbert

(1979:79 ff.) also comments on what we will call the framing of

our parable. It begins with a reference to the kingdom of God and

ends with and allusion to the Hebrew scriptures (Joel 3.13).

We have identified the central section of the parable as the

focus (139.2-139.1). P.R.JoI}es (1978:522 ff.) presen ts an

analysis of this pericope) that corroborates our identification of

the focus. For him the structure consists of three po1nts:
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1. Sowing (v.26) sen tences 139-139.1

2. Growing (vv.27-28) sen tences 139.2-139.'1

3. Reaping (v.29) sentence 139.5

Whilst the one character, the Sower, appears in all three parts,

he is only active in parts one and three but not in part two. In

part one he scatters (baAt)) the seed, and in part three he

x
pu ts (a lTOOiEAA€l) the sickle. But in part two he sleeps and

rises, thus contributing nothing towards the growth of the seed.

He is planter and harvester but certainly not the grower. The

parable establishes an in ternal comparison, a terti urn

comparationis within the parable. What is stressed here is the

total lack of concurrence between sowing and growing. Man can

only sow but the aspect of growth rests solely in God. Human

effort stands condemned. Thus growth lies totally in the divine

initiative.

Jones' structural analysis (1978:523) exposes the prominence of

part two as the "parables centre of gravity." These verses are

distincti ve beca use they contain two comments which we have

identi:fied as the ~ocus o~ our parable. We are told that the

sower did not know how the seed grew (sentence 139.3) and that

the earth bears frui t
.:N .""

a\Jio~ai~ (sentence 139.'1).

The meaning of "a\Jio~ai" maybe paraphrased "without visible
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cause" and "wi thou t human work." "Wi thou t human agency" seems to

:;)1

be the bes·t renderIng of aUl'olJ,.o1"'l1.

3.2.6.1 A SURVEY OF THE INTERPRETATIONS OF THE PARABLE OF THE
GROWING SEED

Let us now survey the various attempts at an interpretation of

this parable before us. It should be noted that nearly all the

:>1
leading In terpreta tions recognise QUiOIJ,.Qifl as the key to

understanding this parable. Also, most serious students see thIS

as a contrast parable. But generally it is viewed as some form of

encouragemen t. Nevertheless, despi te the variety in

interpretations, there is a surprising unity. We will present

various interpretations under titles because naming a parable is

tantamoun t to interpreting it.

1. The allegory of the sower-reaper. The traditional allegorical'

explana tion understood the sower as Christ. The harvest

symbolised the judgement; the sleeping and rising as Christ's

death and resurrection. The admission of not knowing (139.3)

allowed for human free will. R.C.Trench (19'18;101) who referred

the sower primarily to Jesus, saw three stages of spiritual

growth in the blade, the ear, and the full corn in the ear.

Such allegorising is excessive and obviously one that can be

challenged when equating 139:-2 with the death and resurrection o"f

Christ, 139.3 with allowance for human will, and 139.1 with

stages of spIritual growth. But the POSSible identification of

the sower as Christ or the harvest as judgement cannot remain
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unassailed. In our passage the mention of V'Ulcia lC.al rHJ.€pa

(night and day) conveys a meaning of "everyday" or even "daily".

This is in contrast to the resurrection which was a "once-off"

final event. Therefore any such tendency to identify the sower

with Christ has to contend with, the continuous happening that

night and day symbolises.

2. The parable of the confident sower. This optimistic

in terpreta tion is associated with Karl Weiss (1922), who has

written extensively on the parable. He delineated three truths

(1922:"l5 "ff.): Jesus established his kingdom on earth (139.1); he

hoped con"fidentl y for success (139.2 - 139.3); and this hope

moves certainly to completion (139.1 - 139.5). Optimism becomes

the ground'though t c o"f the parable. Weiss (1922:61) insisted that

this portrait of the confident sower is superior to the common

stress on passivity which short-circuits the last component of

the parable while his approach takes and retains the unified

wholeness o"f the parable. Thus he opted "for the optimism of

Jesus and claimed that each part o"f the parable plays a

constitutive role in its construction.

This emphasis upon the optimism whilst lacking depth, reveals a
.,

certain amount o"f unity. Also, gomething of the cheerful "faith

of Jesus is captured. Weiss' interpretation did provoke much

deba te from his "fellow Cathol1cs.
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3. The parable of gradual growth. Nineteenth century scholars,

..
(such as J. Wellhausen, B. Weiss and P. Feine), influenced by

liberal and. evolutionary thought-frames, attributed a process or

developmen t to Jesus' kingdom teaching. They saw an immanental,

slow and secret developmental process inherent in the description

of germination and growth. The sower could do nothing other than

trusting the seed. He must wait. So this parable functioned as

a foil against excessive apocalyptic.

A.B. Bruce (1893:120) placed stress on "the blade, the ear, and

the full corn" and proposed an in terpretation of "progress

according to natural law, and by stages which must be passed

through in succession. Adolph Jiilicher (1910:511-5"15) maintained

his one-point parable by interpreting it as "the certainty of' the

development of the kingdom."

This stress on gradual growth, whilst failing to emphasise the

harvest, usuall y presents notions of ethical development not

obvious from the parables' con ten t, th us de-emphasising the

escha tological dimensions.

"'I. The parable o"f the harvest. Ironically both Seh ..... ei tzer with

his thoroughly futuristic;'view, and Dodd with his realised

eschatology "found the center of gravity in the harvest (139.5).

The Dodd scenario (1961:113) is particularly impressive as he

maintained that God was the Sower, the stages of growth belonging
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to the Old Testamen t era, and harvest time referring to the

present crisis of the ministry of Jesus. The climax of a long

process had arrived, "something has now happened which never

happened before." He pictured Jesus as standing in a crop ready

for harvest as in Matthew 9:37-38 and Luke 10:2. Jesus ful fills

the expectations of the Baptiser. So Dodd is able to make much

of the stages of growth as providential antecedents, as it were,

to avoid. a lapse of time before the second ad.vent, and to relate

the harvest through Joel to "the fullness of time."

Scholars such as V. Taylor (1959:266) have "followed this line,

but John Crossan (1973:81-85) has furnished us w1 th an

interesting variation which he dubbed"the parable of the reaper."

Following the Gospel of Thomas and d.eleting sentence 139.1,

Crossan is persuaded that the emphasis is totally on the "farmer

while Dodd. cen tered upon the harvest. For Crossan, the parable

is a stirring call to action, a call to reap.

5. The parable of the patien t farmer. Bearing some similarity to

t.hlC "confident so.....er", this vie ..... opposes the preceding approach

("t. above) by relating the time of Jesus to seeding and waiting.

,ThiS analysis not only centres upon the seed growing OU,.Ol.l-o""

but upon the contrast betwee!?-' the, passivity of the farmer and. the

activity of the seed.
,
Jeremias (1951:151-152) who classified it

as a con trast parable, spoke of the seed growing unceasingly,

without the farmer taking anXious thought or active steps. The
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decisive beginning is made, and man should wait patiently upon

God.
, .

N.Perrln (1967:159) placed this parable in his chapter

"Jesus and the -£u t ure" and wrote 0-£ "the lesson 0-£ patient

wai ting, in sure confidence that what has been sown will be

reaped, that what God has begun, he will bring to a triumphant

conclusion."

This conviction that the kingdom comes without human care has

been championed as the essence 0-£ the parable by scholars such as

Cal vin, Schleiermacher, Johannes Weiss, Schlatter, and Lohmeyer.

Despi te it capt uring the constant presence 0-£ the tarmer

throughout the parable account, it makes too little ot the growth

and 0-£ the harvest. N.A. Dahl (1951:1i9) has singled out the

contrast between the sower's passivity during the time 0-£ growth

and his hurry to put in the sickle at the moment the grain is

ripe. This suggestion may well be the best since it takes the

two centres of gravity seriously into consideration. It

certainly deserves more attention.

While we prefer the title "the parable 0-£ the Patient Farmer,"

like in the case 01: the parable 01: the Sower, we here again will

retain the well known caption to 1:acilita te our discussion.

In draWing our in terpretation it needs to be noted that the

parable is definitely not an allegory in the usual sense, though

subord1nate allegorical elements are present. The sower may not
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be identified with Jesus because the farmer in the parable is

sower, sleeper, and reaper.

The kingdom comes by miracle, by a deed of God. The seed

germinates and grows on its own. The seed and soil conspire, (as

it were). The sower is planter and harvester but not grower.

Even as he sleeps the seed and soil conspire, so he is dependent

on nature's grace. He neither causes the seed to grow nor

understands how it develops. The sower sleeping and rising night

and day are, so to speak, repetitive acts of non-participation.

The seed's growth is independent from the sower. The development

~rom seed to harvest is God's deed. The kingdom on its own

appears Without human agency, a perspective that not only

delimits the Fole<o~"""the sower but one which a~firms the

capability of seed and soil.

The parable shows that the sower had no instrumentality in the

crucial growing. The sower did not, cannot, and need not cause

the seed to grow. The negative perspective highlights the

independence of the soil. Generally, the role of the believer is

seen as one of dependence, of patient waiting, of confidence in

the outcome, and certitud.e about the completion of what has been

commenced. This is the good news ,that man does not need to make

the kingdom come. So, in the words of E. Schweitzer (1970:103)

the parable censures against "endeavours to force the coming of

the kingdom or to build it-by a revolution like the Zealots, by
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exact calculations and preparation like the Apocalyptists, or by

complete obedience to the law like the Pharisees." Confidence is

di f"feren t from the idea of patience that became a strong

category because of James 5:7. Lane (197"i:170) insists that

there is no reflection on the element of patience within the

text. We have also observed the pitfalls of becoming

anthropocentric by "focussing primarily on the "farmer.

The parable indicates that the seed does in "fact grow and will

reach fruition and that the earth bears "fruit of its own. This

picture "from nature can be appropriately called "the self-growing

seed." This parable af"firms the power of God, the de"f1nite

ef"fecting o"f the kingdom by divine means. The kingdom is surely

coming because God is actively engaged. The parable was an

in vi ta tion to faith. It was not merely pastoral encouragement

but it was for Jesus an expression o"f faith. He had eyes to see

wha t God was doing through his ministry and its inevitable

ou tcome. He believed that in his ministry the kingdom was

dawning. He was sure that the kingdom had germinated, sure that

it will grow, and will attain harvest. Faith then was to see the

kingdom in the ministry of Jesus; to recognise God at work in a

unique fashion. Faith was to share Jesus' faith that God was not

only making a beginning but would as surely complete it out of

his divine power.
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To sum UP. this parable contains a c1ramatic tension between the

It teaches that thesleeping man and the sprouting seec1.

kingdom has a power o~ its own, that it is God-given. It 1s a

strong rebuke to any trust in human endeavour.

3.2.7. Pericope A3. The Parable of the Mustard Seed("'I: 30-32)

140.

140.1

140.2

140.3

140.4

140.5

30 Ka\

11

)/

£AE:"(E:V,

~~~ ~uotwaWUE:V T~V 6aO\AE:(av TOU aE:Ou.
)' ., , .. ....
~ E:V T{V\ aUT~v wapaSOA? aW~E:V;

( " cl ..).....
w~ K6KK~ O\V&WE:W'. 0' OTav awQP? E:wl T~' y~,.

,. ..... -".""-U\Kp6TE:POV OV W&VTwV TwV OWE:pu&twV TWV E:W, T~' yn"
u .. .. ('" L ...Kat OTav awap~. avaSa(VE:\ Kat y ve:ta\ ~E:\~OV WuVTwV TwV.

, ., f \

Kat WO\E:\ KA&6ou, UE:y6AOUC. WOtE: ouvaa8a\ uw~ T~V OK\aV

ttEt£\Va tou o~oavou Ka~aa~nvouv.

Aax&vw"

a~TOV Ta

The new information that is supplied by the text includes

'"references to ; j.L~KPOi€POV OV lI'QViWV iWV 01l'€pj.LQiWV (smallest

of all the seeds -110.3) and j.L€~tov lI'QViWV iWV AQXQVWV

(grea test of all the shrubs - 110.1). Taken together they set

up a contrast between small beginnings and unanticipated endings.

Sen tence 1"'10.3 provides us with an excellent example of

topicalisa tlon. The construction j.L~KPOi€pOV '"OV lI'QViWV iWV

01l'e:plJ,aiWV has been moved to the left across the construction

:"
€lI'L ""s. y"s. to sen tence-inl tlal position.. The function of

this movement is to highlight the focus of this perlcope.

We also notice tha t tlQO~"e:~QV iOU ee:ou has been moved across

the verb to sen tence-tinal position. Also IJ,€LtOV 1l'aViwv iwv
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Xaxavl..vv has been moved. to sentence--flnal position. Again the

-function o-f the movement is stylistic.

A literary analysis o-f pericope A3 uncovers the metaphor o-f the

must.ard. seed. It is, like the parable of t.he Growing Seed. not

just the seed. which funct.ions as a vehicle for the metaphor, bu t

the parable as a whole. The en tire parable constitutes the

vehicle -for the t.enor, t.he kingdom o-f God..

There are also a number o-f terms in t.he parable of the Mustard

Seed. that display a metaphoric usage. Like in the case o-f the

parable of t.he Growing Seed, we need to sound. a note of cau t.ion

against an interpretation that raises the importance of these

subordinate metaphors. The -following vehicles deserve mention:

la 1l"€T€LVa T 0 'U 0 'U P a v 0 'U ( the bird s of the air - 1 "i 0 .5 ) ;

Xaxavwv (shrubS-l"iO."i); 01l"€p\.LaTWV (seedS-l"i0.3). From

our wider knowledge o-f usage of the terms in New Testament times.

thY point to the following tenors. respectively:the gentiles: the

church; the gospel or the kingdom of God. Two very interesting

verb met.aphors also surface here in the parable of the Mustard

Seed.
:>1

They are aVCttlaLV€L and )'Lve,aL which :find their

tenors in the growth moti:f of our parable.

3.2.7.1 THE AWKWARDNESS OF T~.E MARK AN VERSION OF THE PARABLE OF
THE MUSTARD SEED

Before a literary analysis. :first some comment on the parts o:f

this parable where the traditions show Signs o:f having und.ergone

editorial modification. The awkwardness of the Markan version o:f
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the parable or the Mustard seed is properly appreciated only iT

the Greek is rairly literally translated. Such a translation

would. run like this: "CIt is ) like a grain or mustard seed,

which when it is sown on the earth, being smaller than all the

seeds on earth; and when it is sown, it grows up and becomes

bigger than all the shrubs, and makes large branches, so that the

birds of heaven can lodge under its shade." The parable starts

all right : "(It is) like a grain of mustard seed, which when it

is sown on the earth, being smaller than all the seeds on

earth...... But then it seems to break down resulting in

grammatical chaos. The narrator repeats the words "and when it

is sown." He then proceeds rurther repeating "on the earth".

-", Various explanations or this state or arrairs have been offered.

Some have referred to Mark's poor literary style. Others have

tried to explain it as rerlecting the language of oral preaching.

Still others have thought of it as an error in transmission and

(or translation (cr. Abbot t 1901:9<\ rr. and M.Black 1967:165).

Wenham (1972:21 rf.) sees this awkwardness in the Markan text as

the result of the author's attempt to include a rererence to the

size of the seed and of the grown plant into an earlier rorm or

the parable.

Whilst the possibilities cannot be completely ruled out as being

highly improbable, we think that another solution can be offered.

In this study, we began on a presupposition that the "highly
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structured nature" of our gospel texts, in particular, were no

accident. These had been a careful and deliberate reworking of

the traditions. This parable under discussion, especially in its

awkwardness, provides an excellent example to illustrate the

grounds for our presupposition.

Resuming our literary analysis of the parable of the Mustard Seed

we discover some interesting, features of foregrounding. Tolbert

(1979:80 ff.) iden tifies a chiastic parallelism in this pericope.

Let us present her analysis of the text.

And he said, "wlth what can we compare the kingdom of God, or

what parable shall we use for it?

. ,Like a grain of mustard seec1,

Which, when it is sown (A)

on the earth (B), ls

the smallest of seec1s

on the earth (B),

yet when it is sown CA)

it grows up and becomes

the greatest of all shrubs,

and puts forth large branches, so that

the birc1s of the alr can make nests in its shade."

Tolbert iden ti fies precisel y these awk ward moc1i flea tions as

contributing to the formation of our chiastic parallelism. They
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in vol ve the words for sowing and the earth. These repetItions

occur ln the crucIal section of our parables. This pattern

cl..1splaye<1 by the parable of the Mustar<1 Seed confirms the

inseparability of form and content. It is precisely the

modifications that make the correspondence between the form and

conten t of thIS parable remarkably exact. The A,B,C,B,A pattern

channels our at tention upon lithe smallest of all the seeds. That

tiny seed forms the cen tral point of the chiastic structure.

Also, Just as the seed when sown on the earth grows to the

greatest of all the shrubs, so the chiasmus spreads from that

cen tral pain t to encompass the entire unit in its structural

design. Furthermore the framing of this parable strengthens our

case. Like the parable of the Growing Seed, our parable here

begins wi th a reference to the kingdom and also ends with a

reference to the Old Testament (cf. Ezek. 17:23, 31:6, and Dan.

"t:21). It should also be noted that the introduction to this

parable has a remarkable resemblance to Isaiah "to:18.

3.2.7.2 THE HISTORY OF THE SYMBOL OF THE MIGHTY CEDAR

Let us consider briefly the concluding section of this parable.

The parable of the Mustard seed is undoubtedly meant to be read

against the background of the history of the symbol of the mighty

cedar. The interplay of Jesus' parable and the tradition has to

be considered carefully. Only in this way can the full range of

metaphorical overtones be discerned.
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When the parable is set alongsic1e the vision of Ezek. (17:22-2"1),

the first impressIOn one gaIns by the juxtaposition IS that Jesus

has crea tec1 an almost ligh t-hearted burlesque of Ezekiel's

figure. The noble cedar, which provides a haven for the beasts

and birds of the earth, is caricatured as a lowly mustard. plant.

Bu t then the parable also takes on the character of serIOUS

satire. Jesus appears to have graspeLt the final injunction of

Ezekiel's oracle radically, "the lord will bring the high tree

low and make the low tree hIgh." The noble Cedar of Israel as

the hope of Israel will be comparable, in Ezekie1's view, to the

secular cedars of the world. When Jesus takes up the figure, all

ceLtars, including Israel's proud hope, will be brought low, and

the insignificant tree, better still the mustard plant, will be

made to bear Israel's true destiny.

The kingdom as Jesus sees it breaking in will arrive in

disenchan ting and disarming form, not as a mighty cedar but as a

"lowly garden herb". The kingdom is expressed in language

germane to comic relief. It will erupt ou t of "the power of

weakness" and refuse to perpetuate itself by the "weakness of

power."

The mustard plant does offer.a refuge to the birds of heaven, but

it is indeed a modest refuge. The contrast between insignificant

beginning and glorious end challenges the pretensions of human

hope. Man longs for a paradise for his final 'rest but is given a
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The bIrds, too, encounter a simIlar response.

They flock to the shade of a seasonal plant, thinking it to be

their eternal home.

The kingdom IS revealed in the parable wlth comic relief because

that is essentlally how the kingdom functions. It is not a

towering empire, but an unpretentious venture of faith. As such,

however, it is of course potentially world-transforming: "if you

ha ve faith as a grain of mustard seed, you will say to this

moun tain, 'move hence to yonder place,' and it will move ..

(Mt. 17:20). It is faith that, in its unostentatious way,

reorders the face of the world.

3.2.7.3 THE TRIPLE TRADITION OF THE PARABLE OF THE MUSTARD SEED

The parable of the mustard seed belongs to what has been. called

the triple tradition because Matthew and Luke also represent a

version of it. Also, the Gospel of Thomas con tains its own

account. These four accounts of the parable tell a roughly

similar development of a mustard seed into an astonishing result.

Despite the similar development, there are also differences. For

example, Matthew says that the seed was sown on a "field", MarI<

on the "earth", Luke in a "garden", and Thomas on .. tilled ground"

(cf. H.K. Mc. Arth ur 1971:201).
.,

Generally speaking, Mark and

Luke stand apart from each other, and Matthew is a kind of happy

middle. It does not appear that Mark or Luke are dependent on

an y other gospel. Ma t thew appears to ha ve combined the
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traditions of Mark and Luke. Apparently Luke reflected

Q(Quelle), Mark reported the Roman tradition and Matthew combined

Mark and Q.

An important point to note is that Luke and Matthew portray the

parable in the past tense. The L ukan story is a running

narrative of three stages after sowing, each introduced by

IC.QL. It contains no comment or in terpreta tion, as it were,

but very economically records growth, becoming a tree, and the

arrival of the birds of heaven. Mark, on the other hand, is not

a narrative but a general situation. Mark uses both subjunctives

and the present tense. Whereas a definite man sowed in Matthew

(13:31) and LUke(13:19), there is no man nor past orientation in

Mark. Mark's general situa tion is far more likely for the time

of Jesus, whereas the· past tense narrative form in Matthew and

Luke reflects the perspective of the later church (cf. MC.Arthur

1971:-201). Furthermore, the Markan form contains internal

con trast as do many other parables and it most faithfully

reflects Palestinian conditions.

The parable is in troduced by a remarkable double question: "How

shall we compare the kingdom of God, or in what parable will we

put it?" A few similar rhetorical introductions to other

parables are found in the gospels (cf. Mt. 11:16/ /Luke 7:31; Lk.

13:20)
. ."

and among la ter; rabbis (cf. Ps. 8:5 and 1<t:1). But

perhaps the most important Jewish precedent is Isaiah "\0:18: "to

whom then will you liken God, or what likeness compare With
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him?" Mark has a deliberative subjunctive and the plural "we"

which would have lnvolved the hearer. This double question

leading int.o the parable provides a glimpse int.o t.he na t.ure and

funct.ion of parables. A parable here is a comparison with the

C\
use of cus. (as 1"\0.3). It is t.he use of a picture to

communlca te ultima t.e reality.

In Mk. "\:31-32 the kingdom is compared to a t.iny mustard seed

tha t grows in to a great bush. The seed is precisely the black

mustard [Sinapsis Nigra], grown in fields both for the grains

supplying a sharp tang and for the leaves which were cooked for

greens (cf. Hunzinger,V11,1971 :280). The Mishnah con tains

sayings about the smallness of the mustard seed as does one other

saying of Jesus (Mk. 11:23 and parallels). While the mustard
..-.<..'

se~d may not be absolutely the smallest. seed, it reqUires 725-760

to weigh a gram (28 grams = an ounce cf. Hunzinger 1971 :289).

According to Hunzinger (1971:288) even today mustard seed grows

to a height of 2 to 3 metres (8 to 10 feet) around the Lake of

Gennesaret.

The parable observed that the tiny must.ard seed becomes t.he

greatest of shrubs and has such large branches t.hat birds rest in

its shade (1"\0."'i). Even today birds seek out the shade of its

big leaves and nibble on the mustard seeds. It. seems certain

t.ha t. these birds were an allusion to the nations coming to join

the Jews in the blessings of the end time (cf. Taylor 1959:270).
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is ra ther climatic, dramatising the

size and success of the mustard bush.

The parable assumes Ezekiel 17 and. claims that in the ministry of

Jesus at that very moment God is planting his messianic kingdom.

Jesus sought to persuade his hearers about the decisive

importance of that moment. The kingdom had been inaugurated.

Certainly the kingdom Jesus presided over was initially a small

kingdom. Hunter (1960:"\3) sums up the thoughts of Jesus'

contemporaries: "can something so con temptibly small be pregnant

with the great purpose of God?" The disciples of the Baptiser

also admitted their doubt eLk. 7:18,19). Jesus referred to this

microscopic seed that would become a lofty bush. So one should

not measure the importance of what is going on by its size. One

cannot know its :future from its present size.

An exegetical clue to our parable lies in the internal contrast.

Sta ted. differently this con trast between the smallest seed

(1"\0.3) and. the grea tes t shrub (1"'10."'1) could be viewed as

real1zi ng an anti thetical parallelism. J.D. Kingsbury (1969:78)

therefore feels justified in "speaking of incongruence as an

inherent feature of this parable." Despite this incongruence one

has to remember that the greatest shrub grew from the smallest
-,. ~

seed.. The Markan tradition has taken up and even elaborated on

the element of growth so distinctive of Q: the mustard seed is

"sown upon the ground" (1"\0.3), it "grows up" (1"\0."\), and. It
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"puts -forth large branches" (l"iO.5). Therefore Mark's parable o-f

the Mustard seed is characterised by two qual1ties: contrast and

growth. These attributes make this parable a companion pericope

to the parable of the Growing seed (pericope Cl).

The parable of the Mustard seed is the third Parable o-f growth

Mark has incorpora ted in to his "fourth chapter. Whilst the

prevalence of
c\

wS, (as/like 110.3) makes it a simili t ude,

upon closer examination we have discovered that the whole parable

o"f the Mustard Seed :functions as a vehicle of a metaphor whose

tenor finds itself in the kingdom of God.

The contrast inherent in the parable arises qUite naturally' from
~""'~" "::':'~j..::.·;~:s:{~~n..",~.*·~"";"'·'-'~'

the relationships that are compared. The small mustard seed is

"for the tree that grows from it what the manifestation of the

escha tological kingdom of God in Jesus 1s for the future,

glorious appearance of this kingdom.

The culmination of the parable is found in l"iO."i - 110.5: "it

becomes the greatest of all shrubs, and pu ts forth large

branches, so that the birds of the air can make nests in its

shade." The poin t is tha t God is at work to establish his

kingdom, since Jews and Gent'iles are already being gathered into

one community.
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Mark int.ends t.wo t.hings in employing t.he parable of t.he Must.ard

seed. As a word t.o the Jews, the parable 1s apologetic. Through

it· Jesus pronounces that, contrary to Jewish belief, the kin~dom

of God has already come to Israel, for it was present in reality

in his person and by extension, is now present in his church.

Also, just as there is con tinui ty between the mustard seed and

the tree it produces, so the Jews cannot, as they have done,

reject him and his church and still lay claim to God's latter-day

realm. Through the parable Jesus also f'ortifies the christians

of the early church in their conviction that they are in truth

the eschatological community of God.

An important aspect of the kingdom that this parable highlights

is its universal dimension. It is
;,~"~;::'-~,".lf~;'-.J':,'o~:t.:::~, -~;'1,

all-embracing. Also in

bringing his kingly rule in Jesus, God has chosen to manifest it

in humility; that God has set in motion the process by which his

kingly rUle, through the agency of the church, spreads itself

out, embracing both Jews and Gentiles; and that God will one day

unveil his kingly rule in majesty as a splendid realm.

The -function of this parable of the Mustard Seed within its

immedia te context is to serve as one further link in the apology

against the Jews which Ma'rk h'as been st.eadf'astly unfolding

throughout chapter four. Let us now turn to the final pericope.
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The Use of Parables("t: 33-3"1)

141.

142.

141.

J ~

alCOUE:\V'

34 xwot~ 6~ "aoOBOA~~ o~~ ~A6A£\ ottoi,.
.... t """ JKOt' ?6(ov 6~ to\' \6(o\~ ~~e~Ta\~ £"fAU£V w6VTa.

The new information that is introduced in this pericope includes

references to contrasting features. They include: the multitudes

~,

(a'Uiols.) and his own disciples ( iOlS, :n
ldlOlS.

the word (iOV >.oyov)and all things (ltaVia). The "focus of

our pericope lies in the expression "even as they were able to

hear" (Ka8wv
#IaKO'UE:lv). Once again we observe the

Markan penchant for ~aKO'UW. This focal expression could well

provide a vital clue in understanding the function of parables.

A 'number of movement-transformations are observed in"' "o-u"t'exF""

In both sentences 111. and 112. ltapat:Jo).als. and ltapatJo).rls.

(respectively)have been moved to the le"ft across the verbs. Also

the position o"f iOV Xoyov is signi fican t. This end-position

correlates very well with ltaVia of sentence 1"13. In the

la t ter case, this sentence-final position serves to emphasise

this consti t uen t of the sentence.

stylistic.

These movements are also

Besides the reference to iov >.oyov (the word) which is often

.' .
used in the gospels ap a vehicle for the tenors "the word o"f the
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kingdom, the word of God, etc, " there are no metaphors that

sur£ace 1n this pericope.

With some help from Tolbert (1979:78) we identify a repetition of

words in a parallel design. Her translation of this pericope

runs as follows:

and with many such parables (A), he spoke to them (B)

the word, as they were able to hear it;

but wi thout a parable (Al) he spoke to them (Bl)

not, but privately to his disciples he explained everything.

This (A B) pa t tern clearly realises a synonymous

parallelism. Once again, let us turn to Wenham (1972:23) to

establish our text. Here, we tend to a~ree with him that "but

privately he explained everything to his disciples" may well be

regarded as a sort of after-thought tacked on to our parallelism.

Whilst we favour such a theory, we do well t,;:, remind ourselves of

the element of contrast that this additional clause brings to

this pericope.

The author of this gospel concludes his grouping with a summary

sta temen t that reveals he '-had made a careful choice of these

parables from a much larger collection at his disposal. Mark

once again informs us of Jesus' habi t to teach using the

parabolic form. The parables as a Whole become vehicles to
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This term (TOV AOyOV) also features in

the In terpreta tion of the Sower, where it occurs eight times.

Jesus uses parables here to accommodate the hearer's state of

preparation. This means that he adapted his depth of teaching to

the level of understanding that he found in his listeners. Lane

(1974:174) con tends that "Had he spoken to crowds in a direct

manner they would have been forced to make a decision

immediately. That decision could have expressed only unbelief

and rejection:' So this use of an indirect address provided some

leeway. It was an expression of grace which allowed time for

reflection. But it was also confrontational in that it judged

their lack of preparation to receive the word directly.

Mark contrasts Jesus' utterance before the multitude with- his

priva te explanation of "all things" to his own disciples. "All

things" is very comprehensive and refers to the mission of Jesu,s

in which the mystery of the kingdom was unveiled. This section

poin ts back to 4:11-12 and reflects the t wo aspects of the

revela tion of God in the mission of Jesus. There was "veiling

/partial disclosure" before the multitude and "disclosure/partial

understanding" to the disciples through the private explanation

which Jesus gi ves to his disciples. Through this pri va te

explanation which Jesus giV'es to his disciples, the mystery of

the kingdom is unveiled. It is only through this revelation that

the enigma is partiall y understood. Butit is only at the
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consummation that It WIll become fully and finally revealed to

all men.

Ha ving concluded our brief discussIon on the last pericope of Mk.

1:1-34, let us now gi ve consideration to the chiastic pattern

tha t we see within this teaching block.

3.3 THE CHIASTIC STRUCTURE OF MARK 4:1-3"1

Firstly, we note that the introduction in "'\:1 and section on the

calming of a storm in 1:35-"'\1 form an inclusio of the sea. While

this block ("'\: 1-31) emphasises the teaching authority of Jesus,

1: 35-11 establishes the authority of Jesus over nature. This

framing therefore provides a basis for our assumption that these

eight pericopes constitute a highly structured unit.

Pericope Cl (the parable of the Growing Seed) and pericope A3

(the parable of the Mustard seed) reveal a similar structure.

Both begin with references to the I<ingdom oT God (139.1; 1"'\0.1-

1"'\0.2) and they both end wi th an all usion to the Hebrew

Scriptures (139.5 alludes to Joel 3:13 and 1"'\0.5 alludes to Ezek.

17:23, 31:6 and Dan "t:21). Finally. they both are concerned with

seeds and growth. Hence, in terms OT their con ten t these two

parables display many simila.rities. We have already highlighted

that in so far as form is concerned they contain repetitive

patterns.
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Pericope Ai shares similar references to seeds and growth. The

reference to the seed ha ving been sown in three accoun ts

demonstra tes the fact that in the person of Jesus the kingdom has

been initiated. Furthermore, all three of the parables clearly

depict growth (133.17-growing up an increasing; 139.3-sprout and

grow; l"iO."i -grows up and becomes). In the parable of the

Growing Seed, the emphasis falls on the divine initiative or

God's sole over sigh t over the growth of the kingdom. Man's

contribution in the growth is one of total passivity.

The parable of the Mustard seed, whilst sharing a similar motif

with the parable of the Sower, that of unanticipated results,

also breaks through with another dimension. Pericope C with a

universal thrust :further interprets pericope A3 with its

dimensions of publicity, openness, etc. The kingdom will be seen

:for what it is, it cannot be hid. Pericope A3 also interprets

pericope C by including the Gentiles as the "birds" that make

nests in the shade o:f the huge branches o:f these great shrubs.

Earlier on, we demonstra ted how the parable o:f the Measure

in terpreted and was interpreted by the pericope on the purpose o:f

parables. A similar relationship eXists between the parable o:f

the Measure arid the periCbpe on the purpose of parables.

At ten t1 ve hearing, true perception, etc. are the requisites o:f

pericopes B, Bi and the parable of the Measure. These three

sections interpret one another.
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""\: 1-3~ that we presented followed the

di visions of Maartens (1987:2£f) especially in isola ting the

apex of our chiastic teaching block. He sees the parables as

composing "an extended chiastic structure with an inner circle

and an outer circle" (1987:2). The parables of the sower and the

.mustard Seed constitutes the outer circle with the theme of

divine grace, whilst the parables of the Lamp and the Growing

seed make up the inner circle that highlights the aspect of the

divine initiative in the manifestation of the kingdom. Both the

inner and outer circles furnish contrasts that further develop

the abovementioned themes. The parable of the Sower contrasts

the theme of the incompatibility of God's grace, manifest in the

extraordinary harvest to the universality of God's grace. This

h ,latter theme surfaces in the parable of the Mustard Seed. In the

inner circle the parable of the Lamp particularises the theme of

the divine initiative in the process of manifesting the kingdom

which is concealed, whereas the divine initiative in the growth

of the kingdom is highlighted in the parable of the Growing Seed.

Maarten's correlation undoubtedly offers some challenging

insights into the meaning of this teaching block. it would be

interesting to see what new perspectives this analysis would

furnish when applied consistently to the entire gospel of Mark.

In summary. then these parables of the kingdom clearly attest to

the fact that the kingdom of God has been established in the
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mission of Jesus. The reception of God's reign among the Jews,

despite the stern reminder for very attentive hearing and an

invitation for true perception, left much to be desired. Against

such discouraging results and further apostasy, these parables

a££irm that God is still active. Whilst an element of

uncertainty becomes understandable on account of the hiddenness

of the kingdom, this situation was only a temporal one. The

kingdom is destined for greater manifestation. it is concealed

only for a while. The criterion for judgement rests solely on

the decision that the indiVidual makes. Since Jesus had

inaugura ted the kingdom, it will realise its full potential

unaided by man. No human effort is required to give the kingdom

a helpful shove. Also con trary to popular expectations, the

kingdom begins in humility and insignificance" but ends" in glory

and grandeur. The uni versal theme that emerges correlates

throughout the macro-structure With the prerogative of salvation

going from the Jews to the Gentiles.

Finally, the enigma of a parable as a veiled disclosure

dissipates in the face of responsive and attentive hearing. It

is precisely on account of this contingency that "some see and

yet not perceive" whilst "others hear but do not understand."
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSION: RESUME OF METHODOLOGY, SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND SOME

THEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1 RESUME OF METHODOLOGY

We commenced this study by highlighting the more significant of

the recent con tributions in the fields of Linguistics and

Literary Theory that necessitated the reassessment of exegetical

theories and methods in New Testament studies. The contributions

of General linguistics and Literary Theory have become

particularly important for the New Testament scholarship.

In the history of New Testament research since the 19th century,

three principal exegetical methods have emerged. The .earliest of

these three methods was Source Criticism which sought a solution

to the synoptic problem in the literary dependence of one writer

on another. The second method, Form Criticism, explicated the

synoptic problem in terms of the preli terary period when gospel

material circulated by word of mouth in small, isolated units.

Form Criticism, with its emphasis on the life and needs of the

primitive community tenc1ec1 to neglect the part played by the

writers of the synoptics in..; the making of the gospels. It was

inevitable that in due course the balance should be restored by

the develop men t of a third method. Redaction Criticism is a

study of the evangelist as a creative author and theologian, and
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an attempt to identify the character of the communitles for which

he wrote and in which his material had been preserved.

Despite the merits of these three methods, no adequate frame of

reference has been advanced to explicate symbolic and metaphoric

language usage widespread in New Testament literature. This

study proposed a "theoretically-founded" exegetical framework -for

in terpreting such language usage.

After conducting a survey o-f the historical critical methods of

New Testament parable research in chapter one, we detailed, in

chapter two, the main aspects o-f our methodology: a

"theoretJcally-founded". -framework. The text of Mark" 1: 1;"'31 was

delimited- into sentences. The criterion used for this sentence

specifica tion S --) NP VP was based on Transformational

Genera ti ve Grammar. The presuppositions and -focus OT the

sen tence was determined by what was suggested by the initial

preliminary (in t ui ti ye) in terpreta t1on. The de-fini tion of

presupposition and focus was also taken -from Transformational

Generative Grammar. The transformations that had applied in the

derivation of the sentences was determined as these

trans-formations later became relevant in determining the poetic

structure of the sentences. The concept of a transformation too

derived from the Standard Theory of Transformational Grammar.
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In chapter three, t.he struct.ure or Mark "I: 1-3"1 was analysed in

order to l1etermine its contribu tion t.o the interpretation or thiS

t.ext. In this analysis the theoretical principles were taken

rrom Literary Theory. Mark "I: 1-3"i was approached as part or the

Markan gospel narra ti ve in order to establish how this

contribu tes to the interpretation o-f Mark "i: 1-3"1. Again, the

theoretical principles were taken -from Literary Theory. The

historical and socio-cultural setting o-f the text was described

insorar as this contributes to the interpretation of Mark "i: 1

3"i.

Thereafter, the contributions of poetic structure; prosaic

structure; preS'I.l,Ppo$i tion and focus; and the hlstoricaT"'a.:itCf"

socio-cul t ural setting of Mark '1: 1-34 were combined into a

unified, "theoretically-founded" interpretation of the text.

This interpretation provided new insight in to the understanding

of Mark '1: 1-3"1. This approach conrirmed and, in some cases,

refuted existing in terpreta tions and readings of the text. The

main feature or this study was that it provided a well motivated

choice between two or more in terpreta tions of some o-f the

pericopes of the text.

Much attention was given to metaphoric language. We found that

the in teraction view of the metaphor provided an indispensable

basis to explain metaphoric language usage prevalent in our text.
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Whilst the recovery of the tenor of a metaphor was not always

easy. albeit challenglng, we isolated interesting compatible

f'ea t ures that were retopicalised. It was primarily these

semantic f'ea t ures that provided new perspectives to the meaning

of the passage under discusslOn.

This practical application illustrated how the above-mentioned

linguistic-literary paradigm can be applied to other symbolic and

metaphoric language usage in the New Testament. It would seem

appropria te to concl ude that "theoretically-f'ounded" exegesis

wi th special ref'erence to the interaction view of' the metaphor

provides an adequate framework within which to articulate the

symbolic and metaphoric language usage in the New Testament.

4.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

In chapter three we analysed symbolic and metaphoric language

usage f'ound within the parable of' the f'ourth chapter of' the

gospel according to Saint Mark. We considered the tenor/vehicle

relationship of' most of' the metaphors, f'or example, the bumper

harvest and the losses suf'f'ered which reveals the incomparable

grace of' God. A similar situation obtains in the parable of the

Mustard Seed. The "birds of the air" (140.5) that f'ind refuge in

the grown mustard shrub wa~ within the socio-cul t ural milieu of'

the early church. a well; known reference to the gentiles. This

parable highlights the universal grace that the kingdom off'ers.

Taken together. pericopes Ai, A2 and A3 convey the wonderf'u!
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truth of the i!?-compatibility of the grace of God. This grace

transcends all human expectations, however open and benevolent

they might be.

Pericope B concerns the purpose of the parables. This parabolic

form of teaching seems to be a "dark word" intended for

The former accentuating the

concealment rather than revelation. But pericope Bl on the use

of the parables offers some very interesting insights. Here

parables function as riddles designed to clarify by challenging

the reader in a fashion very akin to a brain-teaser or puzzle.

Therefore, parables are not dark words. To the perceptive who

take up the challenge to obedience Cattentive hearing) it becomes

the means to greater insight and truth.

This dialectic (hiddenness and revelation held in dynamic

tension) characteristic of the 'baoLXeLav TOU 6eou, surfaces

also in the parables of the Lamp (pericope C) and that of the

Growing Seed (pericope C1).

inevi tabili t y of revel a tion. Light stands in juxtaposition to

darkness. It is neither designed for secrecy or hiddenness but

for manifestation and exposure. The reference of the lamp being

placed either under a bed or upon a lampstand leads to the idea.. .

of the divine initia ti ve in revelation. Whilst the truth that the

~aOLXeLav TOU 6€ou was being established in the ministry of

Jesus was not always plain for all to see, the kingdom was never
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in tended to be exclusive to the Jews. This issue is explicitly

taken up in the parable or the Mustard ~eed.

A complementary theme of the divine ini tiati ve in growth surfaces

in the parable of the Growing Seed. A Sitz-im-Leben of human

achievement or activism sets up a contrast to the manner in which

the kingdom is realised. It comes not through the achievement

principle or the Pharisees, nor the rigours of the Essenes, nor

through the revolutionary demonstrations of the Zealots but its

ini tiative lies solely and totally in God.

In chapter three we iden ti fied the tloO'L},eLov iOU eeou as the

tenor of these parables. This is also true for several other

parables that are found within the gospel tradition. The

vehicles of these parables are in fact replacement vehicles of

the principle subject, the tloO'L},eLov iOU eeou. They

contrast, supplement and correlate the different aspects of the

kingdom.

The term "'bo.O'LXe:LOV iOU 8eou" 1n Mark 1:1"l is a compound

metaphor that is explicated in Chapter four. It refers to the

I" u I e 0 f God 1n 1t s mu 1 ~:1 pIe ~ r ace t S 1t cIa r 1f 1e s 1t S

1ncompa t1b1l1 t y CAl and A2); 1ts un1 versal1 t y CA3); and the

di vine ini tia ti ve in revela tion (C) ; in growth (Cl). These

themes of the incompatibility of the grace of the kingdom and its

divine 1nitiative challenges the reader towards a response. The
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decision that the reader makes in turn constitutes the basis of

his/her eschatolog1cal judgement. This aspect is taken up by

pericope . D, the apex of our chiastic structure.

We gave Mark ~:2~-25 the caption: "the Call to Obedience." The

kingdom also demands the obedience and commitment of its members.

This was an indispensable requirement for the disciples of Jesus.

An inclusio is created by the calling of the apostles in 1:17 and

tha t of their commissioning in 6:7. The framing of this teaching

block in chapter four heightens the radical "all or nothing"

precondi tion of discipleship. It is precisely one's obedience

that will determine one's destiny.

In this study continual reference was made to the tenor as the

~a(nA€laV TOU 9€ou and the parable functioning as a vehicle.

A basic presupposition was that the interaction view of the

metaphor, that is , between tenor and vehicle, constitutes the

onl y adequate basis to explica te parables. Some of the

semantically compatible features of the kingdom that were

uncovered incl ude (divine) (human) (universali ty) (cosmological)

(escha tological). Taking the parables separately we arrived at

some interesting perspectiv'es.'In the parable of the sower a

real-to-life contrast is established between failure, defeat and

losses and the following features of (victory) (triumph)

(success) (conquest) (grace) (supremacy) (primacy). Because a

parallel eXists between the parable of the Sower and its
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Interpretation a similar situation obtains there too.

Frustratlon, failure, disappointment, misfortune, incompletion

and miscarriage form an antithesis to features of the kingdom

like (accomplishment) (resul t) (attainment) (fulfillment)

(achievernen t) (yield) (success) (consummation). The parable of

the Lamp too leads us to certain features, among other, : (light)

(beacon) (tru th) (knowledge) (guide) (elucidation) (divine)

(revela tion) (messianic) (escha tological) (authority) (obedience)

(righ teousness) (mission) (chris tological). The following

semantic features of the kingdom surfaces in the parable of the

Growing Seed: (self-growing) (independence) (frui tfulness)

(a u tonomy) (self-determination). In the parable of the Mustard

seed features such as (universal) (inclusive) (embracing)

(unlimi ted) (boundless) (grace) (comprehensive) (incomparable)

(unique) (eschatological) are uncovered in the interrelationship
'. '

between tenor and vehicle.

This study has implications for the understanding of the

~a(H)..€laV iOU 8e:ou which is the principle sUbject. The

~a(H)..€laV iOU 8eou is best understood as a dialectic relation

between the rule of God and human response to the grace of God.

This response is the tenor of the rule of God which determine the

destiny of man. Human obedience ~nd commi tmen t is the object of

God's rule. The inner dynamic of the rule of God is able to

crea te obedience in the indi vid ual. The rUle of God and

obedience remain in a vi tal relation to each other.
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This leads us to another important <1ialectic within Mark chapter

four, highligh ted in verses 21-25, the apex of our chiastic

"formation. This dynamic correlates with the earlier mentioned

interaction between tenor and vehicle and concerns the aspects of

the indicative and the imperative in an understanding of the

tla(nX€LQ v TaU eeo'U. In the gospel of Mark there is a

progression, on the one hand, from the theme of the Messianic

authority to the theme of the servanthood of Christ (10:15) in

su ffering. On the other hand, the plot of the story develops

from the calling of the <1isciples to obedience· in <11scipleship.

This correlation of the indicati ve and the impera ti ve Kung

(1967:75) terms the ""futuristic-present" structure relevant for

the kingdom as well as the eschatological expectations. Th.e.

short speeches in especially Mk. 9:1par., 13:30par and Mt: 10:23'1>'

must therefore also be interpreted within the eschatological

tension between the "already" and the "not yet". Kiing (1967:78)

notices that it was not a concern for Jesus to engage in

miscellaneous speculations about the "when" of the coming of the

kingdom. Jesus spoke concretely of the people of God, their

conversion, entrance in to the kingdom, obe<1ience in <1isc1pleship

to the rule of the Christ in the 11gh t of the coming universal

rule of Go<1.

,
,.

In the gospel of Mark the coming rule of God is realised in the

believer's acceptance of the call of Jesus. The kingdom is
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presen t in the words and works o'f Jesus. This kingdom can be

rede'fined as the obedience-object (cf. Maartens 1985:158ff.)

which the tlaaLX€La v 'iOU 6€ou creates. The gospel of Mark

identifies this obedience-object in the lives of publicans and

sinners (Mk. 2:16), the healing of sicknesses (Mk. 1:29 - 3:6),

the following of disciples (a.o. Mk. 3: 13-19) and the humble

recepti vi ty of children (Mk. 10:15). This obedience-object in

Mk. 10:' 1"1-15 and Mk. 12:3"1 retopicalises semantic features such

as (recepti vi t y)

(obedience).

(hum'ility) (accessibility) (dedica tion)

,~

The account of the rich young man (Mk. 10: 17-31) offers an

example where the;.impera ti ve of the kingdom is concre't;1se.ct,~~...",~~

Jesus' call to discipleship is personal. The mystery of 'the,~~I."

kingdom is revealed in Jesus' radicalisation of obedience to the

law in obedience to God. This encounter of Jesus with the rich,

young man correlates the theme of discipleship with Jesus' call

to faith in Mk. 1:15. The relationship between the two is

casual. The indicative is particularised in the imperatiYe. The

implici t obedience-object is the al ternative tenor or the vehicle

kingdom. Semantic features such as (self-denial) (trustworthy)

(obedience) (certainty) (-o1.,oyfu.lness) (commitment) (maturity)
,

(responsiblli t y) (dedication) (unconditional) are retoplcal1sed

and are placed on the obedience-object as tenor.
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To summarise, this study has uncovered two suspended tenors.

These tenors correlate with each other. On the one hand, the

actual referent of the vehicle t>Q CH}.. E:L a v TaU eeou is

sometimes the rule of God. Whilst on the other hand, the actual

referen t is sometimes the obedience-object which the rule of God

crea tes. The "t>acHh€\.Q v TaU e€OU" is a composite metaphor.

Like other suspended metaphors, the vehicle stands in a

relationship with other replacement metaphors such as authority,

teaching, preaching, gospel, new wine, lamp to mention but a few.

Let us no·.... present a more comprehensive list of the compatible

semantic features that we have uncovered for the tenor "the rule

of God" in our study : (sovereignty) (majesty) (justice) (glory)
, ......."....~~~~:.:"#~

(intransience) (presence)

(cosmological) (universal)

(transcenden t)

(au thori ta ti ve) (futuristic)

(he a venl y) (eternal) (gracious) (godliness) (incomparable)

(newness) (uncompromising) (proleptic) (creative) (judge) (love)

(concealed) (sel f-determina tion) (frui tfulness) (humility)

(su ffering) (joyfulness) (servanthood).

In the case of the correlative tenor "obedience" the following

fea t ures are derived:

(obed.ience) ( f U 1 f i 11 me n't ) (joyfulness) (percepti veness)

(frui t fulness) (perseverance) (fa1 thfulness) (humility)

(uncond1 tional) (dedication).
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~.3 SOME THEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

~.3.1 IMPLICATIONS FOR UNDERSTANDING THE KINGDOM OF GOD

The aim o'f this study, as stated earlier, was to demonstrate the

meri ts of a "theoretically-'founded" exegetical 'framework. A main

'feature was the signiIicance attached to both the tenor and

vehicle as a new way o'f understanding the ~aoLXeLav 'O\) eeO\).

This interaction view of the metaphor approached the ~aoL>.el.aV

IOU eeou in a tenor/vehicle relationship. The parables often

serve as vehicles to the tenor o'f the rule o'f God. We have also

uncovered another tenor in the obedience-object that the rule o'f

God creates. Both the tenors, whilst clariIying the meaning of

parables, have significance 'for christology.

~.3.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR CHRISTOLOGY

The structure of the t>aoLXeLav 'O\) eeou correlates with the

structure o'f christology. Mention has already been made o'f the

dialectic of the kingdom o'f God that is evident in the parables

o'f the fourth chapter o'f Mark. Let us now Single out the parable

of the Lamp to illustrate the implications for christology. A

tension was noted between concealing and revealing or, better

still, between the revealed and the not yet revealed. These

aspects are especially important for an understanding of the

messianic authority o'f Jesus': It' was, in 'fact, a similar trend,

of revelation and constraint in the ministry of Jesus that
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ini tia ted the debate that eventually led to Wrede's theory of the

"Messianic Secret". If this dialectic is pursued further it

could furnish us with interesting christological insights.

Perrin (1968:357) has made some attempts in this direction. He

refers to Mk. 8: 22-26 and 10: "16-50 which provide two
,

independent references to Jesus healing a blind man. To Perrin

these passages present examples of both a "false" and a "true"

christology. Both the references need to be seen as instances of

revela tion. The la t ter tenor of the ~aoL.>..eLav TOU 6eou in

the obedience-object also presents new challenges for

christology. Earlier, we identified Jesus' call to the disciples

as a call to obedience; a call to service (cf. Mk. 10:"15). The

principle of service/servanthood also features at the watershed

of Jesus' ministry (Mk. 8: 27-33) and, therefore, deserves more

careful scrutiny. Any commendation that is given to Peter for

his confession has to be tempered in view of his obVious lack of

true insight as revealed by his subsequent utterances. Peter's

brazen rebuke of Jesus emerges only after Jesus' reference to the

an ticipa ted su ffering, rejection and death of the Son of man.

Peter, in his eschatological understanding could not accommodate

a suffering Christ. Jesus' rebuke, which came in the strongest

possible terms, attests to t~e crpcial role of suffering. This

inciden t offers a cl ue to true discipleship whose path is

indispensably littered With suffering.
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While, wi thin the scope of this study. these implications :for

christology are only briefly mentioned. they remain important :for

further study in this field .

.'
".y.-
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ENDNOTES ON CHAPTER TWO

(1) This text is from "Mark in Cola" by Dr P.J. Maartens (1977,

privately distributed).

(2) The Extended Standard Theory distinguishes presupposition

from focus. It is generally recognised that the philosopher G.

Frege explicated the co~cept of presupposition to supplement the

notion of assertion. Compare Katz (1972:127 ff.) for further

reading. Presupposi tion is a referential condition associated

wi th the meaning of a sen tence.

term as follows:

Ka tz (1972:130) defines the

The term presupposition will be used. here in a sense

close to Frege's. The presupposition of an assertion

will be taken to be a condition found in the meaning of

the sentence expressing the proposition. It expresses

a referen tial requirement whose satisfaction. is the

condi tion under which the proposition can make a

sta temen t, tha t is, the condi tion under which the

proposi tion is either true or has a true negation.

The focus, in the Extended Standard Theory, is that information
.'

which is unknown to the ren<ters and. which is in troduced to them

by the writer or speaker. Focus is sometimes closely associated

wi th the notion of contrast. The focus often contrasts other
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constituents in a sentence. The focus is usually placed in a

sen tence - emphatic posi tion. Compare Jackend.off (1972:230) for

further discussion.

(3) For siml1ar phenomena ln English and Latin compare Ross

(1967:65 ff.); Dillon (1976:5 ff.) and. Verma (1976:26 ff.)

("'i) Deletions may be applied to sentenCes in the deep structure

subject to the "recoverability condition." The deleted element

termed "the constant single element" is present in the underlying

deep structure of the sentence and is available for

representation by the semantic ,component (Bach 197"'i:100). To

"further establish the "function of deletion in stylistics and

their val ue for in terpreta tion compare Fairley (1975:17) and

Dillon (1975:220 237).

(5) Katz and Fodor (1963) formulated. a specific content for the

semantic component of Chomsky's Aspects Model. The violation of

selectional restrictions in metaphorical language usage can be

explicated in terms of' their semantic distinguishers and semantic

markers (together referred to as "semantic features"). The

semantic c1istinguishers and. :semantic markers are by notational

conven tlOn indica ted between square brackets [ ] and. parenthesis

( ) respectively_ For further- discussion compare Katz (1972:3"'t

ff.)
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(6) A more detal1ed in troduction to foregrounl1ing can be found

111 Maartens (1977:51 ff.)

ENDNOTES ON CHAPTER THREE

(1) The use of the wDrd. mashal in Ezekiel makes it clear that the

obscure mashal was the exception rather than the rule. When the

mashal was used to provoke reflection, this was because such

reflection was held to be necessary f'or the uncovering of' the

truth. The aim was still solely a positive one of conveying, not

covering, the truth.

(2) and (3) The words within the brackets are mine.
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SUMMARY

This study attempts to do the followlng: analyse a working

methodology for interpreting biblical literature and to apply

this methodology to the fourth chapter of the gospel of Saint

Mark in order to ill us tra te how modern literary theory and

linguistic analysis may be made fruitful -.for biblical exegesis.

As such this study is an "experiment" in biblical hermeneutics.

Chapter one deals with a survey of hermeneutics of parabolic

language (a combination of metaphors and symbols), that is, how

parabolic research has proceeded th us -.far. Both the main

-.findings of the traditional methods (Source Criticism, Form

Cri ticism, and Redaction Criticism) and their inadequacies are

discussed.

What we term in this study a "theoretically-founded" exegetical

framework is analysed in chapter two. Here the details of

literary theory and linguistic analysis are investigated to

ascertain how aspects of these theories may contribute to New

Testament hermeneutics. This chapter also introduces the working

terminology of "theoretically-founded." exegesis.

Chapter three, the largest section of this stUdy, deals with a

step-by-step application of this methodology to the symbolic and
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metaphorIC language usage in Mark chapter four. Each parable is

systematically dealt with. One of the main findings of this

chapter is that the underlying thought (actual referent/tenor) of

all these parables is the idea of the 'bOC'HA€LOV 1'OU 8€ou.

This importan t theological idea is then investigated
. , .

Vls-a-VlS

the words tha t Jesus speci ficall y used. A second important

finding of this study is that the substance of texts cannot be

viewed in isolation from the structure of the text, for in

symbolic and metaphoric language usage we show that the two are

inextricably bound. This is also amply illustrated in chapter

three.

The final chapter deals with conclusions by offering a resume of

the methodology adopted, furnishing a summary of the main

finding s and pain ting out some theological implications that

these findings have for understanding the concept of the kingdom

of God and for christology.

(325 words)
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